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p Rutland’s new citizens of 
the year were announced Sun­
day night. Mr. and Mrs. Ben 
Lee, right, were congratulat­
ed by their predecessors, Mr. 
and Mrs. Clarence Mallach.
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RUTLAND'S CITIZENS OF THE YEAR
Mr. Lee is wearing his offi- man of a group representing
cial jacket as chairman of the 
local centennial committee.
all recreation commissions in
with many other groups. The 
award was made at the
the Regional District of Cen- fourth annual Banquet of
He is vice-chairman of the tral Okanagan, which pre- Champions. See story page 3.
Rutland Park Society and Re- sented a brief to the regional 
creation Commission, chair- district board, and has served • (Courier Photo)
IN NORTHERN IRELAND Will Honor
Booby-Trapped BuildingBra,e Deed
resident who
Little Hope Seen' H°Pe Tr* Home Paik
For Ship s Crew
Suffers $75,000 Damage
Explodes Injuring 26
BELFAST (CP) — A sniper’s 
bullet wounded a British soldier 
and four youths shot a police­
man and beat up another Sun­
day in Northern Ireland but the 
worst weekend terrorism oc­
curred when soldiers rushed 
—- —————F
into a booby-trapped building, 
setting off .an explosion that in­
jured 26 persons. -
The sniper cut down Guards­
man David Goffin, 20, as he pa­
trolled in Londonderry, North­
ern Ireland’s second city and a
Bits Of Hair Latest Clues
In Montreal Airport Holdups
MONTREAL (CP) — A few 
strands of hair are the latest 
clues in the investigation of a 
series of armed holdups at 
Montreal International Airport 
which have netted bandits $1.5 
aillion in cash and securities in 
8e last 10 months.
The hair was found, inside a 
wig believed worn by one of the 
bandits and found near the air­
port following the latest robbery 
Jan. 2.
A spokesman for Dorval po­
lice said human hairs are al­
most as good as fingerprints as 
a means of Identification.
There have been few clues to 
the holdups although police suy 
they know all were carried out 
with inside help and all by the
who know when valuable cargo 
is due to be shipped. They “al­
ways get exactly what they’re 
after."
Three armed men escaped 
Jan. 2 with about $200,000 in 
foreign currency from the 
BOAC cargo terminal.
Some 83 bags of mail were 
stolen Dec. 22 when five men 
hijacked a postal truck at the 
airport. The bags contained 
some $632,000 in cash and nego­
tiable bonds.
Other holdups netted bandits 
$521,000 in cash and bonds 
March 11, 1971; $97,800 in for­
eign currency May 27 and 
$60,000 in cash Aug. 17.
Airport authorities have hired 
William Cusson, a retired 23-
stronghold of the Irish Republi­
can Army. An army spokesman 
said Goffin was hit in the thigh.
The two policemen were at­
tacked in Bangor, County Down, 
by the four youths who escaped 
after shooting one of the officers 
and beating the other on the 
head with a pistol butt. Neith'ei;; 
policeman was reported .seri­
ously hurt.
Irish guerrillas tricked British 
troops into the booby-trapped 
building Saturday and 26 per­
sons, including seven children, 
were injured in the explosion 
that wrecked an east Belfast 
house.
A squad of the Queen’s Own 
Highlanders was lured to the 
building in Sheriff Street by a 
Woman who telephoned to say a 
terrorist arms dump would.be 
found there.
DOOR BOOBY TRAPPED
The front door of the building 
was booby trapped, police said, 
but a timing device kept the 
explosives from detonating until 
the troops were inside. ; 1
All eight men of the squad 
were hurt and rubble and ma-
helped save the life of an elder­
ly woman is to be honored to­
night at a Kelowna city council 
meeting.
C. H. (Bud) Magrath of 1732 
Smithson Drive will receive the
VANCOUVER (CP) — The 
African freighter Dona Anita . 
sank in the storm-lashed North 
Pacific Ocean Sunday and all 42 
persons aboard, including the 
captain’s wife, were feared lost.
The search and rescue centre 
in Victoria reported Sunday 
night that ah air-sea search had 
turned up an oil slick, a life ring 
bearing the ship’s name and 
two empty inflatable life rafts 
in the area 120 miles west of 
Vancouver Island from where 
the stricken vessel reported 
early Sunday that its engine 
rooms were flooded and tlie 
crew abandoning ship.
The debris was sighted by a 
Canadian Armed Forces Argus 
air craft and the Canadian 
weather ship Quadra, which 
searched the area for possible 
survivors until well after dark­
ness Sunday night.
The air and sea search was 
resumed today with the Cana­
dian destroyer Mackenzie as­
sisting. She headed for the area
late Sunday from the naval base 
et Esquimalt, near Victoria.
A spokesman 'at the search 
and rescue centre held out little 
hope of finding survivors.
“At this time we cannot be 
optimistic,” the spokesman 
said. “But we’re going to go on 
searching, of course, at dawn."
A Soviet vessel, the Taigonas, 
was also reported in the area 
but its precise position was not 
known.
First word of the marine dis­
aster was received at 3:15 a.m. 
Sunday when the 7,629-ton Dona 
Anita sent a Mayday distress 
message reporting the crew was 
abandoning ship.
The vessel, registered in the 
Somali Republic, and bound for 
Japan from Vancouver with a 
load of potash, reported her en­
gine room flooded and that she 
was being battered by 30- and 
40-foot waves piled up by hurri­
cane-force winds with gusts ex­
ceeding 100 miles an hour.
VANCOUVER (CP) — Gale 
warnings were still in force to­
day on the British Columbia 
Coast where high winds at the 
weekend caused the sinking of 
a freighter with 42 persons lost 
and resulted in snowslides and 
property damage inland.
To the south, fears of oil pol­
lution were raised when high 
winds ripped an unm anned 
transport ship loose from its 
towlines and drove it onto the 
rocks along the northwest coast 
of the state of Washington.
The transport, the General M. 
C. Meigs, carrying 2,200 barrels 
of oil, broke in half about 200 
feet off shore.
At Hope, high winds caused an 
estimated $75,000 in damage at 
a trailer park. Five mobile
homes were toppled, but 





same group of bandits.
The police spokesman said the ,.... ---------- — -------- -  —
bandits profit from casual com- director of security operation, 
ments by airport employees1 He is to begin work Jan. 24.
year veteran of the RCMP, as
Five Quebec Snowmobilers 
’Killed During The Weekend
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Five Quebec snowmobilers 
killed in three separate acci­
dents were among 37 Canadians 
who died accidentally over the 
weekend.
^A total of eight persons died 
MMksnowmoblle accidents across 
■■■I country. In addition, a sur- 
WRMy by Tlie Canadian Press be- 
’•Tween fl p.m. Friday and mid­
night Sunday, local times, 
showed that 22 were killed in 
traffic, four In fites, one by 
drowning, one when struck by a 
train and one who fell through a 
plate-glass door.
Two attempted rlveiy-cross­
ings, one just north of Montreal 
and the other near L’Avenir, 
about 60 miles north of Mont­
real, accounted for four of the 
Quebec snowmobile deaths. The 
other came when n snowmobile 
overturned on n mah near Far- 
reltown, Just north of Ottawa.
Quebec also had eight road 
fatalities, for a total of 13 acci­
dental dentils. '
In Ontario, 12 died acciden­
tally, six in traffic, two in fires, 
"wo in snow mobile mishaps, one 
hv dinwiling and one man who 
fell through a plate-glass door 
and bled to death, 
’ Traffic accidents claimed five 
lives in Nova Scotia and tire 
another, for a total of six.
Manitoba had one road death 
and one snowmobile mishap, for 
a total of two.
British Columbia's two acci-
dental deaths both were In traf­
fic.
Fire killed one person in New­
foundland.
Saskatchewan's only fatality 
was a man struck by a train.
New Brunswick, Prince Ed- 
Ward island and Alberta were 
fatality-free.
The 22 traffic deaths on the 
weekend brings the number of 
persons killed on Canadian 
roads since Jan. 1 to at least 57.
The survey does not include 
industrial accidents, slayings or 
known suicides.
CANADIAN DOLLAR
sonry spewing across the 
injured 18 civilians. All 26 
taken to hospital but nine 
later released.
Ronnie King, 14, who
award of merit, presented by 
the city of Nanaimo to people 
who have performed brave 
acts.
Mr. and Mrs. Magrath and 
their two children were mbyhg 
from Port AlbemL abput 80 
miles from Nanaimo, to Kel­
owna- Oct. - 20.. They: were JWait-1 
ing for the B.C. ferry at De­
parture Bay, about two miles 
from Nanaimo.
When the ferry came in, a 
car with an elderly couple in it 
apparently drove off the ramp 
into the writer. After the 81- 
year-old man had been pulled 
out by another man, Mr. Ma­
grath stripped to his underwear 
and jumped in to see. if there 
was anyone else in the car. He 
and another man brought a 71- 
year-old ., jman to the surface.
Mr. Magrath received cuts to 
his legs. The accident happen­
ed about 5:15 p.m. The family 
stayed overnight in Vancouver.
Concentrate On The Future 
Not The Past Says Trudeau
A snowstorm with winds up 
to 70 miles an hour touched off 
a snowslide on the Southern 
Trans-Canada Highway between 
Salmo and Creston in southeast­
ern B.C., closing the highway 
for more than four hours; The 
slide covered 1,000 feet of high­
way to a depth of 20 feet.
Snowslides also closed the 
Rogers Pass in eastern B.C.— 
part of the Trans-Canada High-
way connecting the province 
with Alberta — and the main 
road between Prince George 
and Prince Rupert. The Rogers 
Pass was reopened early today, 
On Saturday, a power failure 
on Grouse Mountain, overlook­
ing Vancouver, halted operation 
of the skylift and stranded 
hundreds of skiers on the moun­
tain overnight. Most of them 
spent the night sleeping on tin 
floor of a chalet.
B.C. Hydro reported nine ma­
jor power blackouts on the 
Lower Mainland east of Van­
couver. AU were caused bj 
wind knocking down poWei 
lines.
In ChilUwack, 30 miles east 
of here, police reported the 
wind had blown the roofs ofl 
several older barns and had 
broken plate glass windows in 
two stores.
Power failures and interrupt­
ed telephone service also were 
reported in North Vancouver 
and in some areas of Vancou­
ver Island.
Seventy - mile - an - hour 
winds lashed Prince Rupert 
harbor Saturday night, leaving 
one commercial fish boat miss­
ing and several others badly 
damaged;
Many owners spent the night 






across the street from the 
blasted house, said: “I was 
standing in the doorway with 
my brother Michael and sister 
Mary watching the troops come. 
The house suddenly exploded 
and we were showered with 
glass."
Mary, 13, Michael, 12, and an­
other sister, Pauline, 5, who 
was upstairs at a window, were 
taken to the hospital with cuts.
A number of surrounding 
buildings wtre badly damaged.
Troops and police followed up 
a tip Sunday and foiled what 
they said was a planned jail 
break at Crumlln Jail by IRA 
guerrillas.
An army spokesman said au­
thorities found three colls in 
which , the walls had been 
“tampered with," while outside 
the prison three men cnrrylng- 
50 feet of rope and four others 




SQUAMISH, B.C. (CP)—Two 
diesel units and 11 cars of a 45- 
car northbound Pacific Great 
Eastern Railway freight train 
were derailed today about 11 
miles east of this Howe Sound 
community 30 miles north of 
Vancouver.
. Nine of the cars were empty. 
There >wcrc no injuries.
The derailment forced the 
company to bus passengers 
bound for Prince George to Lil- 
looet to make connections.
The track is expected to < be 
cleared tonight.
TORONTO (CP) — Prime 
Minister Trudeau says he thinks 
Canadians can do as well as 
Americans by the end of the 
'ceiifi^^iLth^aKe prepared. Io 
gamble 'and concentrate on the 
future rather than the past.
Mr. Trudeau said in a CBC 
interview televised Sunday 
night that critics of the Liber­
al’s government’s economic 
stance are looking at the past 
with its tremendous increase in 
foreign investment, and are dis­
couraged at the prospect of hav­
ing to buy back the economy.
“Those that say we’ve got to 
buy back the past, you know, 
they just can’t do it. It's too 
big," said Mr. Trudeau. “But 
those who are looking towards 
the future and looking into the 
'70s and the last third of the 
century, last quarter of this cen­
tury, it's not too late for them."
"If we. don’t look back and 
don’t get discouraged but leek 
forward, I don’t see why we 
can't do as well as the Ameri­
cans."
However, the prime minister 
warned that Canadians cannot 
expect to be equal in all things
and must learn to specialize in­
dustrially.
He said Canadians always as­
sumed they were on' safe eco­
nomic- 'grounds, as long as they 
produced the same things as 
Americans. Meanwhile, the Jap­
anese were busy specializing in 
electronics and Europeans in 
other areas are going forward, 
doing better than the Ameri­
cans.
Mr. Trudeau said Canadians 
"must be able to make the hard 
gambling choices" about how 
they will develop resources and 
energy as opposed to manufac­
turing and service industries 
that create more job?.
Mr. Trudeau said his govern­
ment’s economic critics should 
read Some of the articles he 
wrote in the early 1950s fore­
warning about the dangers of 





President Of Newest Nation 
Given A Delirious Welcome
Air Controllers 
To Resume Talks
OTTAWA (CP) - Mediated 
talks may resume this week lx*- 
tween the federal treasury 
board and the Canadian Air; 
Traffic Control Association but 
union leaders also have Initiated 
a strike vote among their 1,600 
members.
In a statement today the 
union declared tentative agree­
ment to a suggestion by the 
neutral public service staff rela­
tions board th'ut a mediator be 
called into the 'three-month con­
tract dispute.
“The association Is prepared 
to consider any nteans to n solu­
tion which will not infringe on 




TEL AVIV (AP) Arab
guerrillas In Lebanon fired sev­
eral Katyusha rockets at Kiryat 
Shmona early today, but they 
landed outside the town on the 
northern border and no damage 
was reported. The Israelis re­
turned the fire,
It was the fourth attack along 
the northern border in four 
days. The same town had been 
shelled two days before and' the 
Galilean resort town of S.ifnd, 
nine miles from the frontier, 
wns missed by rockets on Sun­
day. ,
-jr NEW YORK (CP)-Canadian 
^dollar down at 99l» in terms 
of U S, funds. Pound sterling 
down 13- at $2.55 1-32.
CANADA’S HIGH-LOW
Vancouver, Victoria __  47
Churchill . ...........a... -40
DIALOGUE
AMIENS (Reuter) — Alxnit 50 
prisoners barricaded them­
selves into a prison workshop in 
this northern French town today 
and demanded a "dialogue" 
with the administration.
Officials at the jail, which 
hold? about 450 men, said nego­
tiations have begun1 but gave no 
word on the men's grievances.
Policeman Slain
BATON ROUGE, Ln. (AP) 
— One police officer and one 
Negro protester were killed 
today by gunfire In front of n 
theatre in a black section of 
town, police reported. At least 
five blacks and three other 
officers were wounded In the 
confrontation, police added.
Securities Stolen
NEW YORK (Reuter) - 
Securities worth $4 million 
were .stolen from a walking 
messenger ip the financial 
district today, police rc|Kirt> 
cd. The messenger, employed 
by U.S. Trust Co. of New 
York, wns nt Ccdnr nnd Wil­
liam streets when the theft 
occurred at 1:13 p.m.
Two Bomb Threats
NEW YORK (AP) ~ Tran- 
sit Authority police rqxnted 
telephoned threats today, to 
plant bombs on five trains 
unless the caller was Riven 
$100,000. Two threats, by a 
man who did not identify him­
self, were made at 8:08 a.m. 




ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) — The 
St. Paul Pioneer Press reported 
today that three National 
Hockey League players—includ­
ing Montreal goalie Ken Dryden 
—have signed with the fledgling 
World Hockey Association.
The newspaper reported that 
they were signed by the league 
and not by individual clubs and 
that “up to 60 more NHL play­
ers will sign within the next 30 
days."
Ilie other two players that 
have reportedly signed con­
tracts with tlie WHA are Phil 
Roberto of St. Louis Blues and 
Stan Gilbertson, a Duluth, 
Minn., native currently with 
California Golden Seals.
•» J---- — — —-------- — - --- T -------
alism if its effect is to make a 
country poor. But I’ve also said 
I think this country has reached 
a trade-off situation where it 
can pick and choose, and where 
it can at the same time become 
more economically independent 
without becoming poor.’’
DACCA (AP) — Sheik Muji- 
bur Rahman came home to a 
delirious welcome from his Ben­
gali people today after more 
than nine months in Pakistani 
prisons.
Diplomats and troops of the 
new Bangladesh army were 
lined up at Dacca airport to 
greet the 51-year-old president 
of Asia’s newest nation as he 
stepped from the RAF Comet 
jet that brought him from Lon­
don and New Delhi.
Police had to hold back the 
huge crowd that surged toward 
the plane shouting “Joi Bangla” 
—Victory to Bengal—the rally­
ing cry of the independence 
movement Sheik Mujib 
spawned.
Mujib’s 90-y ear -old father,
Sheik Luttfar Rahman, was om 
of the first to embrace the ar 
riving hero. But his wife waited 
for him at their cottage in I 
Dacca suburb.
From the airport, a motor 
cade took Sheik Mujib through . 
thick crowds to the Ramna race 
course to speak to his excited 
followers. It was there March 1 
that the sheik sounded this call 
for a civil disobedience cam 
paign against Pakistani Presi­
dent Agha Mohammed Yahya 
Khan’s regime. And it was 
there that Pakistan's military 
commander in the east, Lt-Gen. 
A. A. K. N1 a z i, surrendered 
Dec. 16 after India’s lighting 





'If wn'ro very lucky, wo may 
sea the Peace talks In 
session"
On City
A labor union has expressed 
concern about use of non-unloh 
labor on city projects.
Carl Beaulieu, of Vernon, bus­
iness representative of Local 
1370, United brotherhood of 
Carpenters apd Joiners of Am­
erica, said he sent a letter to­
day to the city expressing con­
cern over the use of non-union 
labor in construction of a pavi­
lion In City Park.
The letter is expected to be 
presented to council next Mon­
day. In It the union suggests the 
city employ only companies 
which have union agreements 
or abide by the provisions of 
the Fair Wage Act.
Mr. Beaulieu said the union 
has about 170 members In the 
’Kelowna area, and more than
Projects
100 union carpenters are out 
of work.
The pavilion Is being erected 
by Prehofer Construction. Man­
ager Frank Prehofer said he 
employs four to six non-union 
workers, and does not know if 
his subcontractors employ un­
ion or non-union workers. Ho 
said he Is trying to find out 
what the Fair Wages Act in- 
volves.
Last year construction of a 
community centre and swim­
ming pool In the Spall Road 
area wps halted because tha 
general contractors, Doulllard 
Construction, employed non­
union, workers. Company office 
manager Jack Weston said the 
matter Is “settled ns far as wo 
are concerned."
IN EDMONTON
Siamese Twins Are Separated
EDMONTON (CP) - Ten- 
week-old Cynthia and Christine 
slept separately for the first 
time in their lives Hunday night 
after an operation that ended 
their existence as Siamese 
twins.
The girls were born Oct. 28 
and the 2’A-hour operation Sun­
day severed a band of tissue 
that bound them face-to-face. 
They now have a chance for a 
normal, healthy life.
A spokesman for University 
Hospital said at 7:30 today 
that the girls were “doing very 
well."
Dr. Reuben Weinberg, the pe­
diatrician for the twins, told a 
news conference after the oper­
ation the girls were “in excel­
lent post-operative condition."
“I don’t think there is one of
us who i» not highly pleased
with the way tho operation 
went."
The twins were joined by a 
hand of tissue front the bottom 
of the breastbones to Just above 
the navels. Although doctors 
had ascertained immediately 
after the birth that there were 
separate circulatory, digestive 
and urinary systems, there al­
ways are possibilities in Sia­
mese twins that other organs, 
such as the liver, gall bladder 
or heart sac, may be shared.
ORGANS NOT ShArI.D
None of these occurred In the 
twins, Dr, Weinberg said., They 
did have a "bridge of liver tis­
sue" c o-n n e c 11 n g two well- 
formed livers, and this was div­
ided by electrocautery,
F.lcctrocautcry is the cutting 
and sealing of tissue and blood
vessels with heat produced by 
electricity. It Is similar to meth­
ods used In doctors’ offices to 
remove warts, but Is much 
more major.
Dr. Weinberg said there was 
a common opening Into the ab­
dominal cavities of Use two ba­
bies and a minimal Involvement 
of the dlaphragm—thc Idrge 
muscle (hat divides the chest 
and abdominal cavities.
“There was a definite connec­
tion between the livers about 
2',i Inches In length. Before the 
surgeons separated the liver 
bridge, they determined both In­
fants had their own biliary (gall 
bladder) systems,"
II? said tlierc was ‘'minimal 
bleeding" during tlie operation.
There was “plenty eg tissue” 
to close the abdominal Incisions 
on both babies. Doctors had
been concerned there might not 
have been enough muscle, fatty 
tissue and skin to close tho 
wounds.
"Assuming that all goes well, 
the children won’t need any fur­
ther (plastic) surgery." 
MAY HAVE SCAR
Dr. Weinberg said tho girls 
would have a long, thin pink 
scar down their abdomens, but 
that probably would ho all.
Possible complications that 
could occur would Include post­
operative shock during the first 
48 hours, bleeding from the cut 
edges of the liver, also possible 
within 48 hours, postoperative 
Infection about the ninth to 12th 
days, and secondary bleeding 
about the same time.
After the 14th day, It will ha 
possible to aay lhlngs have gone 
well, said Dr. Webber?
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NAMES IN THE NEWS The Mighty Queen Elizabeth
Key Issues For Election 
As Suggested By PM
Capsizes, Dies In Hong Kong
JUSTIN 'FINE' 
SAYS FATHER
TORONTO (CP) — 




His Bid For U.S. Presidency
Prime Minister Trudeau says 
industrial growth, foreign own- 
ership and resource exploitation 
could be the key issues in the 
next federal election, expected 
sometime during 1972.* The 
prime minister said he fell 
, these issues would take prece­
dence over problems related to 
social welfare. “If you were to 
ask me to guess, I would think 
it would be more in the area of 
industrial growth and industrial 
policy and the problems of for­
eign ownership and exploita­
tion of our rdsourc.cs and dev­
elopment of our manufacturing 
• industries." Mr. Trudeau said 
■' his Liberal administration had, 
since it was elected in 1968, laid 
the basis for "a tremendous 
surge into the ’70s" and analy- 
zed all "the main problems” 
facing the country. .
Gilles Mclochc, the man be­
lieved to be involved in the 
- shooting death of a Hull, Que., 
constable Saturday morning, 
died of head wounds early Sun- 
. day morning. Meloche, who had 
been detained in a police paddy 
wagon, was shot by another 
. policeman moments after Con- 
. stable Fernand Bertrand, a 32- 
i year-old father of three, was 
. shot in the head as he sat at 
■ the wheel of the van. It is not 
* known how the arrested man 
, managed to keep a weapon 
j. while being placed in the van, 
but it is speculated that Con­
stable Bertrand assumed he 
had been searched by another 
officer.
Mayor Tom Campbell and 
other city officials were booed 
I Sunday during ceremonies 
c marking the official opening of 
the Georgia Street viaduct in
downtown Vancouver. About ; 
200 persons turned out to par- i 
ticipate, one way or another, in ; 
the ceremonies and many boo­
ed Mayor Campbell when he 
welcomed the crowd to what he 
called "this history-making oc­
casion.” Demonstrators, organ­
ized by the committee for 
transportation alternatives, for­
med a human chain around 
the mayor's car after a ribbon­
cutting ceremony in an effort to 
prevent it from leaving.
Canada is looking to Japan 
as a major outlet for its manu­
factured goods such as machin­
ery, aviation equipment and 
processed foods, Canadian dip­
lomatic sources said Sunday. 
The Canadian embassy in Tok­
yo said a high-powered econo­
mic missidn, the largest ever 
sent from Canada, would visit 
Japan later this month to press 
Japan to buy more manufact­
ured goods for further expan­
sion of trade between the two 
countries. Canada’s trade and. 
industry minister, Jean-Luc 
Pepin, heading the economic 
mission to be composed of re­
presentatives from various 
industries in Canada, is sche­
duled to meet with Japanese 
government and economic lead­
ers during his eight-day visit 
beginning Jan. 22, the embassy 
said.
A new book on the history of 
the Soviet Communist party in 
the years 1929-1937 ignores the 
fate of some of Stalin’s most 
famous purge victims. Marshals 
Vasili Blyukher and Mikhail 
Tukhachevsky are described as 
prominent military leaders in 
1935, but there is not a word of 
the fact they were shot two
years later as traitors to their 
nation. Publication delays sug­
gest that the contents of the 
book, part of a six-volume party 
history begun .in 1964, may have 
been the subject of dispute at 
a high level.
Half the bodies of the 91 pas­
sengers and crew lost in the 
Christmas Eve crash of a Peru­
vian airliner in the jungle near 
Yarinacocha may never be re­
covered. Army Capt. Juan Za- 
blana who. with a nine-man 
patrol of Peruvian Indian sol­
diers brought seven bodies out 
of the jungle Saturday night, 
said about 25 more were still in
the wreckage of the Lockheed 
Electra turboprop of the Peru­
vian Lansa airline. Others were 
widely scattered in the dense 
forest, so thick that the main 
wreckage is invisible from 10 
yards.
The executive assistant to 
Dr. H. B. Cotaam, Ontario’s 
chief coroner, says that an in­
quest “most probably” will be 
held into the Dec. 15 death of a 
University of Ottawa student. 
E. J. Hills said in an interview 
Sunday night that information 
now available indicates that 
an inquest into the death of 
Frank A. Sreter Jr., 26, would 
be appropriate. Sreter died in 
St. Louis de Montfort Hospital 
at Ottawa following an automo­
bile accident. His father, Dr. 
Frank Sreter, a physician lic­
ensed in British Columbia but 
now working at the Bio-Medical 
Research Centre in Boston, has 
charged the death was “medi­
cally preventable.”
HONGKONG (Reuter) — The ’ 
mighty Queen Elizabeth, once : 
the pride of Britain’s merchant 
fleet, capsized and died in Hong 
Kong harbor today after blazing 
from stem to stern for 24 hours.
With her two giant funnels 
just clearing the water, the 
once-proud superstructure 
charred and twisted and smoke 
and flames still belching from 
her hull, the former Queen of 
the Atlantic lay helpless on her 
side—just 83,000 tons of scrap 
metal.
It was an inglorious end for 
the 33-year-old former Cunard 
liner, once the world’s biggest 
passenger ship.
With a final shudder, she 
turned over on to her starboard 
beam to rest on the sea bed just 
outside Hong Kong harbor. Fire­
boats had poured thousands of 
tons of water on her in a futile 
effort to extinguish the blaze.
Hundreds of firefighters and 
harbor officials stood by help-
less in launches as the former 
liner rolled over to her doom.
“There is nothing we can do 
but keei>* watch,” said one offi­
cial. *T am afraid that is the 
end of her,” another said.
The Queen Elizabeth, 
launched on the River Clyde in 
Scotland in 1938, started life in 
1940 as' a troopship and spent 
the Second World War ferrying 
more than one million Allied 
troops across the Atlantic while 
chased by Nazi U-boats.
She was being given a new 
lease of life as a floating univer­
sity when the fire swept her 
1,031-foot hull Sunday.
Renamed Seawise University, 
the former queen was bought by 
local shipping magnate C.. Y. 
Tung for $3.2 million 18 months 
ago after an American attempt 
to turn her into a tourist attrac­
tion flopped in Florida despite 
the fact that she drew more 
■ than one million visitors.
Justin Pierre Trudeau, infant 
son of Prime Minister and 
Margaret Trudeau.
“The baby is fine," the 
prime minister reported when 
he was interviewed on a CBC 
program shown Sunday.
Mr. Trudeau conceded, how­
ever, that his son, bom 
Christmas Day, was bringing 
changes in his own lifestyle, 
although he did not elaborate.
He was asked whether he 
agreed with a theory that the 
personality traits an individ­
ual will show in later years 
are evident in the first weeks 
of life.
“Ask me in 20 years," he 
replied) "I'll tell you if he's 
as quiet and nice a person as 
I think he is now,”
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Senator Hubert Humphrey 
formally announced his third 
bid for the U.S. presidency 
today, calling ’ for “reconcilia­
tion; rebuilding and rebirth."
In a speech prepared for Phil­
adelphia's Poor Richard Club, a 
spot favored by wealthy Demo­
crats, the 61-year-old senator 
from Minnesota said his first 
priority would be to end the war 
in Indochina.
The f o r m e r vice-president, 
who lost the Democratic presi­
dential nomination to John F. 
Kennedy in 1960 and the White 
House race to Richard Nixon in
1968, plans to enter the April ' 
Pennsylvania presidential prl-
mary.
Humphrey’s most formidable 
opponent so far is Senator. Ed­
mund Muskie of Maine, who 
was his vice-presidential run­
ning mate in the 1968 election.
Five othci* persons have de­
clared themselves in the nin- 
ning for the Democratic nomi­
nation. They are Senators 
George McGovern of South Da­
kota and. Henry Jackson rL 
Washington, Los Angeles Mayol^ j 
Sam Yorty and New York 
Mayor John Lindsay, and for­




Submitted by Pemberton Securities Ltd. 
1654 Ellis St.
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TORONTO (CP) — Industrial 
issues continued to edge moder­
ately higher as prices in most 
major sectors of the Toronto 
stock market recorded ad­
vances for the seventh consecu­
tive session in active mid-morn­
ing trading today.
The industrial index was up
Ballinderry topped the oils, 

















,46 at 192.58 and golds .55 at
160.44. Base metals fell .03 to 
” 83.20 and western oils .26 to 
' 230.57.
Volume by 11 a.m. was 858,000 
shares, compared with 1.07 mil- 
‘ lion at the same time Friday.
Advances outnumbered de- 
. clines 210 to. 109 with 200 issues 
unchanged.
■■ Banking, real estate, utility, 
beverage, general manufactur­
ing and oil refining issues 
moved higher as 13 of the in­
dustrial index’s 17 sub-groups 
recorded gains.
Industrial mining, steel, trust 
and loan and paper and forest 
issues drifted fractionally lower.
• White Pass and Yukon rose % 
to $10%, Canadian Imperial
■ Bank % to $26%, Scurry-Rain-
' bow % to $17%, PanCanadian 
Pete % to $16% and BP Canada 
■ %to$13%.
Consumers’ Gas gained % to
1 $20%, Gulf Oil % to $28%, Walk- 
er-Gopdcrham to $44%, Inter­
national Mogul 25 cents to $8.60 
■antf Total Pete 10 cents to $7.45.
Black Photo Corp, dropped % 
to $5%, Dynasty 15 cents to 
’ $6.50, Pan Ocean % to $12%, 
Pine Point % tp $25% and Tara 
. ■ % to $14%,
Alta. Gas Trunk 
Alcan 
Bank of Montreal 




Cdn. Imp. Bank 

















































New Licence Plates Issued 
For Commercial Vehicles
VICTORIA (CP)— New vehi­
cle licence plates will be issued 
for commercial vehicles in the 
province, Ray Hadfield, super­
intendent of motor vehicles, 
said Saturday. Although passen­
ger vehicles will use the old 
blue and white plates with a 
1972 tag on the bottom, com­
mercial vehicles will get new 
plates—white with red lettering.
PROBE SHOT
SAANICH (CP)— Police are 
investigating the firing of a shot 
through the living room window
Temperatures
Across Canada
of a home Saturday night. The 
bullet narrowly missed Debbie 
Manhas, 17, and her cousin, In­
dra Manhas, 5, who was sitting 
on a couch inches below the 
point where the bullet entered. 
Also in the house were Debbie's 
aunt, Peggy iManhas, 29. and a 
friend, Terry Phipps, .26.
MARKS RE-ELECTED
100 - MILE - HOUSE (CP)- 
Ross Marks, mayor of this 
Cariboo community, has been 
re-elected chairman of the Car­
iboo Regional board of direc­
tors. Mr. Marks told the board’s 
inaugural meeting that planning 
and zoning regulations will con­




VANCOUVER (CP) — Liberal 
leader Pat McGeer said Sunday 
the provincial cabinet could end 
the confusion surrounding plans 
to build a gas pipeline to Van­
couver Island by forcing B.C. 
Hydro to compete equally with 
private firms bidding on the 
project.
Premier W. A. C. Bennett re­
cently ordered all interested 
parties to apply to the Public 
Utilities Commission for per­
mission to build tire multi-mil- 
lion-dollar hie.
Hydro chairman Dr. Gordon 
Shrum said last week that 
Hydro did not need PUC per­
mission to build a pipeline if 
it chose to do so. He said 
Hydro would like to do the job, 
but would abide by a PUC 
decision which was in the pub­
lic interest.
Dr. D. W. LIM
OPHTHALMOLOGIST
wishes to announce that effective 
immediately his office will be
Temporarily Closed
until further notice. Patients who already 
have appointments booked will be seen 
as scheduled.
Cooper Canada 
Crush Int’l. 18% 19 "











Harding Carpets A 15% 15%
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Inter. Steel & Pipe 8% 




VANCOUVER (CP),— Prices 
■Were higher in active first-hour 
trading on the Vancouver Stock 
Exchange today with a volume 
of 450.729 shares.
In the industrials, Four Sea­
sons added .05 to $2.55 on a 




Mi', Eric Jabs, President 
and General manager ol 
Jabs Construction Ltd. is 
pleased to qnnbuncc the ap­
pointment of D. G. Pratt ns 
Managing Director of Jahs 
Construction Ltd., Kelowna, 
B.C. Mr. Pratt’s experience 
(or many years in the utility 
business and his involvement 
in the land development fieli1 
will prove Invaluable in hU 
new position. Mr, 1‘rntt has 
been involved for 14 years 
In the Kelowna area In both 
business and community 
work and Is looking forward 
to extending his activities to 
the residential, commercial 
and Industrial construction 











































Trans. Can. Pipe 38%





















































By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
High-Low Sunday












VANCOUVER (CP) — Apart­
ment block caretaker James 
Senek and his wife were over­
come by smoke from a fire that 
broke out in their apartment 
Saturday. The blaze caused 
smoke damage to the first and 
second floors of the building.
WOMEN INJURED
VANCOUVER (CP) — Two 




Starting Mon., Jan. 10 
Mon.-Fri. 11:30 aan.-l:30 p.m.
Includes: 
5 courses, salad and 
























































































































































12:00 noon - 1:30 p.m. — Monday - Friday
ONE WEEK ONLY
W 279 Bernard Ave. 
Phone 762-3575
weekend purse - snatching in­
cidents. Diane Marwood, 22, 
suffered face cuts and a twisted 
knee Sun day when a man 
knocked her to the ground rnd 
fled with her purse and $200. 
Mrs. Hazel Meldrum, 70, was 
thrown to the ground when two 
men grabbed her purse contain­
ing $100. She suffered facial 
cuts and an injured shoulder.
FEATURING THE EXCITING
JUDY HAMILTON
KOKO CLUB HAPPY HOUR 
Mon.-Fri. 4:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m. , 
This week only featuring
NORMA ROSSI
direct from a recent engagement at Whitehorse, Yukon
DEATHS
By THE CANADIAN PRESS |
Minneapolis—John Berryman, 
57; University of Minnesota re- । 
gents professor of humanities 
and winner of a Pulitzer Prize 
for his poetry in 1965, when he 
jumped from the University Av­
enue bridge near the campus.
Toronto — R e v. J. Bruce 
Hunter, 90, pastor for nine 
years of Toronto’s Westmins­
ter-Central United Church—now 
St. Andrews—after a long ill­
ness. ...
Fredericton—Lillian Staples, 
head of the Ladies Benevolent 
Association of Canada, after a 
brief illness.
Morges, Spain—Alfred Gehri, 
76, one of this country’s most 
prolific French-language play­
wrights.
St. Paul, Minn—Herbert P. 
Buetow, 73, former president 
and a director of Minnesota 
Mining and Manufacturing Co., 
of a heart attack.
Orlando, Fla.—Ted Shawn, 80,. 
often called the father of mod­




THE MOTION PICTURE TH AT SHOWS WHAT AMERICA'S 
ALL-TIME #1 BEST-SELLER FIRST PUT INTO WORDS!
Valley of the Dolls
. wtjmiRy-rgx m. AiJARKRpBSM-DAViDV.'EEBWTPmilOll .PANAVISION" COLOR by DeLUXE
. Ihe Ptoducen wish to state that any similarity between any person, thing or dead, 
r and tin chaiacltis portrayed in this film is Rly coincidenlal anil not intended..
SECOND FEATURE
“BEYOND THE VALLEY OF THE
DOLLS"
WARNING — Some coarse language, much nudity and 
sexual realism. — R. McDonald, B.C. Director
One Complete Show — 7 p.m.
PARAMOUNT
Serving Kelowna — 
Every Day at .

















at the foot of Bernard.
1 Sea Food and Beef Specialty House 
Daily Businessmen’s Specials 11:30 a.m. io 2 p.m. 
Dining 5 p.m. tn 10 p.m. 
Cabaret 9 p.m. to 2 A.m.
Telephone for Reservations, 
Proper Dress Pleaise 









































Balco Forest Prod. 9
Bank of B.C. 09
LY-AL
SHAVER SHOP













United Aocum. 5.11 5.62
United American 2,37 2.60
United Horizon 3.12 3.43
United Venture . 4.12 . 4.53.. *------- ———
BIKE PROBLEM
VICTORIA (CP) - Some city 
stores are interested only in 
selling as many 10-spccd bicy­
cles as possible, not In seeing 
them properly assembled or 
helping the buyer use them pro­
perly, says Mrs. John Clay, 
president of the Victoria branch 
of the Consumers Association of 
Canada. “It seems that the only 
person who can or will take 
lime to explain anything in the 
repair man," she said. “The 
salesman is so busy selling he's 
neglected to find out anything 
about the bike."
Gemote WHEEL 
tire mileage! V V H L L L
ALIGNMENT
Faulty alignment wears out tires, steering systems 
and drivers! Let our expert mechanics align the 
suspension and steering parts for safe driving. 
For only $7.72 wc will:
Align wheels.
Inspect frqnt end, springs, shock 
absorber an’d steering wheel assembly.
Inspect and adjust caster, cambpr and 
toe-in to manufacturer's specifications,
Conic in for your wheel alignment and gel a free 
safely check.
9%






ALL REPAIRS FULLY GUARANTEED
INSTANT CREDIT NO CASHNEEDED EASY TERMS
t. nt your
□K TIRE STORES 1080 Bernard762-2717, 762-2793
J ,
LATE BUT FUN ANYWAY
Late but just as happy, re­
vellers at the Kelowna and. 
District Retirement Service 
New- Year’s party Saturday, 
didn't let the calendar take
anything away from their be- 
1972 atlated welcoming of ___ ...
the First United Church hall.
The party topped off several 
holiday festivities for senior
citizens during the. Yuletide 
season at local and district 
boarding homes under the 
direction of team captains 
with the assistance of volun-
teers and guest artists. Week­
ly programs by the service, 
in boarding homes will re­
sume this week.
(Courier Photo)
♦ SEEN and HEARD
Hlgh winds Saturday night 
and Sunday morning caused 
minor power outages in the 
Kelowna area. West Kootenay 
Power and Light, which serves 
from Kelowna to Winfield, had 
men out for about six-hours 
clearing trees from lines and 
I ' repairing other damage. B.C. 
Hydro and Power Authority, 
which serves the west side of 
Okanagan Lake,, reported no 
incidents.
Did anyone here attend or 
teach at Glebe Collegiate In­
stitute in Ottawa? In May the 
institute will be 50 years old. 
Student or teaching alumni are 
requested to provide stories and 
pictures to J. T. Parry at the 
institute, 212 Carling Ave., Ot­
tawa.
inally or civilly responsible for 
accidents despite road condi­
tions. Speed limits are for dry 
pavements, and should be re­
duced according to conditions. 
Distances between vehicles 
should be increased. Brakes 
should not be jammed oh unless 
absolutely necessary.
A venerable eastern music 
institution has a new name, at 
least in Rutland. The Toronto 
Observatory of Music was list­
ed on the program for Sunday’s 
Banquet of Champions. It is, of 
course, a conservatory.
Weekend
। Slippery roads are.no excuse 
Jp. for insufficient care, warn po- 
■r: lice. Drivers can be held crim-
Services Tuesday 
For Sarah Woodland
Funeral services will be held 
from the Garden Chapel, Tues­
day, at 2 p.m., for Mrs. William 
(Sarah Margaret) Woodland, 90, 
of Kelowna, who died Friday.
Born at South Branch. Sask., 
,Mrs. Woodland moved to the 
province 40 years ago and has 
been a resident of the city for 
four years.
Accidents
An accident Sunday morning 
on Highway 33, about seven 
miles from Rutland caused 
about $250 damage to the sin­
gle vehicle involved, driven by 
Virginia Husch, of Rutland. 
There were no injuries. .
A mishap Saturday after­
noon in City Park caused about 
$400 damages to cars driven 
by Graham Brown and Roy 
Gemwell, both of Kelowna. 
There were no injuries.
There were no injuries re­
ported in a two-car collision 
south of Winfield on . Highway
97 Saturday evening; between 
She is survived by husband,
William, of Kelowna; one 
daughter, Mrs; W. (Lola) An­
drews of Keremeos: one sister, 
Mrs. C. C. (Elsie) Nelson of 
Rutland; three grandchildren 
and three great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be con­
ducted by John Flechl, with in­
terment at Lakeview Memorial 
Park cemetery.
cars driven by . Robert Os­
borne, of Winfield and Terry
Citizens Of Year
Named In Rutland
CITY PAGE ®u^aiM®n9Work Honored
Monday, January 10,1972 Page 3 At Banquet Of Champions
Powerful Media Mobsters
To Line Up Against RCMP
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Lee are 
Rutland's citizens of the year, 
selected by their fellow citizens 
as having made the most out­
standing contributions to the 
community last year.
The announcement, by pre­
YOUNG KELOWNA MAN CHARGED
AFTER BEER PARLOR SCUFFLE
A 26-year-old Kelowna man has been charged with pos­
session of a dangerous weapon, following an incident early 
Sunday morning in a local beer parlour.
David Blotfield was arrested by two RCMP officers soon 
after he allegedly brandished a large hunting knife. The in­
cident ocurred around 12:15 a.m.
The accused is scheduled to appear in Provincial Court 
Tuesday morning for election and plea.
One of the most powerful 
newsmen’s teams In the five- 
year history of the Kelowna 
Schmockey classic will be lined 
against the Royal Canadian 
Mounted Police when they meet 
for tills year’s contest Jan, 22.
Coach Russ Richardson of the 
Media Mobsters said today he 
has 16 of the meanest ant) ugli­
est newsmen in the city and 
“we should be able to create a 
lot of trouble for those guys.”
Tickets for the affair in Kel­
owna and District Memorial 
Arena are on sale now at the 
Music Box on Ellis Street. All 
are $1 reserved seats.
The lineup for the Mobsters 
was announced today by coach 
Richardson and features radio 
types Peter Bell, Mark Felesky, 
Bob Harrison, Monty Hughes, 
Brian Leboe, Stu McAllister, 
Louis Charles Mason and Geor­
ge Young.
Backing the airwaves arma­
ment will be television bad guys 
Harvey Davidson, Chuck Wig­
gins and Steve Young with;
i’ ■
RUSS RICHARDSON 
. . . mean and ugly
New Snow On Many Highways 
Plowing, Sanding In Progress
Flemming, of Revelstdke.
An accident Friday afternoon 
at . the corner of Lakeshore 
Drive and DeHart Road re­
sulted in an estimated $500 
damage to vehicles driven by 
Lawrence Olynick and John 
Pettals, both of Kelowna.- 
। There were no injuries.
The following is a road re­
port issued by the local de­
partment of highways to 8:30 
a.m., today. .
Highway 97, bare sections and 
compact snow, sanding opera­
tions progressing. Use good 
winter tires and carry- chains.
Highway 33, mostly compact 
snow with soine slippery sec­
tions, sanding. Use good win­
ter tires and carry chains.
Monashee Pass, compact 
snow, sanding operations in 
progress. Use good winter tires 
and carry chains.
Kamloops to Jasper (Yellow­
head route), compact snow, 
plowing and sanding operations 
in progress. Use good winter 
tires and carry chains. ,
Blueberry-Paulson, six inches 
of new snow, plowing and sand­
ing operations in progress. Use 
good winter tires and carry 
chains.
Salmo-Creston, 11 inches of 
new snow, plowing and sand­
ing operations in progress. Use 
good winter tires or carry 
chains.
Osoyoos - Grand Forks, com- 
pact snow with some slippery
sections. Sanding operations in 
progress. Use good winter tires 
and carry chains.
Princeton to Penticton, most­
ly compact snow with some 
slippery sections. Sanding op­
erations in progress. Use good 
winter tires and carry chains.
Allison Pass, seven inches ol 
new snow,, plowing and sand­
ing operations in progress. Use 
good winter tires, and carry 
chains,
Rogers Pass, three and a half 
inches of new snoW. Highway 
closed from 10 a.m., to 2 p.m.', 
six miles east of Lake Louise. 
Plowing and sanding operations 
in progress. Use good winter 
tires and carry chains.
Kamloops to Revelstoke, bare 
spots with sorng compact snow 
sections, sanding. Use good 
winter tires and carry chains.
Cache Creek to Kamloops; 
bare spots with some slippery 
sections, sanding. Use good win­
ter tires and carry chains!
Fraser Canyon, bare spots 
with some black ice and com­
pact snow sections,, sanding. 
Use good winter tires and 
carry chains.
press coverage by Graham 
Takoff, Ross Phelps, Bryden 
Winsby, Gary Walker and Terry 
Steward.
“Never have we been so key­
ed up about the RCMP,’’.said 
coach Richardson, “there 
should be nb trouble in getting 
back our Trashcan Trophy.”
Refusing comment today un­
til the matter has , been tho­
roughly investigated was coach 
S/Sgt. Ken Attree of the RCMP 
Angels.
However, usually reliable 
sources indicated the RCMP
vious winners Mr. and Mrs. ' 
Clarence Mallach, was greeted j 
by applause from adults and 
children attending the fourth 
annual Banquet of Champions 
Sunday night in the Rutland 
Centennial Hall. .
Mr. and Mrs. Lee have lived 
in Rutland 21 years. He teach­
es art at Dr. Knox Secondary 
School in Kelowna, is chairman 
of the Rutland-Belgo-Ellison 
Centennial Committee, serving 
his second year as vice-chair­
man of the Rutland Parks Soc­
iety and Recreation Commis­
sion, and chairman of a com­
mittee representing all recrea­
tional committees in the Re­
gional District of Central Okan­
agan. Last month this group 
presented a brief to the region­
al district board.
In 1956 Mr. Lee helped re-
Teacher Association. Mr. arid 
Mrs. Lee are also interested in 
gardening, Rutland United 
Church, and other groups.
SPORTS AREA
Mr. Lee said the centennial 
committee will soon wind up its 
activities.' Rutland marked the
organize Teen Town here, and 
was the adult advisor. He was
starters include very few heav­
ies. They will be led by John 
Sherstone in goal with Dave 
McLay, Mac Mcrae( Larry 
York, Ken Jones, Hans Burki 
and Gerry Dehmke for the de­
fense.
Offensive forwards were list­
ed. as Gary Davis, Dave Grant, 
Howard Johnston,. Ken Morris, 
Gerry O’Brien, Tony Price, 
Dick Wallace, Wayne Young 
and Arnie Ziegler.
Proceeds of the event will go 
to help furnish a new dormitory 
for Sunnyvale Workshop train­
ees and Kelowna Teen Town 
charities.
IN COURT
Three young Surrey men, 
Keith Reginald Sheardown, 
Richard George Law, and John 
Jeane Mandalik, were acquitted 
on charges of theft of property 
under $501 The three were 
charged after a number of flags 
went missing Nov. 9 from Kel­
owna City Hall, the Provincial 
Building, Kelowna Airport, the 
Kelowna Yacht Club and the 
Almetco Company. Provincial 
Court Judge R. J. S. Moir 
handed down .the decision this 
morning, following a trial Fri­
day,' ■
100th anniversary of B.C. enter- 
ing Confederation last year 
with a multi-purpose sports 
area, building containing wash­
rooms and refreshment space, 
and playground e q u i pm e n t 
across from the hall.
It cost $21,000 plus about 
$3,000 in volunteer labor. The 
provincial and federal govern­
ment paid $16,000, of which 
$6,000 is to come. Local resi­
dents paid the rest.
Youngest guest at the ban­
quet was Debby Roth, daugh­
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank 
Roth, 345 Sadler Rd. Born July 
20 in Kelowna General Hospi­
tal, Debby was the Rutland 
centennial baby. Mr. Lee pre­
sented her father with, .an en­
graved silver cup, fork and
tuc Q iv a i • ri  | OvranagHoii, r 
on the executive of the Parent-1 on Mrs. Roth,
spoon. Miss Rutland, Linda 
Stran han pinned a corsage
Rutland Athletes Recognized
Main purpose of the banquet 
was to honor people who ex­
celled in sports, crafts, music 
and gifts of blood last year.
One of the loudest accolades 
I went to John Wilson. His wood­
en model of a locomotive won
Pleading guilty to a charge 
of impaired driving cost a 
Saskatchewan man, Morley 
Herbert Tullock, a ! $300 fine 
and a one-month suspension of 
his driver's licence. Mr. Tul- 
lock -was stopped by RCMP 
Jan. 9 after he. went through 
a red light at the corner of 
Harvey Avenue and Pandosy 
Street, narrowly missing a pol­
ice car going through the. in­
tersection.
the Canadian National Institute 
for the Blind prize at the Paci­
fic National Exhibition in Van­
couver. Mr. Wilson is blind.
Presentations were made by 
four members of the local 
‘‘royal family” after an infor­
mal banquet. Royalty were 
Miss Stranaghan, May Queen 
Maureen Morehouse and her 
princesses, Denis Street and 
Bonnie Thomas. Princesses 
Shawn Fitzpatrick, Katie Ste­
wart and Linda Charlton were 
not present.
winning 13 games and tying 
one. Other pupils won Canadian 
Fitness Awards.
Awards from the Toronto 
Conservatory of Music went to 
accordionist Kathy Berner and 
flute player Carmen Trynchuk, 
who displayed her ability.
Jim Murphy presented Grant 
North and Kelly Murphy, of the 
local swim club, who were on 
the B.C. playdowns teams.
Orville Dunlop and Herman 
Van.Der Eerembeent won hon­
ors with their racing pigeons.
Mrs. Clarence Mallach pre­
sented eight people who have
'i
r
, .ii'' ' VS■l
I, ..
r -
Distinguished Army Career 
Boasted By Club Speaker
Dwight James Trembley, of 
Kelowna, will appear in court 
Feb. 17 for trial on five counts 
of false pretences. He is char­
ged with obtaining, goods and 
cash from two local service 
stations by. passing worthless 
cheques between Nov. 30 and 
Dec. 7. The same day. Judge 
R. J. S. Moir will dispose of 
an impaired driving charge, 
to which Mr. Trembley has 
pleaded guilty.
William; Charles Gable, of 
Kelowna, was fined $300 and 
had his licence suspended for 
one month, after he admit­
ted having the care and control 
of an automobile while impair­
ed.
•
 MR. JENNENS AND VIKING FIGUREHEAD
Viking Ship Dropped
John M. Clarkson, MC, na­
tional director of the associa­
tion of Canadian Clubs, will bo 
the guest speaker Tuesday at 
the regular meeting, of the Kel­
owna Canadian Chib in the 
capri Hotel.
Mr. Clarkson, who assumed 
his post last June, will discuss 
the Armed Forces and the Octo­
ber Crisis.
This topic follows naturally 
from his . career, which began 
in 1942 with the 48th Highland­
ers, of Toronto. He was award­
ed the Military Cross and in 
1945 became personal liaison 
officer to Field Marshal Mont- 
gomery.
His military appointments 
after the war included that with 
the Canadian delegation at, the 
United Nations General Assem­
bly, .secretary to the Army 
Council and military and execu­
tive assistant to the Chief of 
tho General Staff.
L' i'om 1956 to 1959 he was com­
manding officer, First Batta­
lion, Black Wutcli, and follow­
ing this he had, a series of sen­
ior staff appointments with 
NATO and at Canadian Forces
Some Planks Broken
, The continuing saga of Kei- 
‘ ownu’s famous and mueh-trav- 
" died Viking ship) built by local 
ernftsmuu, Gordon J cuneus, 
almost camo to a splintering 
end on n freighter near Nan-'
Washington and Vancouver Is­
land on the lookout for large 
Umbers and limbs with natural
crooks to make ribs im<| frame'
work for the 
ship.
i lip ii iiinrt 
proposed Viking |
Uhno Sunday, . More thuii (5(1 tree's■: were
, Launched in 1970 imd the ob.) felled comprising about 50 tons 
jcct of much controversial pub- - ■ •
llcity, the replica of the ancient
Viking longlMiut, was being un­
loaded by a sling from the hold 
i of n freighter when it slipped
of lumber and the cruft was
and crushed to the deck, Sev-
constructed from unrefined, logs 
Io preserve the authenticity of 
the longboat.
The keel was laid from an
given at least 20 pints of blood, ■ I 
and two have given at least 35 I 
pints. They are Mrs. Bill Husch, I 
Mrs. Orville Dunlop, Al Volk, I 
Gus Adolph, Joe Kroschinsky, I 
Clarence Mallach, Mrs. Bert I 
Howe, Lorne Gruber, Kenji I 
Ito and Orville Charlton. I
Mrs. Mallach is chairman of I 
Rutland branch, Red Cross I 
blood donor division. ‘ I
Valley horseshoe prizes went I 
to John Alexander and Lorne I 
Gruber. I
Al Horning and his sister I 
Rose won Valley and B.C. I 
snowmobile prizes. I
Art Harrop introduced win- I 
ners of horsemanship events— I 
Dr. Bill Henderson and daugh- I 
ter Judy, Patricia Bowie?, Mr. I 
and Mrs. Ernie Schultz and I 
Lorna Ferris. - I
Simon deBoer presented I 
members of the Kelowna 4-H I 
Club who won the grand agre- I 
gate prize—his daughters Cathy, 
Susie and Fimmy. Other mem­
bers were John Rampone and 
Karen Frankie.
NEED LIGHTS
Officials of the Rutland Rov­
ers Softball Team said one dia­
mond is not enough, since there 
were eight or 10 teams practis­
ing last year, It is hoped to in­
stall lights around the park 
soon.
Also honored were members 
of five Rutland Secondary 
School teams—senior A basket­
ball, senior field hockey, track I 
and field, senior rugby and 
junior soccer.
Clarence Mallach, chairman 
of the sponsoring group, thank­
ed the other members—his wife 
who is secretary, Vern Martin­
dale who is treasurer, Ben Lee 
who is vice-chairman, Joe Jas- 
chinsky who is chairman of dir­
ectors, C. H. Peters, Ray John­
ston, Ernie Kroschinsky, Mrs. 
Al Volk, John Bach, Eric Mini- 
fee, Art Harrop, Joe Boser, 
Roger Dolbec, Adam Rieger, 
Mrs. Marie Wostradowski, Bill 
Pittendreigh and Andy Kitsch 
who are directors.
Entertainment was provided 
by pianist Mrs. Al Assmus, a 
guitar and vocal group super­
vised by Bill Wostradowski, a 
group of women called the Mad 
Hatters because of their "way 
out” headgear and musical in­
struments and singer Kathy 
Kang,
Cups, ribbons, plaques and 
certificates won at various 
events were displayed on a 
table at the front of the hall. 
Each person received a ribbon 
during the ceremony.
Rudy Runzer introduced mem­
bers of the Rutland Secondary 
School girls’ bowling team— 
Danita/ Lorena' and Anita Lis- 
chka, Barb Piedwerbeski, Gail 
Sikora and Vicki Fowler.
Mrs. Morio Koga was on the 
Canadian ladies’ champion 
bowling team. Her brother-in- 
law, Mits Koga, was on the 
B.C. men’s team placing third 
in the Canadian bowling cham­
pionships.
Don Volk was honored for 
bowling a perfect game, the 
first since alleys opened here 
about 11 years ago. Debbie 
Buckner was the B.C. champion 
youth bowler.
JUVENILE SOCCER
Coach Adam Kamoschinsky 
introduced members of the 
Rutland Teamsters’ United 
Juvenile Soccer Team. They 
won the league tournament, 
three B.C. and Alberta tourna­
ments, placed second in two 
and third in one.
Ribbons were also presented 
to pupils of Grades 1-3 at 
Quigley Elementary School, 
winners at the musical festival 
in Vernon, and pupils who won 
the Canadian Fitness Award.
Coach Andy Nemeth intro­
duced pupils of South Rutland 
Elementary School who won the 
Valley soccer championship,
Minor Calls
The weekend comprised a 
rash of minor business for the 
Kelowna Fire Department be­
ginning Saturday at 5:33 p.m., 
with a broken sprinkler at 1254 
Ellis St. Firemen returned to 
check a vehicle blaze in the 
city at 6:34 p.m. the same day. 
' The department was summon­
ed again at 8:55 p.m. Saturday 
to an oil spill at (550 Coronation 
Ave. A silent alarm Sunday at 
7:40 p.m,, to 876 Wardlaw. Ave., 
required investigation, as did a 
dryer fire at S and K Plywood 
Ltd. (a division of Crown Zel- 
lerbach' on Roanoke Road, al 
11:48 p.m.,
Thon? wore also eight, routine 
ambulance calls.
"Wk
Headquarters, in the field of 





. . . national director
Snow measuring three-tenths 
of an inch fell at Kelowna air­
port Sunday night, but none 
was measured in the city. Tues­
day was expected to be cloudy 
with periods of snow, with the 
temperature expected to reach 
into the 20s. Sunday tempera­
tures downtown varied Irom 19- 
39 degrees, at the airport 20-42
New Family Planning Clinic 
Being Considered For Area
■  oak fit) feet long in lOiiii, and 
oral planks on one side were the family worked from detail- 
broken mid'ciachvd,. ed plans anil plu>(ograp|is from
The colorful ship made a the Umicrsity of Oslo, with as- 
European lour las' follow-; MStanee from archeologists and 
ing local display and fund-rais-historians , from Oslo, Sweden, 
ing attempts by Mr, Jennens Denmark and Iceland.
1 . who was fust inspired to buildI Tht‘ l-l-ton displacement rep- 
the cruft when he glimpsed the lieu has 24 oiirs'and a woven
fanious Gokstad ship on display
, al Osin Niirwav, in 19,T
III 19:55, the family journeyed m>|>|x>i'ted by
sul', The single fir mast is sot 
Hl a huge crone or keelson,
an oak block
to California and s|s>ued ]| weighing about a top The mast 
sturdy oaks, returned ngnm to’ can be tilted whon\the sails are
col six of the trees and,had five furled and nil rigging Is made




Kelowna on' of hemp,. ' ( \
> i Flans to sail it across the 
did, some Atlantic wVie abandoned> eurl- 
in ( Oicgon, , icr. ।
A mooting will be called for 
Jan, 18 to discuss starting a 
family planning clinic hero,
A group of local people have 
been discussing the Idea with 
Dr. D. A, Clarke, medical 
Afliccr for South Okanagan 
Health Unit. The hope Is to have 
the clinic, .staffed by volunteers, 
open for certain times each 
week to provide information,
First step would be to form a 
brunch’ of the Family Planning 
iAssociation of B.C. The associa­
tion tries to help young couples 
who want to delay having child­
ren until they can gives‘ llicm 
n good .start in,life, and couples 
who already lucre as iminy 
chlldnn as they wan’. '
l<oeal organizers liojs' to get 
the support of us many people
lion, will speak at 8 p.m. Jan. 




Break-ms in the Kelnwnn 
are.) continue to. plague burl- 
ncbses, residents and 'he 
RCMP alike.
An overnight break-in at the 
Black Mountain Shell Station, 
on Highway 97 In Rutland, net­
ted thieves approxtinntely $175, 
Police, who are still Investiga­
ting the incident, say entry was 
Ruined ' through, u window, 
,Sunday morning, , Ernest
Chore, of Weslbnnk, toid police 
that .someone hud smanhed i>
SOD TURNING FOR NEW RECTORY
an possible, jivhidow 1<> gain entry info hb
Mary ' Bislvip mf ■■ Vaiu’imver, .bouse,, A roll of coms wag re- 
pi evident of the B.C. ar,soc.ily’ported taken,
Rrv, I'liHilcs Mulvihill, sei1- 
end right, ti'irns tin- sod on n 
proposed new rcrlmy and 
miH'liiig hull of St. Piiiii X 
Church nt iipeelul cerenionle.-i 
today at the Glonmore Street 
and Fuller Avenue site, look­
ing oh are, extreme left, Dr.
D, F, Morrow, chiurinaii^of 
Ilie pnrii.h Council; Mr.i. John 
Smclmlk, tiecpnd )Mt and 
local contractor Frank Prc- 
hofer, extreme, right. Work 
will begin iirimcdintol.v on the 
new picinises,valued at gbout
$50,(100. Tho ceremonies ___
also the occasion for a $3,000
were
presi-ntutioii to the church by 
Ernie Poitras, Grand Knight 





Throe downtown buildings 
have been listed for sale, Of­
ficials of Ritchie Brothers Hold­
ings Ltd., the sailors, today de­
clined comment,
They are 1618 Pandosy St., 
occupied by Turvoy's Furni­
ture; 246 Lawrence Ave., occup­
ied by Ritchie Brothers Auct­
ioneers, McLaren and Lockle 
Insurance Adjusters, Valley 
Medical Laboratories, tho A 
and W Drivc-ln office, and Pre­
mier City Development*; alspt 
310 Leon Ave,, occupied by Cav- ’ 
ell Tire Bales. Occupants have 
not bean given notices to move.
Field's Stores are moving 
from the Melkle Block, 297 Ber­
nard Ave,, to tho former Simp-. 
aons-ScsUs location, 597 Bernard
Ave., about . Feb. Dave
Scathm, owner of the Mclklo 
Block, sold Kelowna Pharmacy 
which now occupies part of tho 
block, will take over the pre­
sent Field's' apace.
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Uniform Age Of Consent 
Is Sought Across Canada
The Canadian Medical Association 
has asked Justice Minister John Tur­
ner to lead moves for a uniform age 
of consent across Canada.
In a letter made public recently, Dr. 
J. D. Wallace, general secretary of 
the medical body, hints that 16 would 
be an acceptable age at which a pa­
tient could begin agreeing to surgical, 
medical and dental treatment.
This is the age of consent in Bri­
tain in this respect. In Canada, the 
age of consent ranges from 21 in New­
foundland, Prince Edward Island, 
New Brunswick, Quebec, Yukon and 
Northwest Territories to 18 in Alberta, 
Manitoba and Ontario.
It is 19 in British Columbia, Sask­
atchewan and Nova Scotia. Quebec 
and Prince Edward Island have start­
ed procedures to lower the age to 19.
The suggestion, not yet adopted as 
official medical association policy, re­
fers only to consent to the provision 
of health care. It does not cover laws
current requirement is proving a bar­
rier to young people seeking needed 
treatment because it involves parental 
knowledge.
Doctors were able to provide treat­
ment only in cases of emergencies 
without prior parental consent.
Without this protection, the doctor 
faced legal action for giving needed 
treatment without parental consent, 
even in cases of venereal disease.
Doctors encountered more instan­
ces of young women living away 
from home who sought birth control 
pills or birth control devices. When 
under age of consent, they could not 
be supplied legally without parental 
consent, even where they were living 
with a man.
on legal drinking, voting or other ac­
tions such as driving.
Dr. Wallace told a news confer­
ence that confusing differences in age 
of consent are creating problems with 
patients seeking birth control pills, 
abortions, treatment for venereal dis­
ease and help with drug problems.
The difficulties are especially acute 
fa centres near boundaries of provin­
ces with different ages of consent.
In his letter to Mr. Turner, Dr. 
Wallace suggests that the whole ques­
tion be referred to the-commissioners 
on uniformity of legislation, an advis­
ory body to which federal and pro­
vincial government can refer such 
questions.
Douglas Geekie, communications 
director for the association, said the
Dr. Wallace said he personally be­
lieves 16 is a suitable age of consent 
for health care. By that age, the in­
dividual generally is able to make a 
mature judgment.
In practice the age of consent is 
being ignored in some instances.





By FARMER TISSINGTON 
OTTAWA—In a recent col-







H -oF-W(MAlNW GERMAN) 
2** INCARCERATEDwCANADA 
U DURING WORLD MARZ/ 
ABOUT ONE PERCENT 
MANAGED To ESCAPE 
MM &ZA&L6
The Senate has developed into 
umn, I discussed the difficulties much more than simply the 
..................... ' ~ • chamber of sober secondthat lie in the path of any Se­
nate abolitionist who tries to do
away with a body which, under 
. our constitution, must vote itself
treat young persons using drugs at 
rock festivals and sports events.
Dr. John Bennett, (formerly of 
Kelowna) secretary of scientific coun­
cils for the association, said he was
informed that a doctor operating a 
family planning clinic has threatened 
to quit, thus endangering the exist­
ence of the agency, because his ,work 
repeatedly requires him to break the 
law for young women seeking birth 
control pills or devices.
Dr. Wallace said the Saskatche-
wan, Alberta, British Columbia and 
Nova Scotia divisions of the assoc­
iation have asked the national body to 
press for a uniform consent age 
across Canada.
We ve Been Behind Time
{Victoria Colonist)
Hold on there, just a second—or at 
least a fraction thereof. Maybe you 
hadn't noticed but we’ve been behind 
time. And something’s been done 
about it. \
As of Jan. 1 the World is off as­
tronomical time and is on atomic 
time. Instead of being geared to the 
revolving of the earth, man now is 
co-ordinating his actions by the vibra­
tion of the atoms. From Big Ben to 
the chimes of the Kremlin everyone is 
standardizing to a new time piece.
It all started in 1948 when there 
was much to do with the splitting of 
things, and a clock was developed 
based on the oscillation of the nitrogen 
I atom in the ammonia molecule. This 
new chronometer didn’t go hand with
that the earth takes to spin on its axis 
relative to the fixed stars. The slowing
down and speeding up of the earth 
has put the old clock 9.9 seconds out 
of whack with the new-—not that the 
A-clock is perfect. It can stray a sec­
ond in 150,000 years.
Anyway, greater was the fuss of the 
9.9 seconds, and to set things right,
Blimps Set For Comeback
As Carriers Of Cargoes .
By LESLIE HAYNES!
LONDON (Rftuter) — Fleets 
of lighter-than-air craft will 
soon be ferrying cargo across 
the Atlantic at costs one-third 
cheaper than conventional air­
freight, says one of Britain’s top 
authorities on cargo transport 
Russia, Britain, both East and
out of existence.
In fairness to the upper cham­
ber, something should be said 
on its behalf. Many people only 
assume that a vast majority of 
Canadians would like to see the 
Senate closed out. While there 
have been public opinion polls 
taken in the past, there has not 
been a country-wide referendum 
on the subject. The only politi­
cal party which has abolition as 
part of its stated policy is the 
New Democrats, and they have 
not found this plank of sufficient 
attraction to propel them into
office.
However, I think it can be 
said with a fair degree of accu­
racy that any such referendum 
would produce a majority in 
favor of having only one house 
in our parliamentary system— 
the Commons.
But the Senate has become 
such a favorite whipping boy 
over the years that many Cana­
dians would cast a vote on such 
a question without full knowl­
edge of the value and the back­
ground of the upper chamber. 
No doubt part of the reason for 
this lies with the Senate itself, 
but the news media must accept 
some measure of responsibility.
The reporters in the Press 
Gallery regularly pour into the 
Commons for each day’s open­
what had been serving a time-telling 
purpose for centuries. But it wasn’t 
really noticed too much until after a 
more sophisticated version of the 
space age pendulum swinger made its 
appearance seven years later. Then, 
after three years, the new and the old 
were brought together—atomic time 
and Greenwich Mean were set exactly 
on one spot on the first day of the 
year 1958.
What followed was a greater aware­
ness of a wandering of weary old 
GMT, based as it is on the 24 hours
the old-fashioned GMT was delayed 
by one-tenth of a second with the 
birth of 1972.
This brings GMT exactly 10 sec­
onds behind the new International 
Atomic Time, to give astronomers a 
neat number to work with (time is 
still on their hands). Closing the gap 
entirely, we are told, has little point 
for them, since each observatory has 
to make its own adjustments against 
GMT depending on how far it is east 
or west from the Greenwich meridian.
It is good that GMT will remain, 
as backward as it might be, it has been 
around for such a long time.
And there is another thought in this 
changing of the time to which it 
might be encouraging to give a little 
time. All nations are going for atomic 
time. At long last there is world agree­
ment on something. There is some 
significance here. And it may not be 
as infinitesimal as the tick that was 
taken, out of the first tock of the New 
Year.
ing skirmishes and the daily 
question period. But the same 
thing does not happen when the 
bell tolls to summon the Senate 
to a session.
CHAIRS ARE EMPTY
In fact, the story is told here 
•that at one time no reporter 
covered the Senate with any 
consistency and there were 
times when the Senate press 





Mayor R. F. Parkinson, together with 
Aidermen J. Treadgold, Art Jackson, 
C. M. Lipaett, Dennis Crookes, E. R. 
Winter, L. A. N. Potterton and school 
trustees C. E. Sladen arid Otto Leboe 
were sworn in Monday at a special in­
auguration meeting In City Council 
chambers. Magistrate D. M. White of-
veteran of the last war, who has been 
accepted for the engineers. He was ser­
geant in the recently disbanded Kelowna 
company of the R.M.R.
40 YEARS AGO
January 1032
D. K. Gordon was elected Mayor of 
Kelowna by acclamation. W. R. .Foster
ficiated.
20 YEARS AGO 
January 1952
Peachland Notes: Past presidents of 
the Canadian Legion, Branch 69, were 
honored when Zone Commander Gra­
ham Kincaid of Penticton presented 
them with past president medals. Those 
so honored were C. Whinton, D. Miller 
and H. McNeil. President L. Weston wel­
comed the Zone Commander, who ad­
dressed the meeting on Legion matters.
30 TEARS AGO 
January 1942
Rutland Notes; Three more Rutland 
recruits for the army are Amos Rit­
chey who Joined the Army Service 
Corps; Roy Bush who enlisted In Uie 
Forestry Corps and Ernie Hepton, a
was also in by acclamation as alderman 
for a one year term, A poll was ncces- 
snry for the three two-year terms for 
aldermen. Elected were G. A. McKay, 
W. R. Trench, J. Galbraith. Unsuccess­
ful candidate , was G. Barber. O. L. 
Jones and R. McDonald have one year 
to serve.
50 YEARS AGO 
January 1022
Local and Personal; Miss Alice Perry 
left on Saturday for Prince Rupert. 
Naval Cadet T. Taylor returned to the 
Naval College at Etlqulmalt after spend­
ing Die vacation here with his parents, 
Mr, and Mrs. L. E. Taylor.
GOYEARSAGO
KELOWNA DAILY COURIER
• R. P. MacLean
Publisher and Editor
, Published every afternoon except Sun­
day and holidays at 402 Doyle Avenue, 
Kelowna, B.C. by Thomson B.C. News*
January 1012
The Firemen defeated the Commer­
cials 6-0 in the first hockey game of the 
season. The players were—Firemen: J. 
McMillan, G. Kennedy, H. Newby, C. 
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According to Jane’s, Russia Is - 
_ ___ ____ ______  _ planning to use airships tor 
Britain, however, is very c a r r y i n g containers, heavy 
near. . ,________ ,_____________unit-loads, liquid natural gas.
The Goodyeai>Tire and Rub- oil, troops and passengers.
ber Co., an offshoot of the U.S. ■. ■'..... —
rubber giant, hopes to start test In Canada, helium was first 
flying next year its Europa air- produced from a plant near , 
ship, which is nearing comple- Swift Current, Sask., in 1963, 
tton at Cardington in thfc Eng- .................
lighter-than-sir transports are
to becoming airborne.
West Germany, the Netherlands _________ ....
and France are all planning a fated R-ll.
lish Midlands, hbme of the ill-
new generation of airships. - 
No major effort to make this 
form of air transport work has 
been seen since Britain’s R-101 
and the German Hindenburg 
crashed In flames in the 1930s.
Some of the pt6jects are so 
near to realization that the new 
edition of the standard refer* 
ence work, Jane’s Freight Con*
when it was beUeved to be the 
only active producer in the , 
Western world outside Of the
The company has spent more United States. 
than $3 million on the project. The plant, with an initial ca­
pacity of 12 million cubic feet a 
year, was expanded in 196?t *
It is operated ty Canadian 
Helium Ltd., formed by British* 
American Oil, L’Alr Llqulde of 
France and British Oxygen. .
Still on the drawing beard,, 
but wfcll advanced, is another 
projected airship for Britain’s 
Car go Airships Ch., a subsidiary 
of the Manchester Liners 
plng group.
But even if the Soviet Union is 
not the first to become .airship*
talners, published Dec. 3, in* borne, it looks likely to take the 
eluded airships as a special sec* t toad in the projected multi-use 
tion in its survey after container . of this ’ resuscitated form of
thought. Its investigative role 
has increased greatly and one 
only heeds to think of such Se­
nate committees as those on the 
mass media, on poverty, on sci­
ence policy, and the joint Se­
nate-Commons committee on 
the constitution, to recognize 
that a lot of valuable work has 
been done in recent years.
But there is no question the 
Senate should do much more 
than it has if it is to justify its 
existence to many Canadians. 
The Commons finds it increas­
ingly difficult to keep up with 
the mass of legislation and the 
complexities of modern-day 
government. The Senate could, 
and should, take over more of 
the burden, even to the extent 
of initiating more pieces of leg­
islation itself.
APPEARANCE CHANGES
Even the appearance of the 
Senate has changed in the last 
few years. The public’s image 
of a fusty, ancient body of men 
and women, equipped with ear 
trumpets and canes and 
crutches, no longer is accurate, 
if it ever was. Most of the ap­
pointments of late have been of 
younger men and women, many 
in the prime of their life, com­
ing from many diverse back­
grounds, and equipped and anx­
ious to make some worthwhile 
contribution to Canada.
The reason the upper house 
■ has come into renewed criticism
row of empty chairs. One after­
noon, a senator who was mak­
ing a speech, and who just hap­
pened to also be a prominent 
Canadian newspaper publisher, 
noted the absence of anyone 
•taking notes on his words of 
wisdom. He immediately raised 
cain with The Canadian Press, 
•the country’s co-operative 
news-gathering agency. From 
that day on CP at least, has 
had a reporter on hand at all 
times that the Senate is in ses­
sion.
The role of the Senate has 
changed a great deal in recent 
years, partly as the result of 
criticisms of its performance, 
but also because it has been 
headed in recent years by some 
astute government leaders such 
as John Connolly and the 
present head, Paul Martin.
1
The Canadian gas has beta 
sold to A u a t r a 11 a, England.
ships and cargo-cartying air­
craft.
Jane’s editor, Patrick Finlay, 
warned however that even with 
the great technological advance, 
m e n t s which have been 
achieved, a lot more serious 
and expensive research and de­
velopment needs to be under­
taken before the freight airship 
w'll comnete with other forms 
of long distance transport.
BEAT DRAWBACK
Most countries have already 
overcome the major drawback 
of the 1930 generation of nir- 
shios—the highly inflammable 
hydrogen used to give them lift
Designers are planning to use 
helium which is non-tqxlc, light, 
non-flammable and odorless. 
The only snag is that there is 
not much of it in the world. It is 
found in Canada and in small 
quantities in natural gas fields 
in Texas, the North Sea, the Sa* 
hara desert and in the Dutch 
and Soviet natural gasfields.
Prooulsion would be obtained 
by using nuclear power, diesel, 
natural gas or gasoline.
Airships offer a whole list of 
advantages: a relatively low 
level of atmospheric and noise 
. pollution, easy carriage of 
heavy objects, easing the strain 
on over-crowded roads and 
low-cost operation.
Jane’s said the Soviet Union 
is currently undertaking more 
research than any other coun­
try, partly because of the re­
wards which would come from 
using airships to open un vast 
undeveloped regions in Siberia 
and elsewhere. But because of 
traditional Russian secrecy, it is 
not know how near Russia’s
transportation.
CANADA'S STORY
France, Belgium and Algeria, 
Its sales now are primarily for 
the testing and operation of
space vehicles.
Sir Robert Fought 
For Independence
By BOB BOWMAN
When the worst war in the 
history of the world ended in 
1918, it was decided to establish 
an organization that would pre­
vent such wars from happening 
again. It was called the League 
of Nations, with headquarters at 
Geneva, Switzerland.
When the plans were made, it 
was learned that Britain would 
represent Canada and the other 
Dominions. Prime Minister Sir 
Robert Borden hit the roof. 
Strongly supported by General 
Jan Christian Smuts of South 
Africa, who had been an enemy 
in the Boer War, Sir Robert de­
manded that the Dominions be 
regarded as independent mem­
bers of the League. There was 
great resistance from the U.S., 
France, and other nations which 
claimed that this would be tan-
tamount to giving Britain extra 
votes.
Sir Robert pointed out bitterly 
that some nations which had not 
taken any part in the war were 
being given votes in the League, 
but Canada, which had paid a 
heavy copt in lives and materi­
als, was being denied a voice. 
He said in effect: “They expect
us to be in the front line of the
TODAY IN HISTORY tiie League of Nations.”
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Jan. 10, 1972 . . .
William Laud, Archbishop 
of Canterbury, was exe­
cuted in the Tower of Lon­
don 327 years ago today—in 
1645—during the E n g 1 i s h
o
way after another hard tight. 
These were two important
Finally, after lengthy and dif­
ficult negotiations, Sir Robert 
Borden and General Smuts won 
their case and Canada became 
an original member of the 
League of Nations on Jan. 10, 
1920.
-------------  . civil war. While.. a_young ~
now was because of the speedy man there were efforts to r«i-manv
reunite Anglican and Pres- nnhAwSnsbuZi
byterian churches, but Laud ® Stf Robert insisted
was an enemy of the Puri- ^ Canada be treated as an
way it put through the tax-re-.
form bill. But Senator Connolly 
made a pretty good reply to
ithat recently. He pointed out 
that the Senate committee on
banking, trade and commerce 
had become involved with the 
tax bill as early as Sept. 14 and 
did not issue its final report
until Dec. 13.
Thus, the, bill was under ac­
tive study in the committed for 
three months arid the committee 
held 28 meetings, heard 30 
briefs and examined 129 wit­
nesses. The senators who did 
tire examining were, in the 
main, men of considerable busi­
ness experience. The commit­
tee’s chief counsel was a former 
. distinguished senator, Lazarus 
Phillips, and there also was a 
team of accountants and other 
experts to dssist.
Senator Connolly’s points are 
well taken, In many respects, 
•the Senate is a useful body 
today. With further reforms 
than have already been made in 
its operations, including some 
appointments by the provinces 
and perhaps a lowering of the 
maximum age limit still fur­
ther, it may survive and oper­
ate beneficially for a long time 
to come.
tans all his life. Royal favor 
brought him high office, and 
political power, and the poli­
cies he enforced brought 
him the hatred of Presby­
terian and parliamentarian 
groups. Laud was im­
peached and imprisoned in 
1640, two years before the
start of the civil war.
. 1953-An RCAF CF-100 jet 
fighter set a Winnipeg-to-Ot- 
tawa speed record of just 
under two hours with an av­
erage speed of 535 m.p.h.
1946—The first General 
Assembly of the United Na­
tions was held in London.
1935—Toronto-born ac­
tress Mary Pickford and 
actor Douglas Fairbanks 
were divorced.
1918—The United States 
House of Representatives 
voted for female suffrage.
1846—Penny post began in 
Britain.
,t
An Old Political Machine
Grows Active In Nicaragua
MOYOGALPA (AP) — 1t,E Another source of criticism is
election campaign time in Nica- 
' ragua, and Latin America's old­
est political machine is leaving 
nothing to chance.
President Anastasio Somoza 
Debayle, third in a family line 
which has governed Nicaragua, 
since 1936, made a campaign 
appearance here the other day 
Long before his arrival people 
began streaming In from outly­
ing areas. They came by foot or 
horseback and by the truckload 
from places like Esaulpulas, La 
Flor, Sinacapn and Balgues.
At length, Somoza made his 
appearance. Cheers rolled to­
ward the platform as he came 
into ■ .view. Somoza waved, 
smiled and lit a big cigar. His 
Liberal party workers had done 
the Job. Hundreds of man hours 
had been spent in assuring a 
large turnout.
Somoza reeled off a list of 
achievements, heaped scorn on 
the Conservative party opposl-
Non and pulled the lever that 
symbolized electricity for this...  n iiiiKi ucu cicuiin.i
ff®*- Commercials: Washburn, Tupper,, long-neglected area.
W. Pettigrew, Stevens, Lrinpln, R. Ixw- 
cis, Marintctte. Referee—Lcn Watt.
IN PASSING
A Japanese firm announced' dcvcl- 
opjncnt of an industrial robot wilh a 
sense of touch that can prolic for ob­
jects and manoeuvre them.
Soulh Africa has switched to 
metric system but undcrakcrs 
metric system but undertakers 
fimcr.il trade journal rcporls.
Power still Is in the hands of 
ihc wealthy in Nicaragua— 
hfiitliiiR with Somoza. His inter­
ests include shipping, the im- 
1 ipnnl airline, cattle ranching, 
fishing, plywood, textiles and 
buildings. He Is a millionaire 
ninny tlmen over.
CHARGES MADE
A favorite opposition ilinige 
Is that Somoza makes blatant 
use of presidential |>owrrs to n<’- 
vnncc family business Interests.
a highway built a few years ago , 
from Managua, the capital, to a 
remote spot on the Pacific coast 
where there is a Somoza-owncd 
beach house, 
Soinozu's backers and his 
critics agree that one of his big 
problems is to reconcile mu­
tually conflicting desires: to 
keep the family dynasty in 
power at home and to project a 
democratic image abroad. >
Anastasio’s father took power 
by coup in 1936. A Somoza has 
served as president all but four 
years kince then. The current 
president was elected in 1967.
Somoza is sensitive to the 
charge of oncrfamlly rule and 
has made a deal of sorts with 
the Conservatives—he will step 
down in May when his term ex­
pires and be replaced by an ex­
ecutive triumvirate consisting 
of two Liberals and one Con­
servative, lie will run for n six- 
year terin In 1974.
The current campaign Is a 
prelude to February elections io 
select an assembly to draw up n 
now constitution.
BIBLE BRIEF
“But if we walk in the Hsht, 
an ho In In the Ilsht, we have 
fellowship one with another, 
and the blood of Jesus Christ 
hln Hon clcanseth us from all 





A ranking member of the Con­
servative party, declining to be 
Identified, says all meat exports 
to the United States are sent 
from Somoza i inches.
line Is blessed hope for the 
person who is constantly har­
assed by sin that he can't for-
sel and that he deems unfor­
givable. "Your Heavenly Fath.
er will forgive you.”
steps towards the recognition of 
the Dominions as .Independent' ▼ 
nations, although continuing 
their association in the Com­
monwealth. This arrangement 
was made legal in 1931 by ths 
passing of the Statute of West­
minster.
OTHER JAN. 10 EVENTS
1811—David Thompson begsr 
journey through the Rockies via. 
Athabaska Pass. ’ •
1815—Britain prohibited citi­
zens from U.S. settling in Can 
ada.
1817—Selkirk's force recap5 
tured Fort Douglas on Rec 
River.
1876—British Columbia senr 
petition to Queen Victoria abou 
failure of Canada to build rail 
way as promised. . '
1910—Le Devoir was founder 
by Henri Bourassa.
1950—Federal-Provincial con 





army party which has spent 
three months in the foothills 
of the Himalayas has reported 
its mission accomplished.
The soldiers, veterans of
There was a somewhat simi-lar struggle over the signing of , ®’ aS'c-
th. treatv With Germanv. s.ive Himalayan jumping spi*'
independent nation and had his
New Landlord
At Bahrein
WASHINGTON (Reuter) - 
The United States has signed a 
pact with the newly-independent 
state of Bahrain to use part of 
Britain’s old naval base there 
as a station for its small Middle 
East fleet, state department of­
ficials said Thursday.
der.
The secret of their success? 
Two dozen paint brushes.
They are the only weapon 
effective enough to bottle up 
the rare spider which can be 
caught in .ambush as they 
creep out from under their 
rocks to sunbathe.
The eight soldiers, men of 
the Royal Green Jackets Re­
giment, went to the Himala- , 
yas with a shopping list of 
wanted species from the Lon- 
don Museum of Natural His- M 
tory.
They were armed with but-
The officials stressed that the brushes, 
agreement, signed Dec. 23, is in




terfly nets, tweezers and paint
‘‘The only way to catch a 
jumping spider is to pick it up
commitment to Bahrain, until with a wet paint brush and 
recently a protectorate of Brit-
am. ,
They said the pact simply sig­
nifies a change of landlords. 
Britain had maintained the base 
for its military forces, which 
were pulled out when its protec­
torate role ended.
shake it into ■ collecting jar,” 
an army spokesman ex­
plained. .
Capt. Mervyn Leigh, the ex- 
p e d i t i o n leader, reported 
more than 70 specimens of 
insects and butterflies have 
been collected.
your convenience
105 Hwy, J3, Rutland
SATURDAY BANKING?
you can now conduct your banking business at
at
The Bank of Nova Scotia
Rutland, B.C
Don’t take lime out front your routine to arrange a loan.
Join us 6 days a week.
INCLUDING SATURDAY
Scotiabanking Hours (effective Jan. 8)
Mon.-Thurs. 10 a.in. - 4:30 p.m,
Fri. 10 a.m. - 6:00 p,m.
Phone 765*5126
Sal. 9 a.m. - 12 noon
HITHER and YON
ANN LANDERS
days with her sister, Mrs. 
Bennett of West Vancouver
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Mr. and Mrs. John Olinger of 
Okanagan Mission entertained 
family and close friends at a 
reception on Dec. 27 following 
the christening of their infant 
grandson, Justin Peter Olinger, 
son of Mr. and Mrs. John Peter 
Olinger of Kelowna. The Very 
Rev. B. D. Anderson conducted 
the christening ceremony in the 
Immaculate Conception Roman 
Catholic Church with God­
parents, Mrs. Dirk Van Hees 
of Kelowna and Captain Joseph 
Wilson Lynn of the U.S. Army, 
whose home is at Tacoma,. 
Wash. He recently returned 
from a tour of duty in Vietnam. 
Also present for the happy oc­
casion were the maternal grand­
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank 
Chandler of Kelowna.
Home from enjoying the 
Christmas and New Year’s holi-
__________________
Deep plunging front and
rack distinguishes this ankle- 
ength clingy dress made of
black inai.ee 
ostrich boa.
j.rsey with a jet 
headband and
long rope ol pearls. It brings
back glamor of the ’30s when 
Jean Harlow reigned.
Glamor Harks Back To 30s
In After 5 Party Clothes
By STASIA EVASUK
Do it again, one more time; 
Look smashing in the glamor­
ous clothes harking back to the 
iTf. when the big bands played
or the ’30s when Hollywood 
stars like Jean Harlow reigned.
There isn’t a woman alive who 
doesn’t like a little bit of .glamor 
in her life and this winter she’s
A NEW YOU
There's Beauty In A Stretch 
If You Want A Better Figure
By EMILY WILKENS
Hate exercising but want to , 
look trim, lithe and head-to-toe 
trim? You can s-t-r-e-t-c-h your 
way to a better figure with1 this 
series of mini routines that go 
to Work effectively,
Initially, do each stretch five 
limps; work up to 15 times. All 
youhtoeed for your easy-do pro- 
grnm Is loose, comfortable clo­
thing (a leotard Is Ideal), an 
exercise mat or large towel to 
.WForjL 'out on and, for inspiring 
Background, some rhythpilc 
music to move by! 1
Standing 8-t-r-c-t.c-h-c-s: For 
each of these exorcises, the 
basic, position is: Stand up 
straigjit, arms at sides, feet 
aboht14 Inches apart. Now go;
Straight 8-t-r-c-t-c-h-c-s: Raise 
arnWi straight up above head, 
' tog for the sky ; slmultanc- 
rise tip on tip-toe. Lower 
and arms at the same
1 Toe Stretch: With toft 
arm? bent, hand on waist, 
atrcfcli, way down with the right 
hand and try to touch your right 
foot. Reach as low as you can, 
keeping knees straight. Return 
to smarting position and repeat 
^Wlth, fight hand on waist, left 
hand stretching toward left foot.
Arm! Circle Stretch: Hold 
arms straight out in front of you 
and ".make large, full clrclcs- 
rlghl arm going clockwisb; toft 
arm, counterclockwise. Try to 
move slowly and make accurate 
motions, rather than fast, 
sloppy circles. This routine 
keeps upper, arms nice and 
firm? helps your posture.
Lying-down s-i-r-e-t-c-h-e-s: 
feach of these routines Is done 
tying on your hack. The starting 
position Is hands relaxed nt 
si Oxs, legs flat down and 
slightly apart.
Neck Stretch: Bern! knees 
until'loot arc flat on the Boor. 
I Place both hands behind head. 
Keeping your feet anchored to
•MFORTED-
TEAK FURNITURE^ I
I Living Room • Dining Room
I • Wall Components 
NORDAN IMPORT
I I 282 Bernard Ave. 761-3816
Fewer Marriages 
In 'Trend' State
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) 
— California, often a trend set­
ter, reports a decline in 1971 in 
the number of marriages and 
birthk
Home from a wonderful 19 
days abroad are Karmel Braam 
and his son Dennis of Scenic 
Road, who spent Christmas with 
the former’s father William 
Braam, in Holland. They also 
visited relatives in several parts 
of Holland including Rotterdam 
and in Germany. They also at­
tended a wedding while there.
Susan MacLean has returned 
to Regina, Sask., after spending 
the festive holiday here with her 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ronald 
MacLean, who are spending the 
winter months here. The Mac- 
Leans are from Gravelbourg. 
Sask.
Preliminary counts indicate 
the number of California births 
dropped nearly six per cent in 
1971 compared with a four-per­
cent decline U.S.-wide, said Dr. 
Arthur Hollister, chief of the 
state public health department’s 
bureau of health intelligence. 
The state’s population increased 
about 550,000 in that time.
For the first time since 1954, 
the biggest state in population 
—with 20 million residents—had 
an absolute decline in the num­
ber of marriages performed, 
Hollister added.
Only 168.000 couples tied the 
knot in California last year, 





GET A CART FULL OF SAVINGS
Gov't. Inspected
Cut-Up Fowl
For boiling or stewing .29c
i
V
Do Men Need Smiles 
More Than Philosophy
Dear Ann Landers: My 14- 
year-old daughter handed me 
your column and said, “I don’t 
think much of Ann’s answer.” 
She was referring to .the fellow 
whose girl friend was beautiful, 
pleasant and smiled a lot but 
she was incapable of discussing 
meaningful topics and she didn't 
seem to have any views on any­
thing.
Don’t you know, Ann, that a 
dog with a wagging tail is a 
better companion than a wife 
whose head is filled with philos­
ophy, psychology, religion, poli­
tics and ‘‘meaningful topics?”
A man can go to a textbook 
for answers, but he won’t find a
smile or a pleasant disposition 
there. I would not have said, as 
you did, that the girl had a saw­
dust head. You should be 
ashamed of yourself for putting 
her down.—Another Sawdust 
Head In Columbus
Dear Columbus: Bravo to
lost his life—needlessly. I say 
needlessly because the morbidly 
curious who followed the fire 
trucks created such a traffic 
jam it was impossible for the 
firemen to refill their tanks with 
water. The tankers were on 
hand, but the spectators’ cars 
had them blocked. It took 15 
minutes to clear the road. In 
those 15 minutes the house was 
engulfed in flames and the little 
boy was burned to death.
Why anyone would want to 
see destruction and grief is be­
yond me. Maybe if I understood 
it I wouldn’t be so bitter. Can




from Queen Elizabeth, Prime 
Minister P. E. Trudeau, Lieut.- 
Gov. John Nicholson and Prem­
ier W. A. C. Bennett brought 
special pleasure to Mr. and Mrs. 
James Kuly of Grenfell Avenue 
when they celebrated their dia­
mond wedding anniversary on 
Jan. 7.
Close friends and relatives 
attended a come and go tea on 
Sunday afternoon to convey 
good wishes on the couple who 
were married on Jan. 7, 1912 
at Komaro, Man. A carpenter­
farmer by occupation, Mr. Kuly 
followed this pursuit at Komaro 
and for 35 years at St. Andrew’s, 
Man. They retired to Kelowna 14 
years ago.
Of their 10 children, five are 
living; Mrs. George Tinling of 
Kelowna; John at St. Andrew’s; 
Mrs. Olga Yundak of Winnipeg; 
Mrs. Ron Roth of Edmonton and 
Albert of Thompson, Man. They 
have 20 grandchildren, three of 










the floor, try to do a sit-up—if 
you can’t get all the way up, 
don’t despair. The important 
thing is to keep your legs and 
feet in place. Then lower your 
body s-l-o-w-l-y until your back’ 
is in starting position.
One Side Stretch: Bend left 
knee up until foot Is flat on 
floor, left hand remains at side, 
Stretch right hand straight up 
over head, simultaneously 
s t r e t c.h 1 n g right leg, toes 
pointed, straight down as far as 
you can, Hold for five seconds, 
Relax, return to starting posi­
tion and repeat with left arm 
and leg.
going to get plenty of it in the 
fashons for partying, entertain­
ing and relaxing in at home and 
even taking a trip down south.
Designers and manufacturers 
are putting that old glamor 
back into fashions for after 
dark. And the men love it.
What are the trends that are 
reviving the glamor in clothes?
There’s the backless back and 
the halter, neckline, to watch 
for in evening gowns i They 
appear not only in holiday and 
cruisewcar but are showing up 
in spring collections being
Sitting s-t-r-e-t-c-h-e-s: The 
basic position ■ for these move­
ments Is to sit up with legs 
bent, ankles crossed in Yoga 
style,
Clasped Hands Stretch; Kec;>- 
ing bftek straight, clasp hands 
in your lap and then raise them 
up, up, up as high as you can, 
Hold this stretch (Ive seconds; 
relax, return hands to lap,
Neck Stretch: This Is a super 
rclaxer. Make , sure spine is 
erect; First roll head around to 
right shoulder, Hold five sec­
onds. Slowly bend head forward 
and tot chin rest against chest. 
Hold five seconds. Slowly roll 
and twist head to extreme left. 
Hold five seconds. Slowly roll 
and twist head to extreme back, 
Feel chin and throat stretching. 
Hold five seconds. Raise head 
slowly. Perform m o v e m o n t 
three times clockwise and Ihrcq 
times counterclockwise. Work 





.(Highway 97 North, 
Winfield, Telephone 766-2170) 
DETAIL— Quality fresh and 
cured meals,
freezer beep - 
meat processing 




your 14-year-old daughter for 
challenging me. There is, in­
deed, something to be said for 
the pleasant girl who isn’t up on 
things and it’s true she might 
be the ideal wife for the man 
who doesn’t wish to be chal­
lenged. Isn’t it lucky that all 
men don’t want the same kind 
of women? The problem sur­
faces when a man marries a 
dolly for her looks and then re­
alizes she has nothing else. 
That’s when the real trouble be­
gins..
Dear Ann Landers: Why do 
people chase after fire trucks?.! 
wonder if they realize that their 
morbid curiosity can cost lives. 
It happened exactly that way 
last Friday night.
The fire alarm went off about 
midnight. My husband is a vol­
unteer fireman and he went im­
mediately to do his duty. It was 
a night of tragedy. A small boy
'Lib' For A Day 
Ancient Custom
MONOKLISSIA, Greece 
(AP) —■ The female popula­
tion of this mountain village 
took over Saturday in their, an­
nual one-day women’s-lib ob­
servance, a custom dating
shown to buyers.
Then there’s the deep decol­
letage in evening dfessbs, host­
ess gowns and negligees. Watch, 
too, for bins cuts and deep knee 
slits which show lots of leg.
Feathers, frills, inaribou and 
(emine embroidery used . as 
trims also add a touch of glam­
or' to tlie holiday fashions.
Most of all, there’s the cling. 
The ’30s trend is found in every­
thing that is clingy and stretchy. 
The clingy look which gives 
more attention to the body is 
achieved through the use of 
fabrics such as ■ matte jersy, 
Banion, crepes, and chiffons.
The glamor in the new fash­
ions is not to be confused with 
those worn by Sparkle Plenty. 
Thore is very little beading or 
sparkle, Even brocades arc 
more subtle, according to de­
signer Claire Haddad.
Blazers play It the '40s way 
over long accordion - pleated 
skirls for the holidays,
When the sun goes down, 
black comes up, especially in a 
jet velvet slinky dross for 
dancing, Black cut velvet on 
sheer is very new for glamorous 
hostess gowns and negligee en- 
' scmbles.
Dear Wife: I can explain it in 
a word. Excitement. Most peo­
ple’s lives are uneventful—and 
dull. A fire is something to talk 
about. It’s an event. Sad, but 
true, with all the wonders of the 
world, some people chase fire 
trucks for fun. It’s also illegal, 1 
might add. A driver can be ar­
rested for following an emer­
gency vehicle—and he deserves 
to have the book thrown at him.
Dear Ann Landers: Am I un­
reasonable? I’ve been married 
18 years to a salesman. We 
have four children. I love my 
husband and he loves me. The 
problem is his drinking with 
customers “to get an order.” I 
don’t mean a social cocktail. I 
mean getting bombed and stay­
ing out ’til 2:00 a.m. Is this part 
of the job? He says it is.
When things are going well he 
says I’m the greatest wife in 
the world for putting up with 
him. And I must admit, he’s a 
lovely guy—when he’s sober. 
But lately his drinking with cus­
tomers “to get an order” is get­
ting to me. How about it?— 
Woodbridge Wife
Dear Wood: Nobody has to 
booze it up—for any reason, un­
less he wants to. Ginger ale is 
available in every bar in the 
world. That customer routine is 
a weak excuse for a man with a 
weakness. The best salesmen 
are hot boozers. They are work­
ers.
GUIDE PUBLISHED
MONTREAL (CP) — The In­
ternational Ladies Garment 
Workers’ Union has published 
its eighth fashion guide—this 
one on suits. The illustrated 
booklet contains hints on style 
and fabric variations and is 
available free of charge in both 
English and French. Requests 
for copies should be sent to 
Union Label Dept., I.L.G.W.U., 
405 Concord Street, Montreal 
111.
You don't buy ..
You Invest in an 
Antique








CUSTOM MADE OR 
BUY THE YARD
Largest selection of fabrics 
in the valley. Custom made 
swags and covered valances.
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Sea Trader
Pink Salmon
For sandwiches or Jsfor K*b f 
Casseroles. 7^4 oz. tin .... M W B W
White Magic
Bleach
128 oz. plastic 49c
thousands of years.
The custom known as “gy- 
naecokratia”—women's rule 
—Is said to emanate from the 
Amazons—an ancient and pos­
sibly mythical race of female 
warriors—and still survives in 
this village of 1,000 close to 
the Greek-Bulgarian border.
Most of the women in town 
usually never speak above a 
whisper in their husband’s 
presence. But on this day they 
take over the town'and get to 
vent their pent-up frustra­
tions,
Luckily for the men, gynae- 
cokratia lasts only a day, dur­
ing which they are called 
upon to tend to children, do 
the housecleaning and the 
cooking.
They are not allowed out of 
the house. Any male caught in 
public is doused with a bucket 
of freezing water. Second of­
fenders risk the loss of their 
trousers.
While the husbands handle 
the household chores, the 
women Invade mule havens, 
Hiich as the two coffee shops 
where the world’s problems 
are discussed and solved. The 
women dance and drink 
strong Macedonian liquor.
At nightfall, the women re­
turn home to clean up what |s 














1618 Pandosy St., Kelowna Phone 762-0836
WOMEN
train for an exciting career as
MEDICAL 
RECEPTIONIST 
LEARNt How you may become a Medical Receptionist 
through >
PROFESSIONAL TRAINING INSTITUTE 
HOME STUDY PROGRAM
MAIL. COMPLETED COUPON TODAY
Busy Baker
Soda Crackers
Salted or Plain. 'I for $1 llfl












Sweet and Juicy. 




Monday and Tuesday, January 10 and 1.1 
TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU
COMPLETE 
OPTICAL SERVICE 
Special Frames for 
a Fashionable Miss 
Just ns you choose make-up, 
clothes to complement yoiir 
own fashion look . . wc
choose eyewear to flatter 
your features, accent your 
personality. 
Open All Day Monday through Sat. Noon Orchard Park Open Mon.-Wcd. 9:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.| 
Thur, and Frl. 9:30 a,m. - 9:00 p.m,; Bat. 9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m*
Wc Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities
8-1.00





762-2987 243 Lawrence Ave.
Professional Training Institute
Rm. 4, 1609A Centre St. N., Calgary 41, Alla. 
Registered under the Trade School Regutstlona Act in 
Rask., Alta, and D.C. k Y SAFEWAY
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I Bucks Eliminate Top Opponent
$
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' *-4 ,
Then Pick Apart Bronco Defence
&
AN UNIDENTIFIED driver 
takes a spill from his snow­
mobile on a corner at the
fourth annual Okanagan The driver was uninjured and
Mainline Snowmobile Cham- grabbed his snowmobile and
pionship during the weekend. completed the race, in the B
OUTSIDE COMPETITION TOUGH
Horning In Prize Money
AT Horning of Rutland took > ification, with tough competi­
top money in one event of the 
fourth annual Okanagan Main­
line Snowmobile Championship 
this weekend, arid had to settle 
for second in the next classifica­
tion.
Horning was the only Kel­
owna area, participant to win 
an event in the modified class-
tion forcing local drivers out
of the winners' circle in both 
the modified and stock classes.
Horning took the winners’ 
flag in A main 300 modified 
class, driving an Arctic Cat. 
Lance Bennie of Armstrong, 
also, on an Arctic Cat, placed 
second while Wayne Fraser of
Cents Try To Build A Margin 
But Upsets Frustrate Them
100 Mile House led his Polaris 
in to finish third.
Cliff Williams of Golden, on 
a Polaris, beat Len Lamothe of 
Williams Lake on an Arctic 
Cat for B main honors. Dick 
Clarke of Wenatchee won the 
C main on a Polaris.
Horning got into the prize 
money in the A main 340 mod­
ified class, as he placed third 
behind first place Gary Camer­
on of Golden on an Arctic Cat 
and Lindsay Blackburn of Sal­
mon Arm, also on an Arctic 
Cat.
Kelowna Buckaroos got rid of 
one . key Penticton defenceman 
then were able to beat the others 
on breakaways en route to an 
8-4 victory over Broncos Sunday 
in a B.C. Junior Hockey League 
game before 400 fans at Mem­
orial Arena.
League all-star Bruce Affleck 
was given the gate midway 
through the first period because 
of a jab at Bucks’ Dale Turner. 
The penalty cost Broncos a man 
disadvantage for five minutes 
and the loss of their best play­
er for the rest of the game* and
likely next game also.
Bucks went to work and chop­
ped up the, remainder of the 
Bronco defence. Ken Weninger 
had a heyday as he broke in on 
hapless Penticton goalie Bob 
Love all alone three times and 
scored each time. Dale Turner 
added two goals with Murray 
Hanson, Phil Blake and Tad 
Campbell collecting the other 
goals.
Bruce Affleck staked Bron­
cos to a 1-0 lead,, but left the 
game with his teammates trail­
ing 2-1. Bob Nicholson, Chad
Campbell and Brian Ayearst 
also scored for the visitors.
It was only the sixth win of 
the season for Bucks, who are 
one point short of their record 
compiled last season. Bucks 
have been using Broncos to add 
to their point total, beating the 
second place team twice in 
their last three cncouhters and 
tying them the third time.'
Bucks have a head-to-head 
clash with Kamloops Rockets 
this week, playing them in 
Kamloops Wednesday then re­
turning to Memorial Arena for 
a game Friday^ night at 8:30 
p.m.
Bucks haven't been able to 
do much in the way of break­
away goals, either missing key 
passes or blowing the shot. It 
started out that way as Blake
Hroncos didn’t waste much I
time hitting the scoreboard, and I
it looked as if Buckaroos were g
heading for yet another loss. |
Affleck’s low shot from just in- I
side the blueline made its way |
through a maze of players and fe
past Ron Bourcier in the Buckju, , L 
net at 1:42 of the first frame. M
main 650 modified class. A 
number of drivers took spills 
like this one but no one was 
























































































Lights Go Out At Chilliwack 
Leaving Game In The Dark
was stopped dead on a break­
away with the score tied at 1-1 
but then they broke loose.
Weninger scored all three of 
his goals on breaks. ; the first 
giving Bucks a 2-1 lead after 
the- first period. Three, of four 
second period Kelowna goals 
were on breakaways, and the 
fourth scored after Campbell 
was put in the clear inside the 
blueline, as Bucks led 6-3 head­
ing. into the final frame.
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Upsets in Saskatchewan have 
kept Calgary Centennials fropi 
building up a comfortable first- 
place margin in the Western Di­
vision of the Western Canada 
Hockey League.
The Pats edged the Centenni­
als 4-3 in Regina Sunday night 
to slice Calgary’s dead to one 
point over Edmonton Oil Kings, 
who beat the Jets 4-0 in Winni­
peg.
In other games Sunday. Bran­
don Wheat Kings edged Swift 
Current Broncos 5-4 in over­
time. Me di c in e Hat Tigers 
slipped past Flin Flon Bombers 
5-4 on home ice and'New West­
minster Bruins defeated Van­
couver Nats 5-2.. In the only 
game Saturday, the Cougars 
knocked off Flin Flon 4-2 in Vic­
toria.
In beating Calgary for the 
second time in three, starts, the 
Pats increased their first-place 
. lead over the idle Saskatoon 
Blades in the Eastern Division 
to four points. The Pals have 47 
and the Blades 43.
Last week, the Centennials 
lost, two games to Saskatoon, 
Ixith by 2-1 scores. Calgary now 
has 53 points, but has three 
games in hand over Edmonton. 
SMITH SCORES WINNER
Ken Marit scored twice for 
Regina, with Scott Smith and 
Clark Gillies striking, for single 
goals. Smith’s goal was the win­
ner and came on a breakaway 
at 5:26 of the third period.
The Centennials, who "led 3-2 
at the end of the second period, 
got goals from Mike Rogers, 
Ron Homenuke and Doug Har- 
bul.
A shot that deflected into the 
net off a Swift Current player's 
pads gave the third-place Wheat 
Kings, their win over the Bron­
cos at 1:05 of overtime. Bran­
don moved within a single point 
of Saskatoon in the Eastern Di­
vision; while Swift Current re­
mained in last place four points 
behind Winnipeg.
Ron Chipperfield got credit 
for the winning Brandon goal. 
Glen, Mikkelsen led . Brandon 
with two goals, while Robbie 
Neale and Don McLaughlin had 
single goals.
■ Swift C urr e n t goals were 
scored. by Graeme Bennett, 
Terry McDougall, Larry SdKo-i 
loski and Dan McCarthy.
Medicine Hat. third in the 
Western Division with 43 points, 
beat the Bombers for the first 
time as Derek Kuntz scored two 
goals within 27 seconds late in 
the third period.
SCORES KEY GOALS
, Jeff Ablett opened scoring for 
the Tigers and scored the win­
ner with 35 seconds left in the 
game. Lanny McDonald got the 
other Medicine Hat goal.
The Bombers, who lost their 
27th game in 45 starts to remain 
fourth in the West, with 36 
points, got two goals from Gary 
Howalt and one each from Dave 
Shardlow and Lorne Mitchell.
Lorne Hansen of Salmo beat 
George Niehaus of Vernon to 
the wire to win the B. main. 
The C main title went to Don 
McDonald of Clearwater, who 
also placed first in the D main. 
. Ski-doos took two of the top 
three places in the A main 440 
modified, vyith Ron Sanders of 
Merritt winning the event and 
Dick Holweg of Vernon, placing 
second. Coke Koyanagi of Kam­
loops took third on a Polaris.
Dennis Tyerds of Kaslo won 
the race to the wire over John 
Rysze of Golden in the B main, 
while Mel Mehsscn of Smithers 
took the C main and Fred Mor­
ris of Penticton the D inain.
Don Nordstrom of Prince 
George placed in the money in 
the final two events, but could 
nbt make it to the winners’ 
circle., Ron Meldan of Edmon­
ton, on a: Polaris, beat out an­
other Polaris-driving Edmonton 
racer for top honors in the. A 
maip . 650 modified class, with 
Dennis Clarke placing second. 
Nordstrom, on a Ski-Doo came 
in third’. ■
Karl Seibert of Williams Lake 
won honors in the B main over 
Stuart Calcutt of Prince George. 
Joe Fisher of Kelowna took the 
C main title with Keith Wilson 
■ of Kelowna first in the D main
Results Sunday 
New York 8 Los Angeles 0 
Toronto 2 Buffalo 1 
Chicago 5 Montreal 2 
Detroit 4 Pittsburgh 2 
Philadelphia 10 California 3
Results Saturday 
Montreal 10 Los Angeles > 
Toronto 2 Philadelphia 2 
St. Louis 5 Boston 3 
Vancouver 5 Minnesota 1 
Chicago 4 Pittsburgh 0
Games Tuesday 
Montreal at St. Louis 
Philadelphia at Detroit 
Minnesota at Vancouver
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
A rarity in hockey occurred 
on the weekend as the British 
Columbia Junior Hockey League 
saw 3 2-3 games played.
The two-thirds of a game was 
at Chilliwack, where the Bruins 
were leading Kamloops Rockets 
3-0 when the game was called 
in the third. period because of 
a power failure.
The two teams will replay 
that third period on Feb. 10 in 
Chilliwack, when they have their 
next scheduled meeting. The 
scheduled game also will be 
played—for a total of 80 min­
utes of hockey.
There was a slight shift in 
Jie league standings when Kam­
loops went to Vancouver for a
Sunday game, defeating Rich­
mond Centennials 4-1 to break 
a third-place deadlock with Chil­
liwack.
In the other games, league- 
leading Vernon defeated Pentic­
ton Broncos 5-3 at Vernon on 
Saturday, and Penticton fost a 
8-4 decision to Kelowna Buck­
aroos at Kelowna on Sunday.
The Kamloops - Chilliwack 
game had been halted six times 
by power failures before the 
game finally was called off 
after two minutes of the third 
period. Some 1,500 fans who 
had watched Dennis Anderson. 








to the exits in the 
of a car driven onto
KSS Curlers Doing It Again 
Foursome Grabs Zone Crown
Kelowna Secondary School 
high school girls, skipped by 
Janis Lattice seem to be mak­
ing the zone . championships 
their’ particular property, as 
they won the zone title for the 
third straight season and move 
Into provincial playdowns,
The KSS foursome Hoad
fourth round, and Dr, Knox was 
eliminated 12-8 while Summer- 
land earned a berth in the final





Diane Emond, second Lynda|
trouble in the final, polishing 
off the Summerland team by a 
i 12-5 score,
The winning rink how heads
Tucker, third, Susan Whittle, |(( Kamloops for the distr 
skip Ln face > went through the phiydowns .early next month
two-day playdown in Summer'
’ land without n loss and only 
one close inline,
KSS beat Oliver 13-6 in the 
first round, while Dr, Knox' 
went down Io a 10-4 defeat al 
the hands of Peachland,’ yum-' 
inorlimd beat Penticton 13-7 m 
the other first round game,
Neither of the Kelowna 
nqmuls had trouble in the sec­
ond round, with KSS IhrnHmig 
Princeton 17-2 and Dr, Knox 
trouncing Penticton ltl-2,, Sum­
merland bent Peachland 15.2,




luidics Golf League, Jan, 5. 
1972 — Women's High '.single,
cal story, as Summerland for-i
red an' extra end then madej Wc<hl(.Hdl(V 
Latace draw to the four fool -
Currie, Batemun, 297, Doreen 
Roberts 297: Women's high trip­
le, Carrie Bateman 691: Team 
high single, wild (loose 858: 
Team high triple, Wild Goose 
23(i(i; Women's )ilgh average, 
Audrey Beal; Team Standings. 
Triumph 215, Climax 2251-j, 
Wild (Inoue 219,
with her final rock to earn n 
JO-!) win. Dr. Knox nipped Oli­
ver 9-7 and Princeton beat 
I’eachlnnd JO-6.
The , two Kelowna squads 
came against each other in the
,.! Coffee League
.Ian. 5 — Women's high single
» “ ’« r
Judy Broxlmm 306; Women's 
high triple, Kuby, llenubion (179; 
Ten'm high single. Little Arrows 
1057; Team high triple. Swing- 
oi’S 3971: Women's high average, 
E, Beattie 200, M, Wo,vs 200; 
Team standmgs, Little Allows 
1122, Wildcats 319. Bo^s 308. :
The Mod Mothers, Jan. f», If)72
■■•Women's high single, Ruby 
Beaubien 320; Women's high
event. ...
Nordstrom1 finished behind 
Eric Tucker of Vernon', on a 
Ski-Doo, in the A main modi­
fied 800 event. Third place went 
to Gary Johnson of Clearwater 
on a Ski-Doo. Bob Russell of 
St. Mary’s, Idaho, won the B 
main over B. Udy of Vernon. 
Jos Bot of Smithers won thc.C 
main and Don, Stinn took top 
honors, in D main.
Outside competitors also took 
the money in stock competition. 
Steve Laughlin of Mica Creek 
won top honors in the A main 
:WM» stock class on a Sno Jet, 
beating Allen Valkcnburg of 
Penticton on a Ski-Doo .and 
Jim Tress of Golden on a 
Yamaha.
Ralph Spooner of Bridesvillc 
won the A main 340 stock class 
event on a Ski-Doo, ahead of 
Bill Peacock of Vernon on a 
Ski-Doo and Laughlin,
Tress topped the B main over 
Ron Eruin while Neils Wcster- 
ager of Clinton won the C main 
event.
The final slock class, the 440 
slock, A main money went to 
Vernon’s Art Fester on a Ski- 
Doo, Another Vernon racer, Ed 
Witt on an Arctic Cat, placed 
second in front of Cameron Hari­
na of Lumby on an Arctic Cat,
Laughlip won the ,B main 
over Philip MeEriekson of 
Midway while Garry Rieger of 
Rutland won the C/ main and 
Larry Milos of Golden , the D 
main.
In powder puff races, the 300 
stock competition was won by 
Betty Weslerneer. of Clinton op 
a Ski-Doo. Shir! Mcllvennn of 
Kamloops on it Yamrihn placed 
second and Wilma Sturgeon of 
Salmon /Vrm on a Sno Jot third.
In the 310 modified, Bonnie 
Allin of Kaslo won on a Ski-Dob, 
followed by Rose Horning of 
Kelowna on an Arctic Cat and 
Joint Horning of Kamloops on a 
Sno Jet,
Alice Klim of Venjon won ihe 
300 modified event on a , Ski- 
Doo, beating Rose Horning and 
Mrs, S, Bonnie of Armstrong 
ion an Arctic Cut,
Ruby Beaubien (178;
Team high single, Vitamin X, 
1077; Team high plple, Vitamin 
X 3025; Women's high average/ 
VI Weninger' 203; "300"' elub, 
Ruby Beaubien 320; Team 
.standings, Hopefuls 527*••, Swin-' 
ging'Mamas 190, Rockets .'
“1 h«ta to !>■ *h« ana to tall . 
you, Harry, but your 279 tamo 
rloaan’l count. (.Wa’»a boon 
bowling on ihe wrong lana«!"
COOKED YIELD 
' . ’
A 2'-i- Ip 3'u-pound chicken 
yields approximately 2'i to IPa
cupx of cooked meat
roughly, one cup 
each pound raw?
or.
cooked for . ■ I





Regular Service 1 
Hearing Aid Batteries and 
Repairs
ft. ('oii'iullnnt Available 
Orchard Park Shopping 
Centro
Flionn M3-5M4, Local 34!
MOTHBALL JUMBO JET
HAMBURG (Reuter) — The 
West German airline Lufthansa 
will put a newly-purchased 
Boeing 747 jumbo jet into stor­
age immediately after taking 
delivery in March because there 
is not enough business for it, a 
spokesman a i d Wednesday. 
The plane was bought for $26.3 
million.
In Vernon, the home 
scored four unanswered 
in the third period as 





period deficit to defeat Pentic­
ton.
Ron Gerk, Dan Ashman and 
Chad Campbell scored for Pen­
ticton while Ernie Gare and 
Wayne Dye, with two goals 
apiece, and Jeff Shirley, scored 
for the winners. •
Sloppy defensive work allow­
ed Blake to setUe himself in 
front ot the Penticton net, and 
Love had no chance on a hard 
shot to the side of the net.
Wenirfger got the first of his 
trio as his shot was partially 
blocked by Love but had enough 
steam to trickle over the red 
line.
Bucks started slow in the sec­
ond period and Nicholson took 
advantage of the defensive 
blunders to , put Broncos on an 
even standing at 2-2 but Wen- 
ingcr broke the tie again with 
a breakaway then Turner stole 
a pass and scored while Bucks 
were a man short to apply the 
crusher.
Affleck's major was one/am I \ 
three, as Jerry Sismey took? I I 
Buckaroo Blair Chapman at njW 
end of the second period. Bucks” 
took five of nine minor penal­
ties.
Bourcier kicked out 23 shots 
directed his way while the 
combo of Love and Glen Bue- 
chert, who took over after Kel­
owna's eighth goal, made 
saves. ~
VERNON, B.C. (CPI—Eddie . 
Johnstone, a 17-year-old first- ’ 
string right winger with Vernon 
of the British Columbia Junior 
Hockey League, has been called 
up by Medicine Hat Tigers of 
the Western Canada Hockey 
League.
Johnstone was fifth in the 
league scoring lineup last year, 
scoring 45 goals and 49 assists. 
So far this season, he has been 
within the top four league scor­
ers. With 36 games played he 
has scored 27 goals and 35 
assists, for 62 points.
Eddie said Tigers’ coach Jack 
Shupe telephoned him Sunday, 
offering him a $200-a-month 
living allowance and a guaran­
tee that he would have time 
for his schooling.
Eddie said he. refused the 
offer initially because he was 
well-established in Vernon, his 
home town, and had a good 
position with a league-leading 
team.
Ice Chips—Bourcier picked up 
his first point of the season as 
he assisted on Weninger’s third 
goal . . . Hanson sported a glar­
ing shiner over his left eye, 
after being hit by the puck in 
practice . . . Bourcier had new 
knee pads, but didn’t let that 
stop him from making some 
fine saves . . . Blake had one 
of his best games since return-^ 
ing from an injury ... he had 
several chances to score but 





Orchard Park Shopping 
Centre
763-7777
Unique in Western Canada {k 
“Combination Art Gallery ■ 
and Flower Shop!"












Two Valuation Days have been announced as 
part of tax reform. .
The first, December 22nd 1971, applies to certain 
publicly traded shares and securities.
;. The second, December 31st 1971, is for other
properties.
Most taxpayers will not be affected by Valuation 
Day. T his is explained in a booklet which will be mailed 
to all taxpayers within tlic next few Weeks.
However, if you own publicly traded shares c 
securities, you should also obtain the publication. 
“Publicly Traded Shares and Securities'1.
Yoh can gel it from your District Taxation Office 





This booklet tells you whether December 22nd 
1971, is the Valuation Day for any shares or securities 
you’ own. In jnosl instances, it lists a Valuation Day 
value. ' '
information on lax reform in general will also be 
sent to you within the next few weeks.
B Rovonti
H WB Rcv0niJ0< national,
H Taxation Impdt,
I
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^Edmonton Wins Games' Bid 
Canadian Choice At Munich
MONTREAL <CP> — The City 
of Edmonton is .Canada’s nomi­
nee for the 1978 Commonwealth 
Games site.
The Alberta capital was cho­
sen over Toronto Saturday by 
the B r 111 a h Commonwealth 
Games Association of Canada 
after presentations by the 
groups representing the two cit* 
ies.
The Edmonton group, Includ- 
fcing Mayor Ivor Dent, Hoist 
■Schmid, Alberta's minister of 
culture, youth and recreation 
ami Dr. Maury Van Vliet, dean
The Edmonton group arrived 
at the meetings armed with a 
multi-colored, fact-filled bro­
chure and a direct commitment 
from the Alberta government
In a letter of endorsement for 
the Edmonton bid, Premier 
Peter Lougheed , assured the 
selection committee that “the 
resources, within reason, of
of the physical education de­
partment at the Univefsity of 
Alberta, made a one-hour pres­
entation to the seven-man selec­
tion committee as did the group 
from Toronto, headed by Ab 
Campbell, chairman of Metros 
politan Toronto council.
, Final choice of a location for 
the 1978 Games will be made in 
Munich, West Germany, Aug. 
24, during the 1972 Summer 
Olympics, at a meeting of the 45 
members of the Games* federa­
tion.
In addition to Edmonton, Mel­
bourne, Australia; New Delhi, 
^Mdndia; Kuala Lumpur, Malay- 
Leeds, England; Port of 
BHHnln, Trinidad-Tobago; Hong 
TUHKng and Swansea, Wales, have 
~indicated interest in staging the 
Games.
The 1970 Games were held at 
Edinburgh, Scotland. New Ze- 
land will play host to the event 
in 1974.
CANADA FOUNDED GAMES
Canada, f o u n d e r of the 
•Games, has held them,twice—at 
Hamilton, in 1930 and at Van­
couver in 1954. Of countries reg­
istering bids for the 1978 event. 
Hong Kong, India. Malaysia and 
Trinidad-Tobago have never 
had the Games.
many of our government de­
partments will be placed behind 
Edmonton's efforts."
Mayor Dent said' that his city 
fits almost perfectly the type of 
host city the founders of the 
Games had in mind. .
“It' is big enough to put on the 
Games and small enough to put 
them on effectively," he said, 
indicating the city’s 500,000 pop- : 
ulation.
OUTLINED FACILITIES
The Edmonton mayor outlined 
some proposed facilities that 
will be built should the city’s 
bid be successful. They include 
a $3.5-million stadium at the 
University of Alberta for ath­
letic events; a $350,000 cycling 
track adjacent to the stadium: 
and a $3.5-m i Ilion Olympic 
standard, 10-lane pool and div­
ing facility. .'
Also in the offing for the Al­
berta capital is a $30-million, 
multi-purpose, downtown 
centre, capable of accommodat­
ing most indoor events simulta­
neously. This has already been 
rejected by Edmonton voters, 
but is expected to be the subject 
of another ballot, the mayor 
added. x
The Edmonton bid noted the 
city has a ready-made Games’ 
village already complete, with 
the residence halls of the Uni­
versity of Alberta capable of 





’ Chicago 5 Montreal 2 
New York 8 Los Angeles 0 
Toronto 2 Buffalo 1 
Detroit 4 Pittsburgh 2 
Philadelphia 10 California 3
American 
Baltimore 6 Cincinnati 2 
Springfield 4 Providence 1 
Richmond 8 Hershey 3 
Nova Scotia 8 Rochester 1 
Boston 1 Tidewater 1
Central
Omaha 5 Dallas 3
Kansas City 3 Tulsa 1
Western
Portland 7 Phoenix 5
' International
■M Port Huron 6 Flint 3
Columbus 3 Fort Wayne 2 ;
Toledo 5 Muskegon 4
Eastern
Roanoke 3 Greensboro 2
Syracuse 6 Clinton 2
New Haven 4 Long Island 1 
New Jersey 7 St. Petersburg 2
Ontario Senior
Orillia 4 Oakville 3
Barrie 9 Woodstock 5 
Canadian Central
St. Boniface 8 Dryden 1 
Prairie
,’Saskatoon 4 Edmonton 2 
Quebec Junior
Drummondville 9 St. Jerome
Southern Ontario Junior
Sudbury (NOHA) 6 Windsor
Guelph 5 Chatham 3
Brantford 4 Welland 2
Detroit 2 Sarnia 2
St. Thomas 12 Chelmsford 3
Northern Ontario Junior
4
Sault Ste. Marie 7 North Bay 
0
Manitoba Junior
Portage la Prairie 7 Selkirk 6
Winnipeg 5 St. Boniface 4
Kenora 7 West Kildonan 6
Dauphin 9 St. James 3
Saskatchewan Junior
Melville 5 Saskatoon 0
Wilcox 6 Regina Pats 4
Humboldt 10 Regina Foxes 6
Prince Albert 10. Moose Jaw 3 
Western Canada
Regina 4 Calgary 3
New Westminster 5 Vancou­
ver 2
Brandon 5 Swift Current 4
Edmonton 4 Winnipeg 0
Alberta Junior
Lethbridge 9 Drumheller 3
Red Deer 6 Calgary Canucks 
'0 ' . - .
Calgary. Cougars 6 Edmonton
Leafs 1
British Columbia Junior
Kelowna 8 Penticton 4
Kamloops 4 Richmond 1
Quebec 6 Sherbrooke 4
Cornwall 4 Sorel 3
Trois-Rivieres 3 Laval 1
Verdun 5 Shawlnigan 3
Ontario Junior
. London 5 Kitchener 3
Toronto 5 Ottawa 3
Hamilton 4 Montreal 4
Peterborough 2 St. Catharines 
2 . ■
Oshawa 5 Niagara Falls 4
^AnotherTry 
For Tony C.
LOS ANGELES (API - Tony 
Congllaro, 27 Friday, is thinking 
of starting for the third time the 
long climb toward major league 
, baseball stardom.
The man once hailed as a po­
tential superstar told the Los 
Angeles Herald-Examiner by 
phone from his Nahant, Mass, 
home (his week, that he'll decide 
in the next 10 days whether he’ll 
play this year,
“The chances are about 50-50 
that I will play," he told the 
newspaper.
, Last July 10, the California 
Angels’ righlfielder told report­
ers at a 5 a,m. news conference
Magnussen 
Is Favored
JNEASY LIES THE HEAD - - by Alon Mover
Dulributed bj King Features Syndicata.
GPORffYffCloH 
Of 7UA7CAR PCA7AC 
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Art? 7 air of 
TAPCAC78.
Jean Might Do Impossible
cmirniv
Phil Could Be Displaced
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
With the mid-season all-star 
poll at hand. Jean Ratelie took 
a big step Sunday towards a 
goal few hockey observers 
thought possible—displacing 
Phil Esposito as the first-line 
centre on the National Hockey 
League’s East Division all-star 
team.
Hawks blistered Montreal C ina- 
diens 5-2, Philadelphia Flyers 
clobbered California Golden 
Seals 10-3, Detroit Red Wings 
defeated Pittsburgh Penguins 
4-2 and Toronto Maple Leafs 
edged Buffalo Sabres 2-1,
In other Saturday action. 
Montreal laced Los Angeles 10- 
2, Vancouver Canucks upset 
Minnesota North Stars 5-1, Chi-
eago blanked Pittsburgh 4-0 and•The rangy New Yorker, who  
added several pounds in the Toronto and Philadelphia skated
off-season to give him more bal­
ance in the slot, scored one goal 
and assisted on four others in 
the Rangers 8-0 rout of Los An­
geles Kings.
, The five points lifted the 31- 
year-old native of Lac St. Jean, 
Que,, into first place in the NHL 
scoring race at the mid-way 
mark in the season with 71 
points, one ahead of Boston's 
Esposito who scored two goals 
in the Bruins 5-3 loss Saturday 
to St. Louis Blues.
It was the first time since 
1961-62 that a Ranger has led 
the league in scoring at a cru­
cial stage. That season Andy 
Bathgate and Chicago’s Bobby 
Hull finished at 84 points each, 
but the Black Hawk winger got 






Chicken fat can be used ip 
place 6f other shortening in reg­
ular cooking and baking or to 
baste chicken when broiling, 
roasting or baking.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
“It’s fantastic," said Milwau­
kee coach Larry Costello after 
his fired-up Bucks had ended 
the longest winning streak in 
professional sports h i s t o r y, 
thrashing Los Angeles Lakers
120-104.
“I’m just glad we were 
position to do it,” added 
tello after the Bucks 





real centre .star, Jean Beliveau.
“He has made his line great 
and this has turned the race 
around.”
LINE INCREASESTOTAL
New York's GAG Line (Goal- 
A-Game', with Ratelle flanked 
by Vic Hadfield on the left side 
and Rod Gilbert, has picked up 
18 points in the last two games 
and stretched its league-leading
: totals to 189 points this season.
to a 2-2 tie. ! Captain Hadfield, rugged tn
When play resumes Tuesday lJle corners, is tiedfor third in — _ * . ... »hn t* vi«»' Willi 06.night, Montreal will visit St,
Louis, Philadelphia moves into
the scoring race with Boston de­
fenceman Bobby Orr, each with
Detroit and Vancouver enter- P°*nts,.,and *_ kzik ■ •« tiulk kQ 'I'hft It mb noc
Chicago S Montreal 2
Chicago—Martin. Campbpll, 
Pappin, MDdta, D. Hull; 
Montreal—Cpurnoycr, Le­
maire.
Toronto 2 Buffalo 1
Toronto—Henderson, Ellis; 
Buffalo—Martin.
Detroit 4 Pittsburgh 2
Detroit—Dionne, Berenson, 
Redmond, Libett; Pittsburgh 
—Hextail,Leiter.
New York 8 Loa Angeles 0
New York—Hadfield 2, Gil­
bert 2, Ratelle, Tkactuk, Sell* 
ing, Carr.
Philadelphia 10 California 3
Philadelphia—Lesuk 3, Ber­
nier 2, Johnson, Clarke, Mor­
rison, Gendron, Dornhoefer; 





It was the first of four 50-goal 
seasons for Chicago’s Golden 
Jet.
behind with 58, The line has
them to top spot in the East 
with 60 points, one ahead of 
Boston. Both teams have played 
39 games. Chicago, also with 60 
points, put 11 between them and 
Minnesota, runners-up in the 
West, with their weekend 
sweep.
If anyone on the Ranger team 
ranks all-star r e c o g n 111 o n, 
Emile Francis, New York's 
coach and general manager, 
rates Ratelle highly, especially 
in comparisons with Esposito,
"Has Esposito done as much 
for Boston as Ratelie did for; 
New York?” he asked recently. 
“He (Ratelie) is superb at fa­
ceoffs, does an awful lot of work
returned !produccd 81 o£ Ran8ers 178
goals.
Ra telle was aware of how 
many points he needed to get by 
the Boston centre in the scoring 
race.
on defence and passes like Beli­
veau,” added Francis in refer-
OLD CREATURES
Fossils of turtles date back to 
the dawn of the age of ditto* 
saurs, about 200 million years 
ago.
"Five points . . . that's not 
easy,” he said after the game. 
"I knew what I needed, but I 
didn’t think I could get it." The 
scoring lead at the half-way 
point means a $500 bonus to the 
leader, $250 to the runner-up. .
Ratelle opened the scoring at 
New York at 1:10 of the first pe­
riod then later assisted on two 
goals each by linemates Had­
field and Gilbert.
At Philadelphia, the Flyers 
scored six goals while enjoying 
a man advantage. Bill Lesuk
scored three times as the FlyersI Vt ( uuvu A I CUIV IO JU 4 1 VAV*  a? W*. — —.-W *
Elsewhere Sunday, the Black । ence to the, now-retired Mont- seta club offensive record.
Inflation
A/L's RADIO & 
TV SERVICE
1383 Ellis St. 763*5022
Service to all color and B&W 
TV, Phonos, Stereos arid 
Radios.
Serving Kelowna, Rutland, 
Westbank.
Open Mon. through Sat, 
9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
To Retain Title
LONDON, Ont. (CP) — Ambi­
tious challengers will be plenti­
ful among^the almost 200 com­
petitors , in the Canadian figure 
skating championships starting 
^Tuesday but the established sen­
ior champs are favored to hold 
their titles.
Figure skating competition, 
based as it is on the rating of
National Basketball Association 
setback since Oct. 31 and 
stopped their 33-game victory 
skein Sunday.
Lakers’ coach Bill Sharman 
also used the word fantastic, 
but in a different fashion.
“We played fantastic for 2ft 
months,” he said, “and it 
had to end. But I hope we’re 
smart enough to learn by our 
mistakes so we can play better 
against them the next time.”
The next time the two NBA 
powerhouses meet is Feb. 4 at 
Los Angeles.
Elsewhere in the NBA. Balti­
more Bullets beat’ Phoenix Suns 
109-103, Golden State Warriors 
edged Houston Rockets 113-112, 
Chicago Bulls defeated Cincin­
nati Royals 108-104 in overtime, 
Detroit Pistons downed Buffalo 
Beavers 101-96, and Seattle 
Super Sonics topped Boston 
Celtics 125-119.
In the American Basketball 
Association, it was: Indiana 100 
Utah 97, Memphis 118 Floridi­
ans 108, and New York 105 Dal­
las 97.
MARIN PACES BULLETS
Jack Marin's 28 points paced 
Baltimore’s streaking Bullets, to 
theiy sixth straight victory.;'
Cazzie Russell, who hit a key 
three-point play with 51 seconds 
remaining,, fired in 31 points 
and Nate, Thurmond, and Jeff 
Mullins each scored 25 points, 
pacing the Warriors, triumph 
over Houston.
Chicago's Chet Walker hit
is hitting
that he was quitting,
Bui Congliaro’s vision appar­
ently is returning and with it his 
desire to give baseball one' last 
try.
Tony C,, who hit only ,222 
with four home, runs in the first 
half of 1971, said if he comes 
•>:ick “It will be as a one-eyed 
llaycr, 1'11 always hnve a blind 
not in It.” "I wanted to become 
he greatest righthanded hitter 
of all time," he said, "I thought 
I was on my way at one time. 
Then I got hit in the Jtcad."
The pitch thrown by Jack 
Hamilton of the Angels Aug. 18, 
1967 was bclievccl by doctors at 
the time to have ended the cur- 
w eer of the Boston Red Sox' 
young slugger! who had hit 1Q4 
home runs in his first 3ft major
judging panels, tends to favor 
the establishes, winner, and In 
this week’s events, there is 
probably no more filmly-estab- 
lishcd winner than women’s sin­
gles champion Karen Magnus­
sen of Vancouver.
The momentum the 19-ycar- 
old Miss Magnussen has built 
up in winning the senior title in 
1968, 1970 and 1971, plus the 
North American title last year 
followed by a bronze medal in 
the world championships, will 
be hard to beat, ’
The defending senior men’s 
champion is Toller Cranston o( 
Toronto, a 22-year-old with an 
ambition for art. That ambition 
Is not limited Just to applying 
palm to canvas and his free­
style skating performances arc 
noted for their artistic rather 
than purely athletic style, 
BEZ1CS ARE BACK
The brotiicr-and-sistcr act of 
Vnl and Sandra Bczlc of To­
ronto will be back, aiming for a 
third consecutive title In the 
senior pairs competition, Vai, 
19, and Sandra, 15, will also bo 
looking .forward to the Olympics 
at Sapporo, Japan, next month 
and the world championships In 
Calgary March 6-12 to Improve 
on their ninth-place finish ip 
Inst year's world competition,
seven of his game-high 33 points 
in overtime, helping the Bulls 
hand Cincinnati its 14th straight 
setback, three short of the 
league record.-
Jimmy Walker of Detroit 
pumped in 35 points as .the Pis­
tons saddled Buffalo with its 
13th loss in 14 games.
^Seattle survived an 18-polnt 
fburth-qiiartcr outburst by Bos­
ton’s John Havlicek in holding 
off the Celtics.
In the NBA Saturday, it was: 
Buffalo 97 Cincinnati 87: Chi­
cago 113 New York 108; Balti­
more 110 Atlanta 102; Philadel­
phia 130 Phoenix 119; Milwau­
kee 135 Detroit 119; Portland 
125 Cleveland 102 and Golden 
State 128 Boston 106.
LADY JUDGE
WHITEHORSE, Y.T, (CP) 
•'Your outlook is completely 
changed when you're in that 
position," says lone Christen­
sen, a justice of the peace for 
lite Yukon Territory who was 
named the Yukon’s only female 
judge of the juvenile court last 
summer. The 36-year-old White­
horse housewife says of her 
courtroom duties: "You hnve a 
iroinendous respect for people's 
rights , . , theyT'c not. crimi­
nals, they're you or 1 or the 
neighbors, You have to protect 
them, and the public of course,"
here
17 JL 1 1Even schools
league seasons.
But a still unexplained Im­
prove m c ,n t in his eyesight 
started him working out again. 
After an unsuccessful effort id 
training camp as a pitcher, he 
came back ns an outfielder In 
1969 and hud two more good 
seasons before being traded to 
1he Angels In October 1970, .
W"IREADGOLD
‘ ENTERPRISES
M8 Uon ph. 763-260
POOL TABLES 
PING PONG





I), C, (Doni Jrth^slon
Don’t kl an Accident ruin 
your fulurc . . , be sure your 
























1566 Pandosy fit. 762-2115
Too bad kkfc aren’t big business.
Because when big business talks, people listen. t •
And lliis year; they've been talking a lol about inflation. And how it's 
hinting them.
Well, inflation is hurling schools too.
)p one school district bunker oil for furnaces went up thirty percent, 
lire insurance went up sixty percent, school supplies went up six percent1, , 
and the telephone ,went up ten percent. '
So with rising costs and the Provincial Government's inflexible finance , 
formula, school Ixiards can't balance their books.
So they start cutting—just like a business would. »
And as budgets shrink classes gel bigger, slow learners learn slower, and 
the quality of education in this Province goes down.
Inflation is hitting everywhere. Schools and business.
And while it's true that kids aren't big business, .what happens Io (hem is 
our business. Becau^i what happens to them today, happens to the 
world tomorrow.'
And that's our business. And it's very big indeed.
B.C. TEACHERS' FEDERATION 'Wo are concerned
none your school board for action 














Please send me more information on the financial 
crisis in our schools.
NAME,ADDRESS,
.AGES'OF CHILDREN GOING'TO SCHOOL-
I
H
■ B.C, TcuchcrH’ Federation, 2235 Burrard St, Vancouver o, B.C, B
® H
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THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF COURIER WANT ADS IS READY TO HELP YOU BUY. SELL or SWAP.
, : , , FOB ASSISTANCE PHONE OUR CLASSIFIED “HOT UNE” — 763-3228. ’ ’ V-

















Suite 205 • 1460 Pandosy St
HAMPSON, MILAN & CO
Chartered Accountants 
Telephone 762-4434




, Telephone 763-5021 




D. H. CLARK & CO
Certified 
General Accountant




W. R. FENNELL & CO. 
Accredited Public Accountants 
, W. R. Fennell, APA, FCI
R. D. Horton, APA. FCIS 
2979 Pandosy St., Kelowna, B.C 
,' Telephone 763-4528





; Electronic Data Processing 
• Accounting — Auditing
*. ’ . Income Tax Service 
trustee in Bankruptcy 
Notary Public
286 Bernard Ave. Ph. 762-3631
To place your message 
PHONE 
Courier Classified Dept. 
763-3228
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION. THREE 
bedroom daplex. Elm St. Kelowna, 
$15$. Lany Road! Rutland, $143. WaR 
to w-1! carpet, dove. Telephone 763-
rm k 7$3-39^ tl
CLOSE IN. DUPLEX TWO BEDROOM 
suite. 1,200 square feet living area. 
Ample storage, utility room and much 
more. Available February 1st Tele-
phone 762-OSM or 763-4894. tf
COSY TWO-THREE BEDROOM HOUSE 
with basement. Beautiful view, overlook­
ing city. On large private lot Adults 






INCOME TAX AND 
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION 
Ste. 2 - 268 Bernard Ave. 
Ph. 763-7781 or 763-7882 
M, W.Ftf
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY. TWO 
bedroom triplex unit with part buement. 
gas heat, water, etc. $11$ per month. 
Telephone Midvalley Realty. 7S3-M57 or 
Al Horning, evenings, 765-5090? 134
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE FOR RENT 
immediate possession, newly redecorat­
ed, dose to schools and shopping 
centre, x»s iutn.ee .nd children wel­
come. Telephone 763-5592. 133
NEW . TWO. BEDROOM pWELLING, 
Rutland, full basement, attached car­
port and sundeck, feature wall, carpet 
and lino floors. $140.00 per month. Tele­
phone 7«M742. 133
AVAILABLE FEBRUARY 1, FOUR 
bedroom duplex with two bathrooms and 
carport, close to Bankhead Elementary 
And Dr. Knox SchooL $185 per month. 
No pets. Please telephone 763-5578.. 133
APPRAISALS
Bus. 763-4343 1561 Pandosy St.
Res. 763-7776 Kelowna, B.C.
P. F. STEEVES, A.A.C.I, 
Accredited Appraiser ’ 
Canadian Institute
Real Estate Appraiser 
arid Consultant 
Certified Municipal Assessor 
Assessment & Property 
Tax Consultant 
' . . tf
FOR RENT - THREE BEDROOM 
centra! city home on February 1st. 
Small landscaped lot. $175. References 
required. Telephone 763-3143.
M> W, F. tt
NEW TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, FULL 
basement., carpet in living room. $130 per 
month.. Adults—no pets. Available now. 
763-4888. 2184 Woodlawn. tf
NEW DUPLEX. THREE BEDROOMS 
and laundry room, main floor. Full 
basement and carport. Available Dec­
ember L $165. Telephone 765-7036. tf
WESTBANK. 1 SPACIOUS TWO BED? 
room duplex, wall |o wall carpeting, car­
port. Laundiy room. Children' welcome. 
Telephone 768-5875. tf
CONSTRUCTION .
BULLDOZING, -all' types 
TRUCKING, all types 
BACKHOE and LOADER 
Free Estimates?
ROD KING 768-5824 
M. W. F tf
TWO BEDROOM - DELUXE, FOURPLEX 
unit, shag carpet,'feature walls, patio. 
No pets. $145 per month Telephone 765- 
>9080. ■ , tf
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE FOR RENT. 
On large lot near -the .golf course., 1775 
Haug Avenue; For' more- details tele­
phone JohnstonRealty,. 762-2846. tf
TWO BEDROOM SELF-CONTAINED 
lakeshore cottage at Casa Loma Village 1 




for a passport-photo? 
HURRY into SOOTER STUDIO 
We offer 30 minute passport 
service
1157 Sutherland Ave. Ph. 2-5023 
Across from the Bay
ti
SPACIOUS DUPLEX, TWO BEDROOMS, 
fireplace, quiet area, well laid out. $145 
per month. Telephone-Midvalley Realty 
Ltd.. 765-5157. -. ... tf
THREE. BEDROOM GLENMORE 
home .with basement. Available im­
mediately. $150 per- mohtb. Telephone 
763-6586. 1 ; tf
DUPLEX 'FOR, RESIT, SUITABLE FOR 
couple, or small family.-$125 ver month. 
Telephone 762-3384, days, or 763-4105 
evenings. . tfPORTRAITS 
with a Personality
POPE'S STUDIO
2820 Pandosy Street ’ 
Corner Pandosy and West
M, tf
VERY .. NICE OLDER 3'HOME FOR 
rent at 1344 Bernard Avenue; Two or 
three bedrooms, fireplace, carport. Tele­
phone 763-6731. , - • tf
LARGE ATTRACTIVE ^UNFURNISHED 
two bedroom duplex, 1826-Chandler near 
Shops Capri, Available now. Telephone 
764-7526.
. VACUUM CLEANERS , UNFURNISHED .TWO lBEDi|Q01Ct W-’ 
plex, $130 per-month. Available February 
1st. Telephone • Lynn?/762-28<X> days or 
765-7517 evenings. “ : tf! ELECTROLUX
(Canada) Ltd.
SALES & SERVICE 
1963 Harvey Ave.
762-3012 tf
TWO BEDftOOM DUPLEX, 7$lf KINGS- 
way. Carport with utility room, f Avail­
able immediately* $150 per’ month. Tele­
phone 763-3986; tf
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE, FULL 
basement, carport. Rutland. $165 per 
mqntfj. .Telephone 765-8465 days; ' 673- 
4176 evenings* tf
16. APTS. FOR RENT
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM FULLY 
tarnished with kitchenettes. Available 
weekly and monthly rate*. Oom to 
•hopping centre. Vocational SchooL bus. 
etc. Cinnamon’* Lakeshore Resort. 3924 
Abbott Street Tttepbone 762-4834. ■ tf
WALKING DISTANCE TO CITY 
centre and Capri. Upper unit of up and 
down duplex. Two bedrooms, wall to 
wall carpets and Sundeck. Available 
February 1st. Telephone Harry Mad- 
docks. 7634218 or 763-3155. It
ONE BEDROOM SUITE AVAILABLE 
January 15. Refrigerator, stove, drapes, 
•rpetlng, garage, laundry, sauna,, close 
own town. Couple preferred. $145 
loathly. - (For sale nearly new double
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
i. Telephone 763-7906. 133
TWO BEDROOM FOURPLEX SUITE 
with refrigerator and stove, close to 
Four Seasons Motel. $140 per month. 
Available Immediately. Telephone 764-
7123. 133
FOURPLEX SUITES FOR RENT IN 
Rutland. Wall to wall carpeting, re­
frigerators and stoves. Children and 
pets welcome. Immediate occupancy.
Telephone 765-7096. tt
KNOX MANOR, DELUXE ONE BED- 
room suite, air conditioned., cable tele­
vision. drapes, stove, refrigerator, ele­
vator. 1855 Pandosy St. Telephone 762-
7918. tf
WINFIELD. LARGE TWO BEDROOM 
unfurnished. apartment. Large picture 
window—beautiful view of Wood Lake. 
Wall to wall carpet throughout. 765-6533. 
_____________ ._______ tt 
CENTURY MANOR. SPACIOUS ONE 
bedroom suite available January 1. 
Stove, refrigerator, drapes, broadloom, 
cable television. 1958 Pandosy St. Tele-
phone 763-3685. tf
THREE BEDROOM APARTMENT, 
waU to wall carpeting, drapes; refrigera­
tor. stove, cable television/ washing- 
facilities. Telephone 762-2688 or after 
5:00 763-2005.e tt
LOVELY AND SPACIOUS TWO BED- 
room suite in Rutland. Available Jan­
uary 15th. Refrigerator, stove, heat and 
water included —only $135 per month. 
Telephone 764-7129 or-765-6744. tf
COMPLETELY SELF-CONTAINED 
one and two bedroom .units, close .to 
Vocational School, college and shopping 
centre., Reasonable rates. $unny Beach 
Resort, telephone 762-3567. tt
ONE BEDROOM BASEMENT SUITE, 
partially furnished. Private entrance,, 
aU utilities included and washing facul­
ties.' Rutland. Telephone 765-6855. after
6:00 p.m. tf
ROSEMEAD . TEN PLEX; CLOSE IN, 
lahge’ unfurnished two bedroom suite, 
separate entrance, and . separate base­
ment under suite. Adults. $115. February
let Telephone 762-4324. tf
FURNISHED ONE BEDROOM SUITE, 
electric heat. 385 per month utilities in­
cluded. Quiet couple. No dogs, please. 
.Apply 1330 Highway 33 West, corner of
Nickel Road. 134
TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN NEW 
fourplex; wall to wall carpet. Immediate 
occupancy. Telephone 765-9071. after 6:00
p.m. tf
TWO BEDROOM SUITE WITH REFRIG- 
I erator and stove. Close to Four Sea­
sons Motel, $140 per month. Telephone 
1,764-7279 or 763-2260.  1
FURNISHED .THREE BEDROOM 
apartment downtown. Available January 
18th'. Telephone 763-3040 between 12 noon
and'2 p.m. tf
NEW TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN SIX-’ 
plexz Unfurnished, carpets. Close to 
doyrntown. Rutland chopping area. Tele-
phone 762-0263 or 762-0601. tf
i; BEDRO0M MODERN SUITE, STOVE 
and fridge, $110 per month includes util­
ities, Apply at 763 Burne Avenue, Kei-
owna. tf
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM SUITES 
for ren(. Close to Shops Capri. Brook­
side Manor, 1951 Glenmore Street. Tele-
phone 762-8507; ' 151
KIRBY VACUUM® GO.
of k^lowna.
350 Dell Road, Rutland: 




FAMILY'S. HISTORY -• YOUR FAM- 
u Uy's - history can be written with 
11 clippings of ths happy events — Births, 
i Engagements, and Weddings from your 
I Daily Newspaper. Notices for these 
n events are. as low as $2.50. You may 
I bring them to the Classified Counter or 
Il telephone. The Kelowna Daily Courier 
j 763-3228, ask for Classified.
2. DEATHS
WOODLAND — Mrs. Sarah Margaret 
. Woodland of RR 2, Kelowna, passed 
away at Kelowna on January 7, 1972, at 
the age of 90 years. She is survived 
i by her loving husband,. William of Kei-. 
‘ owna, one daughter, tLola)' Mrs. w.
Andrews of Keremeos.-B.C., one sister. 
(Elsie) Mrs. C. C. Nelson of Rulland, 
3 grandchildren and 3 great-grandchild­
ren. Funeral services for the late Mrs. 
Sarah Woodland will be held from The 
I ' Garden Chapel, 1134 Bernard Avenue, 
on Tuesday. January 11, 1972, at 2:00 
p.m., with Mr. John Flechl officiating. 
Interment will follow at the Lakeview 
Memorial Park cemetery. THE GARDEN 
CHAPEL FUNERAL DIRECTORS are 
entrusted with the funeral 'arrangements.
12. PERSONALS < 7
TO COURIER StJBbCRIBjBRS: WOULD 
the Courier subscribers . please '’make, 
sure they have a coUiitton'card with 
the carrier’s name and address and 
telephone number: on it It. your carrier 
has not left one with yon, would you 
please • contact The Kelowna ' Daily 
Courier, telephone 762-4445. M. Wk Fr tt
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS - WRITE 
P.O. Box 587. KeloWna. B.C,' Telephone 
763-5057 or 762-0893, in Winfield 766-2107. 
la there ,a drinking problem tn your 
home? Contact Al-Anon at 762-8498 'or 
765-6768. tt
ELECTROLYSIS - GENTLE. SAFE. 
medicaIWi approved i method. Highly- 
qUflliflM ^operator wan many yeara Ex­
perience. For ijirtha"-Information.: tele­
phone Helen Gray. 763-6512. It
THREE oROOM FURNISHED< BASE- DUP1EX: SUITE FOR RENT. OCCU- 
ment suite, private bath and entrance. I Fancy. February 1. No. pets. Apply at 
Nd children and no p8£s.. 846 Coronation 11251 Kelglen Crescent or telephone, 763- 
*ven^'i, ? Jf W- • ••’ ; 137
FULLY.MODERN HOUSE/FbUR BE6-| FOR RENT. — LOVELY ONE BED- 
roonis,.or three W family room; Avail* »<m suite in. quiet fourplex near Reid's 
able -January. Telephone 763-3979. . Corner. Only $86.06. Suit business per- 
^uyison. Telephone 765-8210. 133,
AVAILABLE FEBRUARY 1. TWO BED-' SUTHERLAND MANOR. .ONE AND 
room house, dose in. Electric, heat. |tw> bedroom suites. Adults only. Apply 
Adults.' Np, pets. $130 pipr. mdntty. Tele- at 56<* Sutherland Avenue. ■ . tf 
phone, 762-8^07c \ 337 0NE AND Wo BEDROOM SUITES,
NEAR NEW THREE BEDROOM RUT-1 some _ cable, vision. O’Callaghan's Re- 
land house., 114 baths, near school. Avail- sort. 3326 Watt Road, ■ if 
able Long term tenants. TRAILERS FOR RENT. ADULTS, NO
Telephony, 76^8605^ , ; 13$I petSj shops Capri area. ’ Telephone 763-
BRAND NEW TWO BEDROOM' DU-1 5396-
plex. Fun basement, carport,s sundeck. CAPRI VILLA - joNe BEDROOM 
Close to Rutland, centre, S14Q j>er month. SUjte for rent. No children, no pets. 
Telephone 765-710. 13^ Telephone 763-6114. , tf
...... WINDMILL MOTEL - OFF-SEASONhome, avaUable immedfito^, $150 per rates. children welcome.. Telephone 763- 
month, - Telephone 763-5195 or 763^2234. '>-■1 ■tf. . M. W. F,.tf|2523' ■' ■ ' “
Phone 762-3040. 133
’ FLOWERS
Convey your thoughtful 
■ message in time of sorrow.
^KAREN'S FLOWER BASKET
451 Leon Ave. 762-3119
M, W.Ftf
b.c. Reart foundation - deep 
■atlainctlon comes from remembering 
deperted family, friends and aaioclatea 
wVJi a memorial gilt to the Heart 
Foundation. Kelowna Unit, P.O. Boa
180 u
JOIN THE RENO BOA A SUN' F4UN 
Tour, Biiscs leave, Penticton /January 
23. Complete paokaJe. $80. Call 492-7016.’ 
BCAA Travel - Agtncy, 339. Martin
Street. Penticton, B.C. U
$65,00 - RENO, EIGHT' DAYS, LEAV- 
Ing '.Innuavy 22rid,; Disneyland, March 
11th. 15 days. $2)9.00. Hi-Lite Travel 
Club, 3416 Spot! Rd., Kelowna, 762-6173.
■ ;___________ 133
AN\'ONE*INTERESTkp 1^1 FORMING 
a "Parent* Wlthodt Partners'* group, 
call 763-6745 or 763-7990, 134
14. ANNOUNCEMENT
Kelowna liftr Association 
LEGAL AID CLINltl 
Every Tuesday, 7 p.m.
Held at A,S.H.. offices,
Ste. 2, 435 Bernard AVe, 
763-6770
/ M, tf
IN THE CITY tBeF BFDROoM hu'l ™?'BED«00;'1 FOURPLEX UNIT IN IN THE CITY. THREE BEDROOM DU-1 Huffand. Sundeck, lirge yard. Near 
Plex.- two bathrooms.-$175 per month, schools. $125. Telephone 765-6255. , tt 
Telephone 762-3599. tf —-------- --------------- - ----- ‘-----------------------—
NFW' nrrnnnnM ~nacF IMPERIAL APARTMENTS, ONE AND
NEW TWO BEDROOM FULL BASE- LWo bedroom suites, no children or 
°“ c.reek' „L15n°..,monthI?; pets. Telephone 76tA?46,'• tf
Call 765-7105., .evenings,,765-7451, tf —-------- ------------------ £?—I-------------------------
ATTENTION I CHILDREN WELCOMEAVAILABLE 1EBRUARY 1, THREE I |n a modern two bedroom fourplex. For 
SS'SE?* <’“plex SU“e a‘ $l35' TelePhon" viewing call 768-5185. if
7o3*J823. ■'tfl. ........ . .................. ............... . .......... .... . .... ..
sp^isiF’ctvif two BFmtonM nil one BEtiJ1001'1 SUITE, - PRIVATESPAN ISH STY LE TWO BEDROOM IDU - entrance, $130 per month, includes all
ln Rutland‘ T®’e,' utilities. Telephone 763,-6176. tf
Mrw SELF. CONTAINED BACHELOR SUITE,
NEW THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX, ON fu||y Yurmshed,. $85 per month, Including 
Trench Place, with carport .nd sundeck. aU Utllules. Telephone -763-2319. If 
reiepnone 7o3*p339« 1331 ■ - ......... ..-...... -■ ........... —.............
runc-r npnnMM WO BEDROOM BASEMENT SUITE;THREE BEDROOM HOME, BENVOUL- part|y fumiahed, $120 per month. Tele- 
‘1 ,1Ve WrM ot Un<1' Te& Phone 762-7643 after 6:00 p.m. 135
phone 765*5320. 1331
16. APTS. FOR RENT
‘WILLA APTS?1
1966 PANDOSY ST.
TWO BEDRbOM HOME; CORONATION 
. Avenue; 18160 per month. Call Okana- 
, gan Realti7i\Ltd.. .762-5544. 1X1
TWO ROOM WINTERIZED MOTEL 
units for rent, $65 per month. Tele-
phone 765-7625. 133
For rent, one bedroom suite, 
Including range, refrigerator, 
w/w carpeting, drapes, air­
conditioner ,< cable TV, laundry 
facilities, elevator, parking-, All 
utilities, except telephone,, paid 





O.K. Mission, just 5 minutes from downtown Kelowna, level, treed,-older house on - 
, property, presently used for Tents and Trailers, could be an excelent site for “Execu­
tive” type home. MLS. Art MacKenzie 2-6656. v -
JOB SECURITY-PLUS
Have a se'cure income plus a return on your investment. Exceptional opportunity in 
the Food Service Business. Ideal location with lots of potential. Full price $10,500.00.’ 
For details call Bren Witt 3-6300. MLS. J
"LEVEL BUILDING LOT"
75’ frontage with 248’ in depth. No restrictive covenents; close to Hwy. 97; domestic 
water. Worth every penny of $4tOOO. MLS. George Trimble 2-0687. . ,
APPRAISALS FOR PROPERTY EVALUATION - R. G. Trimble F.R.I. .
APPLE' Valley realty .,.
, 1451 Pandosy St. *** SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY*** Office Ph. 3-4144
21FR<^ERTY FQR SALE
DISPLAY HOME . 
CRESTVIEW HOMES
Open from .2 6 p.m. every
Tues., Thurs., Erl., and Sun. 
from 2 - 5, p.m. Sat. Follow. 
Black Mtn. Rd., to Hollywood, 
Rd.i turn right on Falkirk Rd., ' 
turn right on Dundee. '





DESIGN & BUILDING 
. Homes Interiors — 
Renovations — Rumpus Rooms 
PHONE 765-7900
'. M, W, F 149
BY OWNER — MODERN TWO BEDi'^?.- 
room borne located on Bencbvlew Road' * 
In Rutland. Priced to sell. For full 
information., call 762-4264. 139
CALL A WILSON MAN
ONLY 20% DOWN! Single family and duplex lots in;quiet 
area in Rutland district. AU’services available and prices are 
from $3,125 to $3,450. Call Jack Klassen at 2-3146 .days or 2- 
3015 evenings. MLS. , ,
NEW ON GLENMORE ROAD. Large lot. Near Glenmore 
school. tf bedrooms, full basement,, carport, sundeck,’ sliding 
glass doors, w/w carpets. Eligible for B.C; Gov’t, second 
mtg. Investigate with Orlando Ungaro at 2-3146 days or 3-4320 
evenings. MLS. . .
NOTHING TO DO BUT MOVE IN! This beautiful 3 bedroom 
home combines cozincss of family living with space for en­
tertaining. And the view is fabulous. Completely finished 
for $32,950. Let me show it to you. For more information call 
Jean Acres at 2-3146 days or. 3-2927 evenings. MLS.
RETIRE IN RUTLAND. Only $21,500 for this warm and 
cozy 2 bedroom, full basement, stuccoed home. Glass slid­
ing doors to a large back yard. Carport and a nice view. 
Low taxes too. For more details call Mel Russell at; 2-3146 
days or-3-2243 evenings. MLS.
Gaston Gaucher 2-2463; Phil Robinson 3-2758; 
. Harry Rist 4-7221
THE LEADER IN RESULTS
MUST GO! (At a ridiculously low price of $32,000), A better 
than average, huge, 3 yr. old, 3 brm. home in the Golf 
Course Area, BEAUTIFUL kitchen and 5 pee. vanity bath- < 
room, finished rumpus room, 2 brick king-size fireplaces, 
covered sundeck and a terrific view. Worth a peek! (MLS). 
Phone me, Olivia Worsfold 2-5030, evgs. 2-3895.
GORGEOUS VIEW OF LAKE. See this brand new 3 brm. 
; home In Lakeview Hts. with covered sundeck, above carport, 
paved driveway and partly landscaped. A REAL BARGAIN 




EXCELLENT FAMILY HOME — see this lovely 4 brm. 
home with 2 bathrooms, 2 FPs, utility, carport, sundeck, fruit 
trees with good garden area. Call Luella Currie for details 
on this at 2-5030, evgs. 8-5628 (MLS).
• MUST BE SOLD! 2 brm., separate DR, FA gas heat, utility 
room. IMMACULATE! Southside location at $16,700.' Call: Ed 
Scholl for appt, to view at 2-5030, evgs.,2-0719 (MLS).
Evgs. Cliff Wilson 2-2958 :
TWO DOWNTOWN OFFICES TO SERVE YOU.
Wilson ~~ Hoover REALTY426 Bernard Avenue 762-5030
COLLINSON 2ALLERY
OF HOMES
26.5 Acres ho l d i n g 
PROPERTY — This acreage, 
situated in Glenmore has 4 
acres irrigation available, 
domestic water and a view. 
Has various potential uses— 
could be a vineyard, trailer 
court or subdivision. Only 
$1,700 per acre — 21,000 down 
will handle. Call Andy Run- 
zer at 762-3713 days or 764- 
4027 eves. MLS.
COUNTRY SETTING—Three 
bedroom home on country 
styled lot with city con­
veniences. Owner may trade 
small acreage or larger new 
home. Priced at $20,900.. For 
more information call Wilf 
Rutherford at 762-3713 days 
or 763-5343 eves. MLS.
BRAND NEW DUPLEX — 
Top quality materials and 
workmanship have gone into 
this 2 bedroom, full base­
ment duplex. It is located 
on a quiet street*near schools 
and' shopping.,. If you are 
looking for revenue property 
phone me now and let me 
show* you this attractive 
duplex. Call Mary Ashe at 
762-3713 days or 763-4652 eves. 
MLS.
START THE NEW YEAR 
RIGHT — move into this 
superbly finished split level 
homp, surrounded, by pines. 
Slightly Spanish, and located 
in exclusive view area/Can 
be seen by phoning Blanche 
Wannop at 762-3713 days or 
762-4683 eves.. Expl.,
Dave Deinstadt 763-4894 
Gordon Marwick .. 763-2771 
Clare Angus ....... 762-4807 
Joe Limbet'ger .... 763-2338
PRICE SLASHED — Spanish 
style 3 bedroom home. Fea­
tures include spacious liv­
ing room with wall to wall 
carpets and fireplace, two 
bathrooms and utility room, 
plus double windows. $1,600 
will handle. Full price $21,- 
300. Okanagan Mission lo­
cation. Call Bill Campbell 
at 765-5155 days • or 763-6302 
eves. EXCL.
NEAR NEW IN RUTLAND 
— You will loye everything 
about this home. It is so! well, 
laid out‘and so practicalin 
design. It has, two fine bed­
rooms ■ up and' a third in the 
finished basement. Neat and 
tidy grounds with godd 
garden soil for the gardner. 
Please call Harry Maddocks 
at 765-5155 days or 765-621'8 
eves; MLS.
ONE BLOCK TO SHOPPING 
CENTRE — from this new 
2 bedroom, full basement 
home. Full price, only $21,0Q0 
and you can move in to-* 
morrow. Call Ken Mitchel) at 
762-3713 days or 762-0663 
eves. MLS.
VALUES LIKE THIS DON’T 
LAST LONG - 1220 sq. ft. < 
of immaculate living uarea, 
plus a fully finished .’base­
ment, This is a most .com­
fortable family home lo­
cated’ in lovely Lombardy 
Park.' And!!! an NHA 63/i% 
Mortgage. Call Bud Dalley 
at 765-5155 days or 765-6959 
eves, MLS; i
Mike Martel ....... 762-0990
Roy Paul ........... — 765-8909
Fred Kyle —........- 765-8804
Harry Maddocks .. 765-6218'
MORTGAGES AND APPRAISALS - Darryl-Ruff- 764-7536
KELOWNA — 483 Lawrence Ave., 762-3713




A collection ot aultabla venea for uaa 
In In Memoriama la on hand at Tba 
Kelowna Dally Courier OHIca. In Mam- 
orlama am accepted until 4:30 p.m, day 
preceding publication. It you wlah 
coma to our ClaeaHled Counter and 
tnako a aelectlon or telephono for a 
trained Ad-writer to aaalit you In Iha 
rholco -ol an appropriate voran and 
In writing the In Memorlam. Telo- 
phoee 783-3228. _____ M. W. F. U
LAKEVIKW~MEMo'riAI rUtir<T.Mlf 
terv new adurvna ><v« ilntiv a<khi Ku 
•end; lluiland ’ I'clcpmm* M-msi 
''Grave markcra tn everlutlng bronze" 
tor all cemetedea, ' tl
.. ,------------------------------------------ ;----------
11. BUSINESS PERSONAL
I'BOBANE BOTTLE FILLING DELI, 
very Service (Mobile Unit! Office locat­
ed in the heart ot the growing trailer 
irtduitry, Delivery area -~ Oyama to 
Peachland at. preieat lime. Partial 
•wrk Week with good returns. Ideal 
«ecood bualneaa — advlte working 
management. Unlimited potential, Fin­
ancial Biattftienta available Io proven 
tnterultd parliee. 824.000.OT will handle. 
For further InformaUon. plc«M telephone 
745-7179 after a p.m. or write to Box 
3144. Rutland, B.C. If
JORDAN’S RUUS - TO VIEW SAM- 
pita tram Cauda** largest carpet s*l> 
mum. Mspbau Keith MeDemiaM. 
W-44<A Expert taatajlatlM mrvtOK tt 
KRUEGER HEATING SUPPIJES LTDk 
Furnace*. eavMlrmigblng. ah*et metal 
work. HB$ Glenmore St, Telephon* 7*3- 
3»1 tt
CTjiijNET LESSONS given BY UBC 
music gradule. All ageV, beglaaer* ’• 
advanced. TrlepbM* 7OXM*.. *vtniag).
’ : M.r.tt
rutVAn: instruction of the 
■iiahlaaJI Ragplp* ter ta^tenem. Tito- 
Jwu TWttaa. ___________  ; 133
' Jl W«' REPAIRS.' ALL MAKESANn 
ao0*to. YUtophsn* TU414L IM
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
COUNTRY LIVING WITH LOVELY 
view at MacKenzie. Manor tlveplex. 
MacKenzie , Road., Rutland. Two baths. 
2V5 bedrooms, spacious 'living, bomd 
children welcome,, water and 'garbage 
collection'free, $143 per month. No pete;
Telephony 763-3012 or 763-3473, tf
THREE BEQROOM; TWO YEAR OLD 
home. In jloilywood. Dell aubdlvhlon, 
Rutland. Rent, $163.00 per month. For 
more Information, contact Mrn, Ollvr 
llo-a, ilnya, 7lW-l|l;l'l or evr-nlms 762- 
3.15.1. l.vml nnd Warren Realty Ltd,, 
410 l>vrn»ul,Avenue, i ■ . tf
GLENMORE AREA, THREE BED- 
room, foprplex unit, Ilk baths, wall to 
wall carpel, basement and carport. 
Available December I. Children Wel­
come. Extra parking. -Telephone 763- 
3303, . ft
NEW TWd hEDhOOM FOURPLEX 
suite in Rutlandi close to school, full 
basement, carpeted living room and 
bedroom, private patio, paved driveway, 
many extras, No pels. Telephone 7M- 
5013,  tf
NEW TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX. CAR- 
pet living room and bedroom*, bath and 
half, refrigerator and stove, carport. 
Storage abed. Give U* a rail, 7H-4<0$ 
or 7*5-5537 — and you couM be our 
flrrt tenant*. ! tf
THREE BEDRQOM‘ HOUSE NEXT TO 
Orchard Park Shopping Centre. Re­
frigerator and stove; hardwood floors 
throughout. Oil heat. • Triephon* 7M- 
M2O before StOQ p.m.; TU-Zfoj after 
•tOO p.m. tt
TOO BEDRIXIM, FUIJ. BASEMENT 
alxpto* I* Ruttond on Briarwood Road. 
Clos* to school and •hopping centre. 
Children w«lcom», No. p«’». Telephoo* 
7M-409I, , it
MODERN. FURNISHED. TWO BED. 
room tekethec* r-otlagej* 8130 per meqth. 
utlllle* tacluped. No pets, BobcMri* 
Beach Resort) Wtrtb»nk.> Trtmkoae 
7M3N». ■ . ■ -t(
Phone Manager 762-7765 '
M, W, F, 17. ROOMS FOR RENT
_ jtEEpjNq BOOMS FOfl RENT. 
I nMRAnnV PARK APT*? I-lnen* provided. Close to Orchard Park l_MlvilJrtlkLJ i, I rttvix AI 1 Shopping Centro. Telephone - 702-0009.
1' , ’ ’ , ' 138
Offers you the largest one bed- ------- ----------------------------- ---------
Toom suites lownn AU furnished HdusiitapiNG roomJ. A",,. ’SiJr I available , immediately. 'Only male per- 
services Inclu 0 chlldren, «|°ne,r fieed appty/453 Lawrence Avenue, 
no pets. For iltimate in * •' . w
apartment llvl large sleeping room wifii kit.
chen facilities,, close to hoepltai. Tele-
Pliotie Manager,*762-3688,,. phone,763-3334. , , , tt
or 763-6847.
M, W.'TV, F, 8, tf
TRE CHATEAU—NOW*AVAILABLE FOR
SLEEPING ROOM. WORKING GIRL 
only. Telephone 762-6148, II
18. ROOM BOARD
occupancy. Adult building, completu with I STUDENT RESIDENCE HAS, OPEN- 
•hag ruga, dranerki.,. air conditioning, I Inga tor vocational and college utiulcutH, 
range* and refrlgerUQra, Irra laundry 1'4 ,block* from nchoola, Non-Miiokcra 
lacilHlea. and aauidUbatha. Clone to and ajtiatalnera preferred. Telephone 7<I3- 
downtown and pari*. 'Telephone Man-1 6661. 133
Olr AUU* ,n’,u,,rle* W,,jl ROOM AND HOARD FOR WORKING 
!__ _ _____________________ I_________H peraon. .Prefer abMalnera, Available
WESTVIEW APARTMENTSt-ATTUAC- immediately, 743 Cadder Avenua. Tele- 
tlva new ona bedroom aulten, ahag car- phon* 762-8124, ~ , tf
vita patlw?'RdSwna' NICK WKU* ’'’URNISHED ROOM AND 
MW wr mmth Two bedroom J •» reapectablo homo,
with panoramic viaw o< laka alao avail-' w<*Wn$ «*ntlem»n. Telephone 763- 
able. Telephone 7M-5I73. _______ it ____ .....____________ ___ ________”
WINDSOR MANOR — ONE BKIIROOM 
aultea now available , tor occupancy. 1 JnEftlhrer ? mm-amoker? Tetenhone^Mi 
Sound proof adult building,' Shag car* I ,n’oker. Telephone 762-
peting, drapaa, air. conditioning, reerea-l -1' ■____________________________ 'J
ilon room, free laundry,faclllllea. range, room AND BOARD. AVAILABLE. 
Mrlitrator. cloae to downtown. Teiti Gentleman preferred. J3<« Ethel Street, 
phone Manager. 782-3348,____________ tf Kelowna, tf
FURNISHED, WELL HEATED. ONE COMFOnTAnLE~BOAfu7/4NI~IU»OM 
bedroom unite for rent by month or I and rare for retired gentlemen nr 
week. Carpeted, completely fumiahed couple., Telephone 7M M4B? 137 
kitchen, cable vhton, telephone. Not-——------- - ----------- -- — . ..................
children, no pets. Cankmara Beach ROOM AND BOARD FOll WORKING 
Motel. 3754 Uktahor* Road, Telephone gentlem»n. Telephone 762-0320. tf 
70.4717, , tfl-------- :-------------- -------- ----------------- - -------------
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT. NEW 20. WANTED TO RENT 
wall to wall carpel, alove and refrigtra-1 ——.——____________________________
ton Free perking, laundry and cable I THREE BEDROOM HOUSE, FULL 
UdkvIUon, INI pins tuilltlea. ■ Apply I basement, carport or garage, with large 
fiycamora Apartment), 17*11 yard, hy 'February I. Telephone Thi­
ll 3747 after «.» p.m. W
Knit. 104,
NEAR HOSPITAL, Lovely older 2 bedroom, 2 bath home, 
cozy living with stone fireplace, Iqrgc dining rooip,,nice, 
kitchen, large lOO'xlOO' corner lol nicely treed,
EXECUTIVE. New smart 4 bedroom executive 2!4 baths, 
large living room and dining room, modern kitchen, dish­
washer,. A real family home. Call Bill Hunter at 3-4343 or 
evenings nt 4-4847. EXCL,
Murray Wilson .... 2-6475
Hugh Mervyn ...... 2-4872
Dennis Denney .... 5-7282
Jlrti Barton ............  4-487'8
Lakeland Realty
1561 Pandosy St. LTD. 3-4343
INFORftJATION ON ALL M.L.S. LISTINGS .
, AVAILABLE FROM OUR REALTORS,
FAIRWAY TOWNHOUSES
Low, low monthly payments allows ownership ol 'thc 
finest townhouses available in area. For appointment (b 
view these deluxe full basement units,
Call 763-3842 or 763-2104. .
ONLY 4 UNITS LEFT
F, S.-M145
17 UNIT APARTMENT — centrally located in Rutland: I 
showing good revenue. Priced at $150,000.- For details call I 
Mike Chepesuik 4-7264 or 2-5544. Exclusive.
PEACHLAND — 2 BR Home on 4/10 of an acre; part' 
basement; sundeck. A very comfortable home for only 
$14,000. Call Penny Callies. Peachland .767-2202 dr 767- 
2655. MLS.
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION —a beautiful, brand new 
home in Glenrosa Heights, with a gorgeous view; large LR 
with fireplace and shag rug; 3 BRs; 4 pc. bath; double 
glass and screens. Full price just $27,900. For details, call 
George Silvester 2-3516 or 2-5544. Exclusive.
LAKEFRONT LOTS — Two beautiful building sites, just 
across the road from the lake; close to .the City limits; 
domestic water. Priced reasonably. Call Lloyd Bloom­
field 2-3089 or 2-5544. MLS. _
LIVE IN THE COUNTRY — spacious country living; just.- 
under one acre; all fenced and good garden; the home is 
spacious; 1400 sq.-ft; with 3 BRs; large LR; DR with slid- 
ing doors to patio!- utility room; maiiy extras; -double,-'’ 
plumbing; double glass,; if you -like living in the country .' 
in a low tax area you should1 see this one.' Asking price* 
with terms, $26,900. Call George Silvester 2-3516 or 2-5544. . 
MLS. ■■
EXCELLENT BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY - In Peach­
land; all equipment necessary for building custom trailers: 
also orders on hand, and list of supplies. Owner wishes to 
retire. Call Bert Or Mae Leboe, Peachland 767-2202 or 767- 
2525. MLS. - '
Okanagan Realty
551 Bernard Ave. LTD.
We Trade Throughout B.C.
Jack SasseviUe 3-5257; Mike Chepesuik 4-7264 
Ruth Young 3-6758 »
Peachland Branch 767-2202: Mae Leboe 767-2525
2-5544
LAKESHORE LOT
Approximately 1 acre with 92’ frontage on Okanagan Lake. 
Paved road to property. Asking $11,500.00 with $1,000.00 
down or will trade — what have you? MLS.
LOCATE YOUR NEW HOME* IN THIS FINE 
DEVELOPMENT
Sweeping view of Kelowna and District and Okftnngan 
Lake. Paved roads. Underground wiring. Domestic water. 
Priced from $4,900.00 to $7,200.00 with excellent terms 
available.
LOMBARDY PARK $30,050.00
Clean and spacious. We are pleased to recommend the 
purchase of, this quality brick and siding bungalow near 
school and supermarket. Five bedrooms, three carpeted 
and carpeted LR with fireplace, formal DR,, Spotless 
utility room and R.R. 2 bathrooms, Entrances tq carport 
from basement and hall. Front cement drivewny, pleasant 
shrubs and lawns, 7% bank mortgage at $152.00 ,p,m. 
Inc, taxes.
CARRUTHERS & MEIKLE LTD.
"ESTABLISHED IN 1902”
364 BERNARD AVE, DIAL 76?-2127 ‘
Jol^n Bilyk ...... 763-3666 Darroi Tnrves .... 763-2488
George Martin ... 763-7766 Llpyd Dafoo ^.. 762-3887
Carl Brlese .... 763-2257 .
I.
KELOWNA REALTY
243 BERNARD AVE. - KELOWNA ‘ 
BLK,£MTN. RD.. RUTLAND MAIN ST,. WESTBANK 
IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A LARGER HOME, this.onc 
han 1248 sq. ft.,, 3 large bedrooms, 2 an? carpeted. Spacious 
living .room with fireplace. Full basetaent; fenced back 
X,n!?l,-?yr?eer -111 iJ’K*r,"nd or lai£[c lrnl,c«’in 011 trade, 
Call Bill Kncllcr 54)841 or 5-5111. MLS,
COUNTRY LIVING with all city conveniences, 1,10 acres, 
high density plantings of grapcd-equal Io 2 acres, Neat 
cosy home, all new floor coverings throughout, Priced 
right. Call Fritz Wirtz at 3-5670 or 5-5111, MLS. , 
A COSY STARTER or retirement homo, Large ulilltv area 
off large kitchen, 2 HRs, ample dining area, To lie .com­
pletely finished for full price of $14,000.00, Mako your offer 
and choose your own carpeting and decor, Cail Fritz Wirtz 
3-5070 or 5-5111. EXCL,
FORCED SALE, $1,500.00 down will put you In tills 2 BR 
home, roomy kitchen with Crestwood cabinch; built-in • 
range and oven. Bedrooms aid carpeted as Is spacious . 
living room. Level lot with excellent soil Call stow Ford at 
2-3455 or 54111. EXCL. V ' I:
*L raaflatrr wt 9AU
wStart the New Year Right with 
Your Choke of One of These 
Fine Crestview Homes.
X rtefASKLS CHES. This home is near the Golf Course, 
faaturcs $ bdrms., 2 fireplace*. 1% baths, double car- SJCterieapw front yard (fcnccd). One block from 
Bcbooto/Ibr only 826^00. . .
WEATHEBHHX ORES- —, 
mem*, catport, shake roof, 1% batBs, 2 fireplace*. 
Yard is tally landscaped and ha* fruit tret*, and la 
niftly located to Lakeview Height*. Fbr only $21350.
fo-A--SASKATOON RD. Check these features! Maple kitchen 
cupboards, oversize sundeck with patio doors, roughed 
ia plumbing in basement, separata basement entry, 2 
‘large bedrooms, all for only 820,400.
FOR ALL THE DETAILS, CALL
n. mlomity
a
M. MWtttT Mk SINTIIM. MtNRM. - 
IHSTbUMlNTJ .




GIVE THE CAR AWAY?
You won't need a car when you live.here. Near shopping, 
school, worship, etc. Newly remodelled 2 bedroom bungs- towJshrub* galore, garage, part basement. IWOO down, 
to one mortgage at $156.00 per
I^Aoss, days, 34932 or evenings, 2-3556. ML3.
B A HOME THAT IS AGELESS
You would never guess the age of this 5 room bungalow. 
Looks modem — feels modem _ because it is well built 
It is older than you think, but that’s why it’s low price 
will intrigue you. Ideal for a retired couple, a block away 
from everything. Immediate possessitm. Call Mr. Erik 
Lund, days, 34932 or evenings, 2-3486. EXC.
Mrs. Gerri Krisa .. 76343*7 Austin Warren — 7624838
* LUND and WARREN REALTY LTD.
INLAND REALTY
••Where tysulta Count"
22 ACRE RANCHETTE. 
beautiful river front loca- 
then amidri treea. Qalat* .pri­
vate.) Ntar new panabode S 
bedroom hem®. Dote. g*r«l«. 
etoctric heat,Heatalator firo- 
Jlace. wZwau and Immacu- 
ito throughout. All : wp- 
pliances included. Me® HO,- 
«» with $40,W down, terms 
on balance. Bee this with 
Dan Ebumn, 785-2268.
SELF OWNED TOWN 
HOUSE UNIT. 2 bedrooms, 2 
baths, patio, deck, asking 
818,080. Low down payment 
and good agreement or aec- 
ond mortgage to existing 
NHA mortgage of $13^00, 
payable'$137, principal, in­
terest and taxes Included. 
■Try < your offer through 
Gerry Tucker 763-4400, or 
your pet MLS sales person.
A REAL GOOD MOTEL 
BUSINESS- 10 units plus 2 
bedroom owner** residence, 
in immaculate condition. 3 
trailer spaces. High occu- 
Eancy race year round. Ask- 
tg $85,000 with just $46,000 
down. Will take house as part 
payment. Call Fred Smith, 
764-4573. MLS.
. I
FOR SALE, approximately 
19 acres woodeg land, 1,500 
feet highway frontage. Full 
price $15,000. Low down pay­
ment and terms. Call Bil 
Jurome. 763-4400, .
PRIME COMMERCIAL SPACE 
Fer Rent in Northgate Plata.
Fronting on Hwy 8?N (next to 
Cash hnd Carry). Suitable for 
ergo retail outlet or office 
space, etc. :
JABS CONSTRUCTION LTD. 
1975 Harvey Ave.
24028; Eves. 4-4548, 2-3465, 
4-4737
130-143
BOR RENT. IMS* TO Mtt SQUARE 
tee* eemmarcial warotoero maea. Ga» 
tea tema Telephone A) at 7C-31ZL
WAREROUSE FOR RENT. W00 
aeuare fart >tu afllce. Highway *7 
Nerth By Reid'* Carter. TatephOae 7*3- 
Uto day,; TOUT* eventeni*- tf 
CENTRAL IXJWNTOW "'OFFICE 
apace. Raeseeubl* net Atal* 7*&3*t*. 
er after 3:*a pje. 7*24*38, tf
RETAIL SPACE — IMMEDiATE OCCtN 
paney. Highway «7 North, teltphtt* 
70-3732. ’ ^tf
PRIME OFFICE OR STORE SPACE ON 
Bernard Avenue. Approximately Mtt 
’eQuar* fe«. TMeptoee 763-7*00. 130
21. BUS. OPPORTUHmtS
446 Bernard Avenue .763-4932
INLAND REALTY
1607 Ellis Street 
763-4400
HAMMOND ORGAN 
’ SALES - SERVICE 
___INSTRUCTION
Expert piano tuning, 





SUNBEAM ELECTRIC SNOWtltoWIR 
fir UMI aaw. TNttteae TO-ing. 1»




- . . ■ >1’ •’»
UMrtink'foAlKt'OMtaMi. mnt.. Mir. is. mt
I 
«*. Auction lAiri
ftfiihiaa <SSSZw. ••* w,,Rw T^"“ ***0
3*. HttfWMtne. MHI to ftMAtt
f>
*Ht nuuw
3X WAHTW TO BUY
J.U, . mr." Gjqg "" 1
W* pay highest pric« tor 
complete estate* or ringl* 
Items.
Phone us first at 762-5590 
J & J HEW. USED GOOPS 
•nd ANTIQUES 
ISBEUtoSt.
BKtUlAS: AU. ' BUUDdNa * MAT- 
«rtei* itmtark nr iwua Utt aaaara 




for the following af8as:
Rutland
—Taykr, Woods, Zipmk and Collison Roads.
. • UNIQUE'. ___________________________
Service type company expand-L«. .<rMAAt< _MA 
Ing into Kelowna area. #<- ««• JGnwjB AWB 
quires local owner. An approxi*| VOvATluHS 
mate $5,000 investment should ..........; ■ ......................... ................
return income of $1,000 per TRAINEES WANTED . 
month. Establish own hours, no
9-5 p.m. Continued supervision I.B.M. Keypunch, Computer 
and guidance from company programming, N.C.R. Machine 
will virtually guarantee sue- *cess. Reply to: CANADA FUN Accounting. Our reprepmtetive 
SERVICES Lt&, 904B Brunette will be testing in th* Kelowaa 
Ave., Coquitlam, B.C. 134 area during the week of Janu-
Peachland A
. —Antler Beach Trailer £ourt
Ukeview Heights




NCtoCE TO CREDITORS . , 
NOTICE to hereby given that 
creditors and other* having 
claims against the Estate of 
GEORGE G. RE1SW1G, De­
ceased, lata of Winfield, in th* 
Provinca of British Columbia,:, 
are hereby. required to send 
them to th* undersigned Ex**u- 
tor* at Suite 4, MQiStod Avenue, 
tn the aty of Vernon, in the 
Province of Britijh Columbia, 
before the Itth day eft February, 
A.D. 1972, after which date th* 
Executor* will distribute th* 
said estate among th* parti** eh-r* ;: 
titled thereto, having regard 
Only to th* claims that have 
been received. : \
DELMER LEWIS REISWIG 
RUSSELL REISWIG,
Executor*




This 3 bedroom, bath home is well located — close 
to school* and shopping. Excellent mortgage $14,600.00 — 
8ti%, $157.00 per month, includes taxes. Bright cheerful 
kiteheo with dining area — dishwasher included. Owner 
moving and will consider trade of li ton . truck or panel 
van as part down payment. Full Price $22,600.00. MLS. 
C«U Betty Beech.
LUPTON AGENCIES LTD.
WELL BUILT 2 YR. OLD 
HOME — 3 brs., close to 
Catholic school in Rutland. 
Nice quiet area. Priced 
right to sell. MLS.
CHOOSE NOW!! Just 2 lots 
left in this nice new sub­
division close to city 
limits. Call us now for de­
tails. MLS.
BiU WoCds ——.... 34931 
Al Pedersen ......... 44746
PROPANE BOTTLE FILLING SERVICE ary 10th. FOF Appointment writ* (MebUe Unit). Office located la the */* ”, 7‘ 
heart of the xrowinf trailer industry-1 McKay Tcch., 2151 BUriTfFtl S*-, 
Delivery area—Oyama to Peachland ot .«»
present time. Partial work week, with | Vancouver.________ •
!^..r 8WXH, AT HOME. CANADA^
itator aeheeU Fro, irocbuiw Natleaat
POtentdAL IjD^nCifii BtBttniBBU *V*I1 • l/mmAAttar» AM*
abla to proven interested parties. 826.- « • *ttwa»w
000 will handle. For further informa- ' ■
Men, please telephone 763-717* after • I 
p.m. hr write te Bo* 2144, Rutland. B.C. 34. HILF WAHUO* MAU 
26. MORTGAGES, IOANS T*E 8MT18H coLUMMA WMAN 
c?u’d® rK tAt d!SSat«mito 
lAVbSlOC* tVavA* UWx^l Ruft WI A* aaq* <dlltt tf Xirittltt ‘ b>
tLe^l3.M8rt,W “4 ««« « to-
lOTMtment* Lw.. 762-3713. ti Ujiujity, ancjttry, puc* of ariirta «
2t. FtOPUCt AND MEAT| $
PEACE RIVER AND rwt&mtat^tortto* w>
OKANAGAN HONEY Require ' carpentu '‘(FRAMER vihArizwrbn nunc 1 gBd llBls)wrt fer iM, wM^etioa of 1,*M
Bulk or in Containers. sauaro foot basemoaUaN bua<ai<rw.
LINDEN APIARIES
1 mile north of the Golf Course For detail, tetepkom ib-vv. eatoMian 
on Glenmore Drive. • 137
w, y U1IM. HOP WAKfl®.
FOR SALE: 1ST CUT ALFALFA HAY. ___ TkMAkX
I* barn. *25 p«r ton. Approximately 23 
tea. Tatephoaa Armstron*. 54M147 after I 
4:00 pjn.  1331
No. • SHOPS CAPRI
Betty Beech 
< Reger Cottle 




763-2889 Gory Reece 762-3571
763-2230 Dudley Pritchard . 768-5550
Mike Jennings .. 7654304
REGATTA CITY 
REALTY LTD.
370 Bernard Ave. 
Phone 762-2739
New 3 br. home in Springvalley




' DON’T WAIT TOO LONG: Are you looking for a near 
new 2 bedroom home in the Glenmore area, close to the
: Golf Course? This home has a large living and dining 
.room, both carpeted, finished recreation room and an 
extra bedroom in the bright, full basement. Vendors are 
asking $28,400 and are open to offers. For further infor­
mation please call Alan Elliot at the office or evenings 
at 763-7283. MLS.
HORSE LOVERS: See this one year old 6 bedroom, high 
quality family home on 3 acres in the . Mission. Wall to 
wall carpet throughout. Fully finished basement. 2 fire­
places, hot water heat. Large sundeck and carport. Ideal 
for hone lover. Clear title. Call Einar Domeij at the office 
or 2-3518 evenings. MLS.
Gord Funnell...... 2-0901 Ben Bjornson ...... 2-6260
573 Bernard Avenue 782-3414
INVENTORY CLEARANCE
NEW DUPLEXES on Mission Creek! Low‘—low down 
payment, balance as rent! Use your credit today to build 
tomorrow's estate!
NEW HOUSES — 2 bedroom, full basement, carport, 
•hag rugs throughout. Full price $18,900.00 with $500.00 
down, balance as rent!







The Kelowna patty Cdirier ‘
Phone 762-4445- ..







50 C.C. 1970 HONDA MINI BIKE, BE-
conditioned. Ten speed bicycle, used I Auditions tot women interested 
just two months. Five speed Hi-itise, re- in earning money' part-time as 
Slon^’ Su^S3rtle^jS • model, 5'5" and over between 
drawn by pony. Firewood from dry 118 • 40 years of Age, will be held 
tamber, stove itn«u. Hot wetei„***• Monday, January 10th, in Room 
wed two months. HO. Telephone 7I5-7017.1 gt C8raVel, 1585 Abbott 
...... ......■ street, between 7:30-10:30 p.m.HOLIDAYS SOIL YOUR RUG? KIRBY ‘“I
solves th* problem. January special - Experience .beneficial, but not 
your carpet shampooed tor only $4.93.(absolutely necessary. Interviews
CARRIERS 
REQUIRED
FOR VANCOUVER RUN 
nCMKOUTW 
for th® fbllowlag *?**s.
KELOWNA:
Herbert R**d and Poplar 
. Pqint Drive.
Register new for routes 
In other »r**4-
Phone 762-2221, days 
762-6294, eves.
. ®r ®»|y '. .
1423 Ellis St.
Carrier* must b* betwm the 
•ges 11 te 15 ye»ra.
Xetovt** vea. Ne tavmaaweOun to
44. TftVCKt a TRAIUM 
lin Giro MAW TriN. V4, AUTOMAT- 
ie, *a**toMWa. Fltat oMo bn. Eical- 
Mat madlttea. Mute 4*0. Telapbaae 7©. 
taaahytua*. - ■■ ia
im'1 «r*A79>' • ««AVY '■. BUTT 
Bte* aw.emrMln, Ued# wi¥ex­
tra*. foterte** 7»4MS. u
wa MJiD MAW, ,nw wiEa
wtfL »*• ftna. TUe>h»»
1M8 F0BD to TON ncK-Up, GOOD 
mMIUM. TO,«r teftt*- TtlUktl* TO- 
tofe 133
The Ktl*>»« D*i>y Cpurter, U
Sub. Fireplace up and down, c*u 7634Mi, Kirby vacuum company, conducted by Edmonton fashfon 
top quality flooring and build- ** „„en • ;------------- writer - commentator,. Judith
ing material. This home is Calms. 133
m4> <98 KAfh mri+h <98AA I COMitiORp PURIP* timer* TtOltBnfl | ------ 2 nJ r-w-1
priced >t W1U\ chairs, |U. Bumlnr barrel, $3. Take j URGENTLY REQUIRED — WORKING
down with S*C. JndmortSB^C* I good television in trade. 763-2113. ^jpartnts seed a reliable end aeat baby*
MUST BE SEEN two size «x snowmobile suits.;**» m aw tai.
wm wwMAs. i... ■ marh Rfdeua.beds. tis emlPTtfer someoHB in westoanK area* MUSITelephone 765-7902 X ”twn? 7hg.w?r ‘ w flw‘c>u^
UI FOR SALE: HEAD COMPETITION I t/x-at coNffniTTC'noN s-iftld" 
zrrjzx—imvtic. mint—OF,» I G.S. Skts. 215 e.m. without harnes*. 8*51 JWV*.
OWNER. MOVINL, , — MUST oELLI . . ,, T.T.nhon. 7*2.2295 Mil rtWPUWUst,.lyPMt- baokkeeplns *XPw*- Hire, year eld. three bedroem home. .Me » tart offer-Teiepnone rez-^rii. ww preferred. State erperieace, a|*.
bath*. Clos* to eehoelo. Ltrs* tend-1 good STRONG DINETTE SET. *43. [ reference* and salary expected to'Bex 
aeaped let Oulet location. Must be I Ake eld-style walnut china cabinet, *93.1 A<93. The Kelowaa Dally Courier. 13< 
seen to ta appreciated. Low down pay- Telephone 762-4743. 13d I
meat. Full price *19,000. Telephone ——___ ______________________________ I SECRETARIAL — RECEPTIONIST DU-
days. Monday throuth Friday, 763-7221: 10 CUBIC FOOT FRIGIDAIRE RE- ties- ia architectural office. Qea*ral 
avenin** 765-7295. tf I frigerator, very teed condition, *50. Tele-1 office • experience desired. Telephone
———————————;——- phone 763-2801. 134 762-4407 for job interview. 13*
NO DOWN PAYMENT TO QUALIFIED ------------- ----------------------------- ■ —V \ ........ -J .. ' -
SurchRser.. Tw» tartresm bl-I«v«l horn* 
in tb* Glenrosa HliMands BUbdlvitetn. 
W«U «itMte4 with a s-wd view ef the 
lake. Thb heme baa many attractive 
features. We invite yea ta call for more 
information. Telephone 7M*47tt, Flair 
ConrtrucUon Ltd. ■
MUST SEIX. THREE BEDROOM EX-1 
acattva heme tn Lakeview RetShts. 17001 
square f*t, flreplece. carpets throuth-1 
out, appliances, custom drapes aad ex-1 
tr*S.' Pool, cabana, laadscaped. Close I 
to school and stere. Telephone 7«3- 
33*7. Th, F, M, tl
BY CONIRACTOR - NEARLY COM- 
pitted twa badroom heme, carport, fire-1 
place, aha* carpats, feature wall. Close I 
to ahopptak. *chool ud a*» recreation I 
complex. Low dewa paymeat. Leu 
Gutdl CeartrucUra Ltd. Telephone 763- 
3240. _______________ tf
NEW, THREE BEDROOM, FULL BASE- 
ment home on Meyer Reed, acreu from 1 
Edith Gay F«rk. Lane lot, carport, gas I 
heat and carpet throughout. Telephone I 
76MW0.__________________ ri7 I
BY OWNER-NEW THREE BEDROOM 
heme. UMOV lot, shade tree*, creek Md 
chicken boost,- well to -wen earpat. Hi • 
bathe, family room, large sundeck, *22.- 
500, Telephone 763-0M*., 1341
NO DOWN PAYMENT REQUIRED ON 
■aw borne, tall beroment. carport. 1 
wan to wan cerpete. cutom cupboards. I 
Low interest, tow totathte ttennent;• I 
760-3700 (WinfteM). M. W. F, S. tf I
COURIER PATTERNS
if, SALESMEN AND 
AGENTS
TOttXdi&MBOp'TOYS IND W 
trie* mulre, nenmataUve to qoi m 
Msg aad 0M«t<««U steroe is interior 
a«S .arts cwittjr. WxoeUegt gotoetia!. 
Prefer me* with MetrUace. Na ebjac- 
tie* teeee-ceaflietiu Ums Weese ro< 
*1; te Box AIM, The Kelowna Daily 
Ceurier. 133
IM* GMC VAN, VERY GOOQ CONDI- 
tiaa. *L3tt. Tbimttm T6W183. 13*





Why n6t include 4DeluxeTravel 
Trailer in jw plans?
\ 28ft.$fcyh$ 
IN* medal, separate' bedroom; 
loaded .with extras. ..
$5995.00
Or display *t ' 
UNITED MOBILE HOME 
Highway *7 North 
765-3925 ' . '
' 134
CLASSIFIED RATES 
‘ CUnified Adverilseaeato aa< Ne(- 
hes ter thli »ue nwrt to receive* 
lor Site' *,**. e*y preview te 
*}•»« wees* » neea Setuteej ter Meu 
Uy nnMteaUen.
fteae 7©O3M
WANT AD CMS SATO 
taSSL?-*• WK<’Uttnltne
TV** coeeecnUve «fe »er
*er< >er iueniei.
Sis ceeimUve 4ej», 4e yer werS 
yer tejertlee.
Minimum chtrie Sued e* ?e erer<».
Mleimum ckarie ter Say edverthe- 
meirt ta ll.W.
Births. Knmernenle, Marriestd 
Se yer ward, minimum use. ’ 
. £•**«•*• t» Memedama.
Cards ti Ttnuks Ie yer were, miai- 
OlUSI W.5S,
I! yetd yrier te ialUet SiflUf. a UW 
Uscwat may be deducted.
IOCAL CLASSIFIED tHSTLAY 
' AyyUcakUi wlthia drcnlatlea aeae., 
eaiy.
Deeaias 4;X y.m. day ynvieas te 
yubUcatMa. except u sees Saturday (er 
Meaday ynblleaUM. .
Oae tawtiea SI.U yer eetama W- 
nreo yenaecnUvo Uaertieu Sl.U 
yer celuma taeh.
Six ceaiecbUve Uaertieu 41.78 yer 
celyaaa Ucb.
Head year advertlaamwt tbe ■ HrH 
day ft appears. Wo eriU net be rep- 
sensible ter mere tt» ene hterrnct 
UMstiea. . ,
SOX 1KHTO ■
Ste ebam (er Ue use el« center' 
bex number, aid we addiUeaal if 
repliee are to bo mailed.
Namie aad atdroea tl Beak olden, 
ore bold coafldeatltL
11 IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO 
build your home on a beauti­
ful view lot overlooking the 
valley and lake, then you 
must see these lots. Located 
east of the Rutland High 
School on Gibson Road. 
These lots are priced to sell. 
For further Information 
. ^please call Otto Graf even- 
Kgs at 7654513. MLS.
FINE WELL BUILT 
_ HHOME in Hollywood Dell is 
only 3 years old. and all re- 
dacocated. Large kitchen 
with eating area, Living room 
with fireplace, dining room 
has exit to sundeck. 2 large 
bedrooms up and 1 down. 
The lot is very neatly land- 
m. scaped with soma fruit trees. 
Priced right with terms. Call 
Kert Alpaugh evening* at 
m-6358. MU.
MIDVALLEY REALTY




Bin Haskett ....... 764-4213 
Al. Homing  ..........763-3000
ONLY 6 MONTHS OLD 
Almost new home in Lake- 
view Heights. Beautiful view 
of Okanagan Lake. Over 1200 
square feet of luxurious liv­
ing space. Two, fireplaces. 
Full price only $33,000 with 
terms. For details and infor­
mation, phone Larry Schlos­
approximately one ac®e or 
land with a two badroom cadar ham*, 
cloaa te school. Talaphona 7<S-7W. 13*
22. HOrtm WAHTIO
SAWLEY REALTY & 
DEVELOPMENT LTD.
Commercial Property Only.





Three bedroom homo on 
Perth Road In Rutland. Fire­
place, full basement, and car* 
port. Down payment $17,- 
000.00. Balance IMi% mort­
gage. Phone Grant Davis at 





533 Bernard Ave,, 
Telephone 762-2848
1447 EUis St. 763-6442 
tf
ACREAGE WANTED '
Kelowna area. Please state size, . -r rrT1
price, terms and water to — HAIRPIN LACE SET!
Delight a little glrr with this 
THE KELOWNA Icory set!
DAILY COURIER NEW, QUICK! Crochet hair- 
135 pin lace stripe. *dd contrast 
—-------------------------------- ------------shells: join with single crochet.
M. Mior. IXCHANGID Use knitting worsted. Tattem
—— ........ -..-...... .......................... 6Q4; poncho, cap 8 (24); M
WILL TRADE EXDCUTIVE ONE 17^. .,‘7 (10-12) incl - 
floor three bedroom brick hema tel'8'®’'■“ ’r»8Flte«r«l in
Oatarie with Meted double (era**. I SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS ill 
cMcrote awimmlM pool, eexobo. eno lco[na (no stamps, please) for 
acre or JI aero lot on payed read nnttrrn   add 15 cents
for . income or investment properly inl®RCh pattern IM u low
Okeaesan are*. Principals only. Box I for each pattern for first-class 
Ai*l. Hie Kelowna Dally Courier. 131 mailing and special handling 
“ — to Laura Wheeler, car* of






PAINTING - INTRRIOR AND EXrtHU 
let. Good workmanship el reassMblo 
rate*. Free «rtiaate*. Telspheae 7*3- 
.45*3 anytime, ’ tf
FINISHING CARPENTER WIU, DO 
odd mm. a!t*r*u*a*. cem,tete iateriar 
fiabhia* «l aow houM. Tcfephteo W® 
3***. - .tf
FURNriVBE BSPAlM' AND BKHN- 
UblM. *MU repair, caa to deae 10 yout 
heme. Renta* Jeuee. TetefbMO W, 
2424, RR 1. Raachtead. 137
WILL DO YOUR TYPING W MY 
heme; Tatephoaa 74^**3- ri*
EXPKl^tTBRIMABUS'MANtVTLL 
to wiatte chore*, repair*;, oittMA Tel*. 
pieae 7*44M*. ; t. J; tf
MAWRE “WDMAN WUL' BADy arr 
ia oi*B Mme, TOttttO DDTO, : tf 
CABpbrtRV WMUC. REC DCKiMS, 
cahlaeto. finish!** work. ete. TatepMa* 
teHXD- 151
GREEN BAY 
Mobile Hom* Park 
GREEN BAY RD. 
off loucherie. Lindrapcd lots 
available ia -family and retire­
ment areas.
768-5543 ;
" . - -v', tf
Aa a etBSiftea at acM*taa«a *1 « 
bax unbar uvartteteMat. >MJ* 
aviiy «i4eavar wul ba sate to fat- 
w»r« repllta ta tk* aSvntiMr «■ 
saaa aa Mlribte, w» «CCW» >• la­
bility ia raamet w ten er luui 
*Hi|i< t» arise tkrtaj* tetter ten­
ure er aetoy ia fenrsrteaa n*h re- 
piles, beeever cauto, wMetttr by 
aeiteci er etterwiae. ’
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Carrier bey aaiivery eta rt week; 
ceuaetta every twe weeks.
a«rcmmsiaqN-P7» & x v txbse 
BeWtaM. utility rent, . aew furattue 
tlMQneut. 1>43* Aaesnea, cemptewy 
turalsteX. jWutesy . wssber eat trj-er. 
vety elute Set up ia ties* ia park. 
SUrta4 t*4 rts4y te m*ve ia issmH> 
lately.. Okaaaau Mebile. teaiw, 7<s- 
W77. T tf
SHASTA TAAILKR COMT ON LAKK- *Mm Bead. CkUditoa wtlcoma. No Mt* 
plaatel' Cablo TV iAdude#. ’ TtlQMae 
tt 
ife5d -6AJTSWAY MOBILK BOMB, U)T 




. atoite. "Mees' to mtt TetepbeM 7*4- 
4W> < t*34*». U 
NEW -niRKK BEDROOM ROME IN 
Rutland ee Mayer Road. Fat basemaaL 
eamort, dtaia* area with attdtai doer* 
leadtaf fa anta*, large hvtag raaea 
end car*** lhna*Met. ret mare detail*. 
er to view letaptaoa 1M4M*.' 137
DKNTIAt 
oad. Ob*
LOTS IN MOUNT VIEW SUBDIVISION. 
Starting at gxNh FeUy emtoed. paved 
feed*, mtautoa te town. We abe taild 
twa todtreom Meiwa *m tit4tt and «p 
—throe itearoem* *r*M •l8AMtoe*m|Mt* 
with lot. WW U
r iMisDBiik air '' irofOMnorao* 
efltee *p*M' far tease. IO* PaeAoay 
Stroe*. Upstair*, ttoeroarotea* er lAOO 
**«•*• *»rt. Qreeed fleer. Mt* aguero 
task Talaphoae 76MOL ■ tl
REDUCED TO *104*4. IDEAL ONE 
bedreem reUramert heme. New Crert- 
weed kitehee eobterta. etak a*4 plemb- 
Ing. new eerfet three,heel. Immediet* 
erne pency. Telephone 704333.tf
MUST SUUteONXYDAR OU* THBX8 
badroom brnne. 1400 Muare tael, to
tin* Tttow, mao. M
flalshtas. caiport. Strato *ad ouadeck. ..... •••-• ....
Ttitphoao 7M-nw. if TtitrhMt rn-ten.
"' ' . Needlecraft Dept., 60.Front St.NOW RENTING W., Toronto. Ontario residents
4C R“,e3 tax- ^a,nly 
IN WINDSOR SQUARE PATTERN NUMBER, your
East, off Spall Rd. NAME and ADDRESS.
Small commercial spaces in NEW 1972 Needlecraft Catalog 
sparkling new building. All —fabulous fashions, accessories,, 
ground floor with mnpte ai(Ls. Knlt crochet, embroider, 
parking. Suitable for offices, patterns. 50c.
aub-trades or email busi- NEW! Easy Art of Hairpin 
nessea. Crochet haa 28 patterm. $1.00
Jabs Construction Ltd.kSTSK1
1975 Harvey Ave. iComplete Instant Gift Book — 
24)928; Eves. 44541, 2-3465, more (ban 100 gifts. $1.00 
4471? Complete Afghan Book-$i.OO
130-143 "16 Jiffy Rugs" Book «0c 
w I Book of 12 Prize Afghans. 60c 
omCK STACI. FOX arNT-*®CON«»IX*T,, n—i. « in ei^.
ftow B*rM*« AvttMtn teentten. Ate««»-|Qyllt Book 1—16 patterns. 60c 
diuttud. r*«M*ii«d. aMTMiauMr w* I Museum Quilt Boek 3 -» 800 






BNW BHMOVAL r- BMWA «bE- 
walks, paUM. *te. TalepMaa t**«M 
er 7awa. ■ isj
PAINTING V 'lNTffikton' <)(» KX-
a*. *mroa« MvmeCx 
PUmc' BMTO imXICAN'CBtWhlBUA 
popplea, tlay typo, w«i|M *Mat (ear 
pound* w*M MV *mw*. Tetepbpoo
VC.|»13 anytime. 138
*****V*rWRI* CVWWo WUl* • WfNUI *•** 
T»lep>«»a T<HW> alter 8i» *m*,. m 
tnje part ^i«w' l'iuiTXN,ir’,'ro 
riv* away. Savea weota M. TaUMtee 
7*»«BX , ; ia
^mbroc1
net*. Talepbaaa TC-ttfi, 133
41 AGTOWJW
w a obta*1 cj&T'iiw
have param prohlMM aM am atooSW
Inf HmVU
TO SIZE 501
The 1072 travel and social 
season will be starting soon I 
Sew thin slimming pantsuit plus 
dress, blouse in knits.
Printed Pattern 9083: NEW 
Women's Sizes 36, 38, 40. 42, M, 
46, 48, SO. Size 38 (bust 40) jack- 
"i yards 54-inch; pants, 1%
yards. ;
SEViuNTY-FIVE CENTS (75c) 
in coins (no stamps, please) 
tor each pattern—add 15 cento 
for each pattern tor first-class 
mailing and special handling. 
Ontario residents add 4c sales 
tax. Print plainly SUE, NAME 
address and style num 
BER.
Send order to MARIAN MAR- 
TIN, Care of The Kelowna Daily 
Courier; Pattern Dept. 60 Fron 
St.. W„ Toronto.
SEE MORE Spring Fashions 
and choose one pattern free 
from new. Spring-Summer Cat­
alog. All sizes! Only 50c 
INSTANT SEWING BOOK hw 
today, wear temenww. 81.. 
INSTANT FASHION BOOK - 





■«< ink f*r Jeb*.
1*44 FALCON OKDAN, KiaaT CT1AN- 
tor autotegU*. Jtault* MM. Dead 
tody, RMuoM te *44*'Tol*MaM 
413J. , . , 133
- "Mb
ia «ott taadlUM. Vw UM® UforRiMten tele,Maa latoiii »a
irra oLDsMOBitE ti.2%® 
milder Mora, begad. *!» mo*iu«m*. 
MM* mil**. Telaghtad MhMBB, 138 
1*0 VAUANT IN OOOD WORKING 





iMaMNrtMlRBe Ckttt tilMe eaiKjwa. »
1*37 rONTIAC SIX CVMNDlM. CYAN- 
Martel *«MUUm.
IMS* M*iOA rOV« DOaa ■ KriMN. 
BMtteter. TWroMM WMM*. JM
42g, SMQWMmm
im rou*ii wnouMia. com- 
piste with etailer, Uto'm* ttoMhaeL 
Maar aateoa iaetadod. TM**hate ftt 
moo. u
ONB ONLY. M* 8N*WM<MMM, ttK 
Oto aatr 8*8 MtomebU*. Utt. u* 
•mr, asaetetata. jMttMto *t*MM* i*r
wi«g»g? jjgagft
i*'«'m-Doo"oLvwicj EilehAttiT 
eoadsUoa, *3*0. W«rk«M 744-7344. tl
Meter Sente 
la mealha '........ .
a meatks .................





B.c. autalda Kalewax City Xa*o 
u maiths  ......... *n*« -
• rnenttn ...........   IMO , -
3 atttba ..................  e.S*
Caaada Outride B,C. ' “
u mutta ../<.........
a math* .............. n.ee 







AU mail payable i> Kvmm.
TRE KELOWNA DAILY COURIER
MerAAM fijhf 
U.S. Soles Law Passed
, WASHINGTON (CP) -r After 
a SOmoath congressional battle 
PubUs Lew 92-178, permitting 
establishment of domestic inter- 
n a t i a a a 1 sales corporations, 
came lata effect New Year's 
day. . . .
But the language of the law is 
so complex some observers svg- 
Sut it will be months before the
rat DISC is created.
"Right now whole groups of 
accountants, tax experts and 
byslpesfimen are sort of going 
back to school," sold one treas­
ury department official, "trying 
to figure out DISC laws and reg­
ulations end what's In there for 
their clients or themselves."
The commerce department 
published In the. current Com- 
meme Today magazine an ex- 
BtoMtton el the major pointe of 
HK8C laW end the treasury de- 
jtarimont is putting together a 
woklet explaining it in greater 
detail for U.a. businessmen.
{Several business Organizations 
are sponsoring seminars and 
study group across the Country 
to tty to figure out what DISC te
OPNWQO BF CANADA
Cenadq hsa opposed DISC 
siaoe it first was offer*! in 
May, left, as part of a trade 
bill that eventually died. It fl., 
nally became law Dec, 10 as 
art of the Revenue Act signed
it day by President Nixon, 
but DISC did not officially go 
Into effect until Jam,!, „
"It Is for too early to asuesi 
what effect Disc fa‘going to 
have M U.S. business," said • 
commerce spokesman. Cana­
dian authorities have said they 
• re considering contingency 
jrtamirfor coping with DISC, de­
signed to enqourdgo foreign nub- 
slMMios to relocate back to tho 
U.S. and gtvo American* export­
ers en edge to export business,
In enenpe, the law . permits 
companies- to, form their export 
bualnete into • DISC and then 
* defer taxes on 56 nor cent o? lb 
; eamlngn; The Nixon admlnlstra- 
' tton originally proposed • 100- 
pinrmeM deterrtL, Which critics 
i efcai^wmiM amount to® "Wk 
. Ilomdollnr tnx toopholaf for Mg 
business. Tnx deferral, for, say,
/
15 years would amount te a M 
exemption in many cases, ,■ .‘ti 
les charged. -
QUESTION EXISTS
A major question mark in Um 
DISC operation is the position of 
the IMS Cenada-U.S. auto pact, 
already the subject of ^lateral 
negotiations with the U.S. 
charging built-in advantages to 
Canada are contributing to th# 
American bahncft-oLnaymenti 
problem and should be termi­
nated. ,
The law does not specifically 
exclude the auto pact from the 
Influences of DISC, but a Cana­
dian source says firmly that 
Canada would consider the es­
tablishment of DISC by, nay, 
General Motors, “a violation .or 
the auto agreement.''
It would provide the Aipern 
can side with a "form of export 
subsidy" at 'a time when toe 
U.S, Is demanding that Canada 
give, up safeguards written into 
the pact to protect the Canadian 
industry. ', i'
Actually iho DISC law sug­
gests to some observers that toq 
U,S. auto industry .wopld-be e^t 
eluded from DISC status siuce 
too law says a DISC may not 
engage in exporting mainly 
goods which eventually will'bn 
re-exported beck to toe U.S. 
This would neem to Include auto 
firms exporting parts to Canada 
which are incorporated into ve­
hicles subsequently exported to 
the UR., but this interpretation 
remains to ba tested.
VIOLATES OATT
Aside from Canadian dejec­
tions, £ u r o p e e n apokeaman 
have said DISC puts toe U.S, In 
violation-of the General Agree­
ment on Tariff and Trade and 
Japan has expressed . serious 
concern over the "potential dis­
ruptive" effects of the scheme.,
Commerce Today notes a 
DISC must be capitalized at a 
minimum level of $2,Wk)-® low- 
oMbiu-iteual requirement "to 
fWMtote ItefliWMf of 
WBC* ky small aad medium- 
steed firms."
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Tougher Stance Of Wages 
Made By U.S. In New Year
ODDITIES Ity NEWS
Music Soothes
. NEW YORK (AP) — A Sffort to have violation of 
tougher stance on wage to 
creases that exceed the 5.5-per-
the
cent guideline was shown by 
business and public members of) 
"the United States pay board inr 
the first week of the new year. |
The members, who earlien , 
Bad approved settlements ip thei । 
coal and rail industries that fan i 
exceeded the guideline, rejectee’ 
their first contract, a wag< 
package in the aerospace Indus­
try that would have boosted pay 
12 per cent in the first year.
Labor’s five representatives 
on the 15-member board sharp}; 
opposed their colleagues’ action 
which they charged "violatec 
the basic principles of fairness 
and penalized responsible 
collective bargaining."
Inflationary pressures eased 
for steel users as suppliers in a 
surprise move rescinded part of 
the price increases they had 
won less than a month earlier 
fro;n the price commission.
The partial rollback started 
when Inland Steel said it would 
begin offering a sliding scale of 
quantity discounts to customers. 
Subsequently, U.S. Steel, the in­
dustry leader, cut prices in a 
range from $5 to $8 a ton on its 
big-volume sheet products. 
Other steel-makers also made 
price concessions.
Massive resistance by the 
steel companies* biggest cus­
tomers, the auto-makers, to 
pending steel price increases 
was the reason for the rollback, 
industry observers said.
KATES CUT
Responding to falling money 
. market rates and sagging busi­
ness loan demand, many of the 
largest U.S. banks cut their 
prime lending rate to five per 
cent from 514 per cent. The re­
duction brought the interest rate 
which those banks charge their 
most credit-worthy borrowers to 
the lowest level in nearly six 
years.
The reduction was the fourth 
since last October, when the 
rate was at six per cent. 
‘ Economic indicators released 
during the week suggested that 
business activity quickened in 
the closing months of 1971, 
' Consumer credit showed a 
record increase in November, 
climbing to a seasonally-ad­
justed $1.27 billion. Strong in­
creases were registered in per­
sonal loans and financing.
। U.S. auto sales, given a late 
- push by the wage-price freeze 
and excise tax repeal, exceeded 
10 million cars last year for the 
first time. Domestic car sales in 
December, while not a record 
for that month, were 22 per cent 
above a year earlier.
JOBLESS INCREASE
Despite signs of economic re­
covery, the unemployment rate 
last month edged up to 6.1 per 
cent, just-below the nine-year 
high of 6.2 per cent reached a 
year earlier. The December fig­
ures left 1971 with an average 
jobless rate of 5.9 per cent, the 
highest in 10 years.
i In an unrelated development, 
the AFL-CIO said it would re­
port all price increases to the 
Internal Revenue Service in an
race commission’s regulations 
Selected. The AFL-CIO said 
'ie commission’s rules were too 
‘elusive.’’ ' .•
Some observers said the 
move could mean that IRS per­
sonnel assigned to monltor 
prices would be overwhelmed 
by work.
Nineteen months after the fin- 
ncial collapse of the Penn Cen­
tal Transportation Cd., the for­
mer chairman of the railway’s 
’nance committee and two busi- 
ess associates were charged 
•itb conspiring to divert more 
tan $21 million from the car­
ter’s treasury for themselves 
’.nd others.
DUNN, N.C. (AP) Radio 
station WQTI-FM in Dunn has 
found that farmers in the 
eastern North Carolina area 
recently have begun .piping 
the station’s program of coun­
try music into their bams and 
henhouses,
The farmers say it helps 
soothe the cows and makes 
the chickens lay more eggs.
In response to the neW mar­
ket, WQTI announced Fridy 
it will begin programming a 
special hour of Music for 
Chickens each night.
FRANKLIN, Tenn. (AP) - 
Edward Carruthers, 102,. who 
has been trying to get a di­
vorce for four months, will 
have to wait at least another 
30 days. A:
His wife, Anna, 62, is asking 
for alimony.
Carruthers filed a petition 
for divorce on grounds of 
cruel and inhuman treatment. 
She filed a cross-complaint 
asking for alimony and stat­
ing that Carruthers had $4,000 
in a savings account.
The? case will be delayed at 
least a month because Mrs. 
Carruthers contested.
The couple was married two 
years ago. They have been 
separated several months.
Courthouse records show 
Carruthers was born March 1, 
1869.
EAU CLAIRE, Wis. (AP) — 
Orth I. Dains, a retiree, has 
made a $5 deposit with the 
city of Eau Claire and applied
Feathery Breast
for his bartender's licence to tflnwed and «hn w .f i rt r’ li t
work at the Eau Claire Coun­
try Club.
’ Dains is the former presi­
dent of the First Wisconsin 
National Bank of Eau Claire. 
He has become generar man­
ager of the club.
One day, he came upon 
some thirtsty members in the* 
clubhouse when the bartender, 
was oft duty. He was told the 
club could lose its liquor lic­
ence if drinks were made and 
served by an unlicensed bar­
tender.
So Dains applied for his lic­
ence, saying he has excellent 
references.
HARTFORD, Conn. (AP) - 
A Bloomfield housewife was 
upset because her nightgown
glowed, and she sent it to the .■
state for analysis, fearing ra- 
, dioactivily.
Consumer Protection Com­
missioner Barbara Dunn said 
the glow apparently resulted 
from laundering in detergents 
containingwjthteners.
Chief chemist J. Gordon 
Hanna at the Connecticut ag­
ricultural experiment station 
said it’s not unusual in these 
days of optical brighteners in 
detergents to find that what­
ever has been laundered will 
glow under ultraviolet light.
Hanna speculated that the 
nightgown had been in prox­
imity to an appliance emitting 
ultraviolet radiation, such as 













MONDAY, TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY 
Comer Bernard and Glcnmore St.
Key Winners 
Mrs. P. Hlrtle, 1495 Lynwood Crese. 
Mrs. N. Dion, Winfield 
Mrs. C. Scott, 560 Sutherland Ave. 
Mrs. Jean Pallister, Shasta Trailer Court
Four Boys Find 
$29,000 Bankroll
DENVER (AP) - Four young 
boys found a $29,000 bankroll in 
a metal box along a river bank 
and George H. Mahoney, a 70- 
year-old First World War vet­
eran, claimed the money Sun­
day.
Mahoney said he dropped the 
box about a month ago while 
out for an dvehiqg. walk along 
the river bank and couldn't find 
it in the darkness. .
He said it contained his life 
savings, as Well as personal pa­
pers and an army discharge, 
. police, reported.
Billy Cummings, 12, his 
brother Derrick, 13, and Terry 
Miller, 13, and Martin Snow, 12, 
were out for a bicycle ride when 
they saw the box sticking out of 
a mud bank along the South 
Platte River. They took it to the 






...... ............ 2 lb. ctn. J) jf (
CP
EGGS 2 d» s1-09
Grade “A” Large   | • *
Zanzibar Plans 
To Close Prisons
ZANZIBAR (Reuter) - Zanzi­
bar will heed the advice of a 
special committee this week, 
closing all its prisons and re­
leasing the 700 prisoners. The 
committee said the existence of 
prisons encourages criminals to 
continue their activities. The 
freed prisoners will take an 
oath to be liiw-abidlng citizens 
and 'to do honest work.
SPIRITUAL MUSIC
LIMA, Peru (AP) — A prison 
once stood on the site of a hotel 
under construction in Lima nnd 
■workers—who say the prisoners’ 
ghosts still roam the land—con­
vinced the contractor to Install 
' lights and recorded music to 
.drive away the spirits.
i CANS THROWN OUT
• PARIS (AP) — Metal gar. 
bage cans will be eliminated 
starting in 1973 and will be re­









Wo speclallxo tn wheel 
balancing and wheel align­
ment ana muffler*. All work 
guaranteed.
• Women's Dress Clearance
Catalogue surplus dresses, hot ' pants in a 
giant selection of styles, fabrics and colors. 
Simpsons-Sears &£ ’64 QQ
Low’Price ........................  to IT-VW
Personal Shopping: Women’s Dresses (31):
• Perma-Prest Flare Pants
S5 14.99
Acrylic knits with flare legs, sharp creases and 
elasticized waist. Machine washable, dryable. ,
Sizes 12 to 20.
Simpsons Sears Low Price Pr. 6.66
Personal Shopping: Women’s Sportswear (7)
• Body Fashions Clearance j
An assortment of bras, Gikinis and half slips at 
low, low prices. Assorted styles, colors and .sizes. 
Come in and see for yourself! . f AA 1 "TA 
Simpsons-Sears Low Price .... Ea. lafcv to v
Personal Shopping; Intimate Apparel Shop (18)
• Back Pack Baby Carrier
Holds baby safely, comfortably. Leaves your arms 
free for carrying parcels. Fabric is strong, rein­
forced, washable. Sturdy metal frame. r- 
Simpsons-Sears Low Price................. . ...... Ea.
Personal Shopping; Infants’, Clilldren’s Wear (20)
• Famous Maker Girls' Jeans
7.97
With straight-leg styling. Pre-shrunk for a lasting 
fit. In Blue denim and several popular colors. Sizes 
7 to 14. Made in Canada. 9 00
Simpsons-Sears, Low Price ........................ ’..
Personal Shopping; Glrh' Wear (77)
P, 2.99
• Boys' Ko-Iron Knit Shirts
Many popular fashion styles including V-necks, 
turtlenecks and mock turtle necks. Washable, In 
assorted colors, sizes 8 to 18. I 117
Strppsons-Sears Low Ptice.................... Ea. Inwi
Personal Shopping: Boys' Wear (40)
• Men's Norfolk (ord Sport (oat
Styled In cotton corduroy with three buttons and an 
all-around belt. In Camel or Bronzetone imported 
corduroy, \sizes 36 to 46. ' A A1!
Simpsons-Sears Low Price .........................  viwl
Personal Shopping: MenM Dress Wear (45)
Men's Perma-Presl Jeans
Flare leg styling In assorted fabrics, various plain 
and fancy colours. A Aft IA Aft
Simpsons-Sears Low Price .. Pr. Oivv to lUavw
। • Personal Shopping: Men's Casual Shop (41) ‘
Shopping Centre 
Kelowna B.C.
Look for your 16-poge Warehouse Sole 
flyer in tomorrow's paper. Shop 9:30 
a.m. Tuesday for a preview of dozens 
and dozens of feature buys — too good 
to keep you whiting! Here are typical 
examples:
• Perma-Presl Casual Pants
Assorted popular colors in several materials. Full­
cut styling in sizes 34 to 44; trim-cut in sizes 30 
< to 42. Simpsons-Sears A QQ 7 GO
Low Price............................. ........Pr. to I ivv
Personal Shopping: Men's Casual Shop (41)
• Deluxe 9-Pce. Cookware Set
Gleaming stainless steel with an iron core for even 
heating. Consists of 10" open skillet, 32-oz., 64-oz. 
and 96-oz. covered saucepans and 192-oz. covered
Dutch Oven. Lids included, in
Simpsons-Sears Low Price 
Personal Shopping; Housewares (11)
piece count. 39.97
• "Anniversary” Nylon Broadloom
Sculptured 501 nylon with a double jute backing. 
Resists wear, cleans easily. Mothproof and non- 
allergenic. In six decorator colors; 12', 9' E 07 
and 36" widths. .......... Salo Price, Sq. Yd. Wav I
Personal Shopping; Floor Coverings (37)
• Family Size Dinette Suite
7-Piece dinette features woodgrained Arborite top 
and 6 padded vinyl chairs, Chrome or Bronze­
tone finish tubular steel legs. Table measures 
36"x48"x60". $ 99.97
Simpsons-Sears Low Price
Personal Shopping; Furniture (1)
• Remote Control Slide Projector
Airequipt projector uses your choice of four slide 
changer systems. Forward and reverse cycling 
and focusing 4J7 07
Brilliant 500 Watt output Price, Ea. "flnvfl
Personal Shopping; Cameras (39)
• Carlop 12' Aluminum Boal
Rated (or a 10 li.p. engine, this lightweight car- 
topper has 3 full-length keels. Green nd-skld 
Interior. 54V4" beam, 20!/2" depth, 13" deck, 
■ !2'’/2" length. f tlQQ
Simpsons-Sears Low Price .........  Eo.^lvv
Personal Shopping; Sports Centre (6)
Park Free While You Shop Simpionn-Soara, Orchard Park, Kelowna.
COTTAGE ROLLS Sw«t ,0
pickled. Oven ready......... . feature ovc
BEEF SAUSAGE Fresh daily, Efi
Home made spiced to taste......................b. 0%
Kraft Dinner Afor$|
7J4 ounce pack feature ..................... B
Cheese Slices
Kraft Canadian. .... 2 lb. pkg,
1.69
Orange Crystals £Qr







1 ■ ■ • f
Cornflakes
“Country Good” ...... ......“jar B
Instant Coffee *1.49
Nabob West......... ......  10 ounce jar ■
FEATURED AT OUR IN-STORE BAKERY 
JELLY ROLLS Sg 1.^,= 49c 
CREAM PUFFS 6 ^49c 
HOT BREADS”' .61oWS 1.00
Bathroom Tissue









or Vegetable. A tins I J
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Dear Dr. Thosteson: After
FAMOUS HAND
South dealer.
NORTHA K Q 10 7 4
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after a test. 













ard Schenken, Sam Stayman 
and this writer.
diamonds had very little prac­
tical use.







^CROSSWORD PUZZLE TO YOUR GOOD HEALTH














































May Not Need Snip
By Georce C. Thostesoo. M.D.
THESES NO REASON
TO KE&PMGtiSRG!
ILL CM6JX \MTH . 
AWaU?«®flftl
'IM 5PSetALASesTKe« , 
©S AKJ-JPAce e4Ta.US8NC£! 
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Dqar Dr. Thosteson: Please 
tell me something about babies 
being tongue-tied. Why would it 
be necessary to wait until a 
child is a year old and then go 
to the hospital?
II had three that were tonguC- 
tied and all they did was clip it 
when they were three days old.
Why don’t doctors find this 
when they examine babies now?
ever have to be done.
Dear Dr. Thosteson; Is it true 
that when boiling water for tea, 
one should use water from the 










DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE-Here's how to work it
A X Y D L B A A X R
Is LONGFELLOW
■One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A is 
used for the three L’s, X for the two O's, etc. Single letters, 
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all 
hints. Each day the code letters are different.
A Cryptogram Quotation
OYMROGZMOZ GR E TYNAZQ G M ■ VEL
MZHZQ ZMXR
Saturday’s Cryptoquote: A SKI RESORT IS USUALLY 
KNOWN FOR ITS SETTING OF SNOW, AND MOUNTAINS—
AND BONES.—SOURCE UNKNOWN







AS A HAIR 
COMB
* ^Mosque of 
SANGARelGAWLY 
Cairo, Eg/r’h
HAS NOT HAD A SINGLE WINDOW 
PAN? BROKEN IN 668 YEARS
NATIVES HAVE CAREFULLY GUARDED 
ITS GLASS WINDOMS SINCE 1304 
0J THE BELIEF A SINGLE CRACKED
PANE WOULD RESULT M 
AN EGYPTIAN DISASTER
QUEENIE
Kl.« FmMm. Sr»fl«k*> Io*. IOA W«I4
Or do you think they are too
busy? This child Is six months 
old and it was an aunt who no­
I don't know of any reason—, 
now—tor doing so. It’s an old 
belief, probably originating 
from the days when people kept
-NOPlCTUMXr make sure, marcel." EKPOSF the FILAN. HOW
ticed it.—Mrs. B. M. T.
Well, good for the aunt. But
the fact that she was the first to 
remark on it, and evidently no­
body else In the family did, may
have some bearing on your 
questions.
If a child is tongue-tied, it is
hot a particularly difficult mat­
ter to clip the tissue to permit
normal movement of the
tongue. Sometimes it has to be
done—and that’s that.
It used to be that any time the
tissue below the tongue was a
it was clipped.
There are many things that we
a tea kettle, on the stove to pro­
vide hot water. Very likely in
some cases (in those days) the 
water had bojled down so the 
mineral or other content was
stronger than in cold water, It 
could perhaps have changed the 
flavor of the tea in some cases.
But it would not make any dif­
ference so far as health is con
reading your articles concern­
ing venereal disease, why
couldn’t there be a requirement
for a blood test before attending
useji to think necessary which 
no longer are done routinely
junior and senior high school? It 
could be the same as for vacci­
nation, and would be required
each fall before starting school.
and this is one of them.
By experience, it was. learned 
that, as a baby grows, the
structure of the mouth often
changes so it is not necessary to
do any cutting. So today there is
no longer the urge to clip the
tongue-tissue in newborn babies.
If it has to be done later on. at
the age of a year, more or less,
it can be done then.
If you are concerned about
tliis situation, have the baby ex­
amined by a pediatrician. Pe­
diatricians are quite familiar
with baby mouths and can give 
you a pretty sound estimate, at
six months, whether clipping is
necessary or whether you 
should wait a few more months
to decide. Don't be too sure that
they didn’t notice this baby’s
tongue but decided to wait and
see whether any cutting would
Would the cost and objections
from some parents be worth the
An appealing notion, but I
don’t think it's practical. For
one thing, a blood test will dis­
close syphilis but will not dis­
close gonorrhea which is about 
20 times as prevalent.
Just making the test doubtless
would help to some .extent, bu.' 
it is not preventive in the sense 
of vaccination—and there is no
vaccine for VD. The tests
wouldn’t prevent somebody 
from getting VD (and then
starting to spread it) the day
rests with the individual—learn­
ing enough about how VD is 
spread, how to avoid it, how to







J17! RF6IMENT AFTER THE 
•Aj/ AMERICAN REVOLUTION 
■ CONTINUED TO WEAR 
KIS UNIFORM DAILY
FOR THE NEXT 50 YEARS
-•   kM. l*7A VmU takM
By Phil Interlandi
“Boy, the landlord sure gets corny on rent day.”
Wall Street Rings In 1972
With Big Show Of Optimism
NEW YORK (API
CONTRACT BRIDGE




, Opening lead—ace of clubs
With Lilhehook North and ।
Anulf South for Sweden, they
got to six hearts on the bidding 
shown. West led the ace of
clubs, shifted to a spade, and 
Sweden went down one.
It was a remarkable deal.
The K-Q-J' of clubs proved
worthless, the diamond void 
was ho great asset, and South’s




Schenken (playing with Stay­
man) promptly drew trumps,
cashed the A-K-Q-J of dia­
monds, discarding four clubs
from dummy, and conceded the
When two good teams sit
down to play one another for
the world championshi,:, al­
most anything at all can hap­
pen. And it did—in this astound­
ing hand from the Sweden-U.S, 
match in 1953.
It Was Deal No. 3—before the
players even had. a chance to
warm up—in the 256-deal match
won by an American team com­
posed of John Crawford, Ted
Lightner, George Rapee, How-
ace of spades for a gam of 1,030
points on the deal.
It- is surely odd that two of 
the best teams in the world
both bid a slam, missing two
aces. Had the same hand been 
dealt in the average home 
game, it is highly probable that
the participants — by using
Blackwood—would manage to 
stay out of the slam.
It makes a fellow sometimes
wonder whether the champs
are all they’re cracked up to be I
YOUR HOROSCOPE
TUESDAY, JAN. 11
Arics (March 21-April 19),
You may be tight-pressed for
of sufficient capital can necessi­
tate revising plans on a smaller 
scale than you'd hoped for.
funds for a few months, with 
one cause possibly being an
economy drive where you’re
employed. Every penny must be
Taurus (April 20-May 20).
You're not in much of a, mood to
get things done, preferring to 
take it easy and expend as little
energy‘as possible, If you can 
shelve chores, why not?
Gemini (May 21-Junc 21), H's 
best, for the time being, to push
your worries to the back of your
mind and make the most of
present happiness. There are a
few blessings you’ve overlooked,
Cancer (June 22-July 22). The
next few weeks could bring an
okl friend back. One account re­
mains to be settled before this
face disappears hjom your 
scene permanently. Be fair,
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). High-
cr-ups now arc becoming more
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19).
Attempts to rekindle an old love
could be given serious consider­
ation, but neither of you has
changed enough to guarantee
any great understanding.
Aquarius (Jah. 20-Feb. 18)
Home and housing conditions 
arc due to be the focus of your
biggest gripes shortly, You'll be
pul to a big inconvenience by
older folks, possibly a parent.
Pisces (Feb, 19-March 20);
Accept any additional responsi­
bilities willingly and you can
count on a reward later that
will far exceed what the job is 
worth. Impress whomever you
Today's birthday......... if y&u 
keep youv wits about you, you'll
sidestep making a poor decision
involving profession, public
standing. Times to keep cool
arc later this month and agahv
exacting and stubborn in their
demand s, putting a small
shadow bn professional pursuits,
You'll be very busy all month.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22).
News that y>u’<! been counting 
on hearing could he deljiycd in­
definitely. People arC'Stariing to 
have second thoughts, on the 





DARTMOUTH, N.S. (CP) -
Police Sgt. Fred yvright wns 
Hitting In an unmarked car
New I was Wednesday's 21.35 million
York stock market prices rang'
in the new year in good fashionm cu jh ii vii 
during the first trading week of 
1072 as the Dbw Jones average S1






THS CORD IS ALLTWISTED 
HJ. HAVE TO STRAIGHTEN
IT OUT, FIRST
YOU BET*




[ WILL I GET MY I •,/>"
V BAB/ BACK SOOhl’/K/ DON'T LEAM ON
V. —tM me.' 1 KNOW WHAT
TVdjSV- I' fC I'M POING... ?
XftWM/M?.’OWEN CANTRELL HAS DISCOVERED 
THAT HIS NEWLY ADOPTED DAUGHTERS FATHER 
-PRESUMED DEAD-MIGHT VERY WELL BE AllYE.' 
JULIE IS UNAWARE OF THIS DEVELOPMENT
NO WIFE,EH ? THAT'S TOO BAD/ £ 
WE'RE GIVING A BOTTLE. OF 
PfiRtqJAAE. TO LADY CUSTQAAERg.
FREE PERFUME/ 













MOVE THIS KID SO I
DON'T CLIP HIM ON 
MV BACKSWING? ' ■
There s a lot to lie learned now 
from someone cine's blunders 
particularly if you're right op 
the brink of entering the same
sort of situation, Learn from the
example.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21). If
near the Angus L. Macdonald 
bridge, when a car pulled 
alongside and n, man asked
him. for a quarter to get 
across the bridge.
Sgt. Wright handed over Ilie
quarter, but became Hiispl 
clous when he saw Hint the 
car, with five mon Inside, wns
i-l*
level for the first lime, In nearly 1 Monroy
• jour months. * | wine of the sltongor Issur.* of
The rinsing Dow Jones aver-11971 and mans Investors walled 
of 30 industrial stocks on the sidelines to see vhnt
gained 20,17 points to 910.37 dur- direction the market would take 
ing the week'. 'Hut Bow Junes in Ilie early pari of the year, 
.. ‘ Hut Tuesday the markoiaverage closed W c d n c s 1 a y 
qbovc the 900 level for |he first hegnn'its s'eutl
...................... ... ' which was It i •• h I i r h t cd bytone since Sept  20  1971, .yhen
il finished nt 905,15.
Hie week bustled with ncti\\.
97.31 million shares
changed hands on the New York
Stock Echange compared with
71.09 million aharea last week.
The week’s' largest turnover
\\'cdue?d<i> no .< r I v i’l-poni! 
climb in the Dow average,. ’
you haven't lived up to your end 
of the bargain, don't expect a 
clone ally Io overlook II, In Ihe
next few weeks you'll find you 
haven't been able to get away 
with anything.
‘SagliUrluN (Nov. 22-Dcc; 21).
It's back to the drawing boards
(or one pct idea of yours. A Inch
Analysts observ'd that ii";es- ABIHATEGHASfJO, Italy 
lots were generally reacting to (AP) —■ Police closed the local 
favorable signs of economic im- Jail because it lacked sanitary 
provciihent and the trend toward facilities, arid ruled the jnil'n 
Itm er Intel cat talcs. , (wo prhonct it can be tried later,
brand new and bore no lie 
ence plates.
As the car pulled away, the 
policeman radioed hondqiiar- 
s\ith a dcsciiptlon of theJers 
vehicle and Icnrned it had
Sgt. Wrlghl nave chase, 
stopped the car and, arrested 
the five men, who arc to ap 
pear In ciinit hero Monday,
Police ChiefBoger Smith! 
who reported the Incldont 
today, complimented the ser­
geant on hls thoroughnesH.
'He even got hls quarter
back," the chief Raid.
) / you KNOW 
ZJ AArfTMFQ BOA
KNdW'-lVE LOCKGP






Rutland, Winfield, Oyama, Peachland, Wetbank 









IT MUST BE NICE
While Kelowna residents 
are caught in winter’s icy 
grip contemplating the likeli­
hood of more frigid tempera­
tures and snow, snow, snow, 
lovely Julia Donnison joins in 
the fun and sun on the beach
Housing Starts 
Jumped In 1971
According to the latest, stat­
istics. released by the Central 
Mortgage - and Housing Corpora­
tion, the number of housing 
starts recorded in Kelowna dur- 
ng the first 11 months of 1971 
umped 90 per cent oyer the 
number, recorded ' during the 
same period In 1970.
The increase compared with 
a province-wide growth of 26 
per cent and with increases of 
21-per cent in metro Vancouver, 
23 per cent in metro Victoria 
and an average of 76 per cent in 
the 10 smaller cities in the pro­
vince.
Figures include all dwelling 
units, whether financed through
755, and Prince George, with 
422. There were 11 housing 
starts here in November, up 
four from the same month in 
1970.
Housing completions during 
the first H months of 1971 in 
Kelowna totalled 240, compar­
ed with 147 in the same period 
in 1970. At the end of November 
there were 150 dwelling units 
under construction, compared 
with just 68 the previous year.
CMHC or not.
In addition to Kelowna, the 
Crown corporation reports, 
housing start increases in the 
11-month period were particu­
larly marked, at Kamloops, 
where they more than doubled 
over 1970, and at Vernon and 
Pririce George, where there 
were smaller but still substan­
tial gains.
Kelowna recorded 262 hous­
ing starts,in-the January-Nov- 
ember period last year, com­
pared with 138 during the same 
period in 1970.
The figure was third-highest 
among the non-metropolitan 
centres, behind Kamloops, with
at Sydney, Australia. A hot 
summer is in full swing Down 
Under and the beach is a; 
favorite soot for this bronzed 
17-year-old.
(AP Wirephoto)
Hughes Says Autobiography 
'Totally Fantastic Fiction
LOS ANGELES (AP) - A 
guttural, relaxed sounding voice 
bn the telephone, identified by 1 
Howard Hughes’ spokesmen as 
that of. the billionaire industrial­
ist emerging from long seclu­
sion, said his purported forth- 
coming autobiography is a 
fraud.
"Patently false" and *.‘a to­
tally fantastic fiction” were 
other’ terms he used to describe 
the book in the long-distance 
conference with seven reporters 
gathered about a table in a Los 
Angeles hotel room..
But the publishers, McGraw- 
Hill Book Co. and Life maga­
zine, repeated Sunday their be­
lief they have "the authentic 
biography." 
: All the reporters agreed as 
tlic conference ended that it was 
Hughes’ voice.
In Somerville, N.J., Lawrence 
Kersta, head of Voiceprint Lab­
oratories and inventor of a sys­
tem that permits voice identifi­
cation sb accurate it is admissi­
ble in court, compared tapes of 
the conversation with tapes of 
Hughes’ voice made nearly 25 
years ago.
Kersta concluded: "It is my 
opinion that it is indeed the 
voice of Howard Hughes."
. Filmed Friday, the two-hour 
40-minute session was broadcast 
In part Sunday by radio stations 
and the NBC, CBS and ABC tel­
evision networks. NBC, which
Hughes said he was in Nas­
sau. A spokesman said the in­
dustrialist was in his top-floor 
quarters at Nassau’s Brittania 
Beach Hotel. "
Asked about Clifford Irving, 
listed as his collaborator on the 
autobiography, he said:
“I don’t know him. I never 
saw him." '
A reporter remarked that
Kept Busy
HOUSTON (Reuter) 
Hundreds of experiments, rang­
ing from locating icebergs in 
the Antarctic to spotting locust 
breeding grounds in Saudi Ara­
bia and analysing the haze over 
Los Angeles, are being planned 
for the United States space 
agency’s first major examina­
tion of mankind’s environment:
Scientists from all over the 
world have proposed more than 
700 experiments for the two 
earth-orbiting spacecraft which 
will conduct the examination 
with an array of cameras and 
sensors.
They are the first Earth Re- 
s o u r c e s Technology Satellite 
(ERTS.-A), -due for launch next 
spring into a near-polar orbit 
565 miles above earth which will 
keep it synchronous with the 
.sun, and the Skylab three-man 
orbiting station planned to start 
operations about one year later.
So far, the National Aeronau­
tics and Space Administration 
has accepted about 130 experi­
ment proposals. They came 
from scientists in 29 states and 
from 22 foreign countries. An­
other 270 proposals wert .re­
jected, and the rest are being 
evaluated.
McGraw-Hill and Life have said 
they satisfied themselves of the 
autobiography’s authenticity.
"Well, I.just don’t (see how.it’s 
possible," said.Hughes,
In a joint statement Sunday, 
Life and McGraw-Hill detailed 
for the first time some of their 
evidence that.the book is, au­
thentic.
They said they have a 10-page 
handwritten letter, from Hughes 
and endorsed cheques repre­
senting payment to him/ Ex­
perts have authenticiated the 
writing, they said. But Hughes 
denied receiving any cheques 
from McGraw-Hill or Life.
The Hughes spokesman who 
invited the seven reporters to 
the interview said they were se­
lected because they had spoken 
to the industrialist in the past.
They were Marvin Miles( Los 
Angeles Times; Wayne Thomls, 
Chicago Tribune; Gene Hand- 
saker, The Associated Press; 
Vernon Scptt, United Press In­
ternational; Jim Bacon, Hearst 
Newspapers; and Roy Neal, an
filmed It, made films and sound ' 
tapes available to the other out­
lets. ।
VOICE RASPY
In a voice that was a little 
raspy, the 66-year-old "phantom 
financier," whose fortune Is es­
timated at $2 billion, also said:
—He plans to become less of 
a recluse, to resume flying and 
return eventually from the Ba- 
hamas to Las Vegas, Nev.
—He definitely expects to 
have, a face-to-face, Interview 
with reporters, intends to have 
photographs taken for public 
distribution and wants to re­
sume movie production,
—His health Is "tolerable," 
but he is not happy or content 
and Is hounded by lawsuits and 
"overhanging threats" such as 
the alleged autobiography.
The news conference, said by 
Hughes’ spokesmen to be his 
first In more than 15 years, 
. provided the latest development 
in a dispute over the authentic­
ity of the 230.000-word book 
Which McGraw-Hill Is scheduled 
fo publish March 27. Life maga­
zine plans to serialize three 
10,000-word Instalments before 
then,
NBC correspondent who served 
as moderator; and Gladwin 
Hill, New York Times.
CALL COST $350
Hushes' voice came from a 
telephone device on a stand In 
front of the reporters. The 160- 
minute call cost about $350
Hughes also commented that 
his fingernails and. toenails arc 
not six to eight inches long, as 
once reported, and that most of 
his estate will go io medlca 
research.
His health? "Well, how the 
hell is anybody's health at 66 
years of age? I certainly uon’ 
feel like running around a trac
The two earth-survey, projects 
represent NASA’s answer to 
those who say the sp^ce pro­
gram is a wasteful luxury.
Even NASA’s foes in Congress 
Stand to benefit from the sur­
veys. . Senators William Prox- 
mire (Dem.-Wis.),- and Walter 
Mondale (Dem.-Minn.), who 
have spearheaded the regular! 
attacks on the space agency’s! 
budget, can note two expert-1 
ments planned for studying the 
ecology, land p tanning and 
weather in the Great Lakes re­
gion of Wisconsin, and another 
for studying land-use manage­
ment in Minnesota. >
The experiment to study the 
formation and location of Ant­
arctic icebergs was proposed by 
John L. Hutt of Santa Monica, 
Calif. A NASA spokesman said 
one aspect of the experiment 
was to examine the, feasibility 
of towing an iceberg to Los An­
geles and using -it for drinking 
water or ice cubes.
The 32 foreign experiments 
accepted so far include one pro­
posed by D. E, Pedgley of the 
Anti-Locust Research Centre in 
London for detecting potential! 
locust breeding sites in south­
west Saudi Arabia.
Other environmental studies 
will bo conducted by scientist 
In 21 other countries, .including 
Canada. '
APARTMENT FIRE
RUTLAND - A plumber is 
believed to have started a fire 
in' an unfinished apartment on 
Husch Road Saturday afternoon. 
Minor damage resulted.
nt UCLA and trying to break a 
record. . , .
"But my health is tolerable, 
that’s certain, and probably bet­
ter than I deserve....”
HO denied that the reason he 
lived as a recluse was pome em­
barrassing physical disability.
But "I’m not too—I’m not 
very happy, I'll tcll\you that," 
he said.
Asked why he lived the Uto of 
a recluse, he said: "I don't 
really know.
"I will tell you one thing. I 
am rapidly planning to come
"I only wish I were still In the 
movie business. . . , This epi­
sode Is Just so fantastic that it 
taxes your Imagination to be­
lieve a thing like this could hap­
pen.” Hughes said.
When McGraw-lUII an” Hinted 
In December it had acquired 
rights to the manuscript, a 
Hughes Tool Co, spokesman de­
nied Within hours (hat such a 
book exists. >
MATCHING THUMB
JOHANNESBURG, South AL 
ricn (API — A thief running off 
with a heavy bus radiator stum­
bled and dropped It, severing a 
thumb, Police said they were 
auro they would catch the thief 
because they also' had hls 
thumb, "and It’s jukt a matter 
of finding the hand Io fit lt.“
Many Memories Of 'Lizzie'
LONDON (CP) — Many a Ca­
nadian army veteran will recall 
a memorable voyage on the old 
Cunard liner Queen Elizabeth, 
now sunk in Hong Kong harbor 
after'a raging fire.
; . The 83,000-ton Lizzie, which 
first took the seas as the 
world's biggest troopship in the 
dark days of 1940, was assigned 
at' war's- end to' bring the first 
big contingent of Canada's fight­
ing men home from Eufape.
Together with the bld four- 
funnelled Aquitania, the Eliza­
beth transported the Canadians, 
while the 80,000-ton Queen Mary 
was put at the disposal of U.S. 
troops. '
On Oct 22,1945, the Elizabeth 
took 12,517 Canadians—her nor­
mal . peacetime accommodation 
was 2,000 passengers—across
the Atlantic to Halifax, the port 
where Sani Cunard, founder of 
the historic line, had been born 
in 1787.
Almost immediately, how­
ever. she sailed into a storm 
between the Canadian govern­
ment and the commodore of the 
Cunard line, Sir James Bisset.
As recounted in the liner's of­
ficial biography, The Elizabeth, 
by Neil Potter and Jack Frost, 
Bisset noted that the quay at 
Halifax was not an enclosed 
dock but was open to a swell 
from the southeast. \
Fearing that a southeasterly 
'gale might cause the giant ves­
sel to break her moorings, Bis­
set insisted that,for the rest of 
the winter, the Elizabeth should 
disembark her Canadian troops 
at New York or Boston.
Bisset was backed'up by other 
Cunard captains, but the Cana 
dian government, which natu­
rally wished to continue landing 
the veterans on Canadian soil, 
immediately protested to him 
and the British shipping authori­
ties. The Canadian transport de­
partment gave its opinion that 
fears for the Elizabeth’s-safety 
at Halifax were groundless.
But the Cunard company 
stuck to its view, and Canadian 
Defence Minister Douglas Abbot 
said the captain’s opinion, as 
the man responsible for the 
'ship’s safety, must prevail and 
the Canadian government must 
accept, the decision.
There was further protest; but 
without success, when Cunard 
banned Canadian newspaper 
men from boarding the vessel in
New York, on the <rounds that 
disembarkation would be ham­
brook's Sunday Express caUed 
the New York decision "a thor­
oughly bad advertisement for 
this country (Britain) and a 
slight to Canada.
On a subsequent crossing to 
New York with 12,314 Canadian
troops, .former prime minlsteQfc 
Winston Churchill was a passen-^
ger, en route to a winter vaca
tion in Florida.
A d d r e s s i.n g the troops, 
Churchill paid' tribute to tire 
1940 days when "the Canadian 
Army Corps stood alone on Kent 
and Sussex and the Germans
had 25 divisions ready to leap 
across the channel ««•’ 
Great Britain out of life' and 
history."
ever hear opportunity knock?
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PWA’s flights to 
Calgary connect 
with CP Air’s 
3:45 pm flights 
East.
Call your travel 
agent, He'll be 
happy to arrange 
for you to fly 
round trip.... 
on both of us.
DRESS SLACKS 
pure wools and Double Knits 
20% OFF 





★ NO EXCHANGES 
> NO REFUNDS
OPEN THORS. & FRIDAY TIL 9 P.M.
& RAINWEAR
20 to 50% OFF
and (more
SOCKS
Kroy-Wool. Reg. 1.75
2 pair 1.49
shop
575 Bernard Ave
Phone 763-2101
